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guise, and wrote an avowal of his hand and
heart to Miss Jenny Somers, which was ac
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Saturday Morning,

!

How Godfrey Ohcse his Wife.
“Godlrey, old boy,” said Henry Clayton as he I
tilted back iu his chair, aud put his leet on the
j
mautle-pieee, “when is the wedding to be?”
“Whose wedding?”
“Miss Laura Somers, or Jenny, which is j
it?”

“Now don’t be mysterious.
a

I

|

j

notice the inter-

nal

“How

cau

I?

A card at the door will put
even the notice of a

lady on her guard, or
gentleman Visitor.”
“(Jo there in disguise.

any

Stock

60,000 00

110.000
40.000
20,000
20,000
6,000
6,000

<

BY

factory references.
Portland.

0

00
00
00
00
00

$6,189

60

specifying
on collateral

seourity,

8 Amount loaned

on

A

6,130

9 Amount of cash on hand,
10 Amount of cash in hands
of agents.
11 Other assets not above

42

a

nothing.
-$12,717

An
prices,

120,074

outstanding

00

I sat all the evening just looking at that
I did not hear your prayer. I did
not hear a word of your sermon. I do not
know your text. I thought of uothiug but
that hymn, aud I have been thinking of it,ever since.
It is so light, and makes me so contented. Why sir, don’t you think that the
reason that we don’t get out of darkness sooner, Is that we don’t believe ?”
Simple faith in Christ will always bring
peace to the soul.

none.

4,600

BY

8,000 00

counts,

12,500 00

none.

20,000 00

I re*ideal.
Wm. Comstock,
Walter Paine, bccreltry.

ing

\

■

8. G, DENNIS,

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

private

I hate to hear you talk of that
account. It seems so much like cheat-

Laura,

sworn, depose and say, that
the foregoing is a true, full and correct statement oi
tho affairs ortho said corporation, and that they are
the Above detc ibed officers thereof.
8. Maurak, President.
J. S. Parish, Seoretary.
before
and
sworn
me, this ninth day oi
Subscribed
Hbhry M. Kawson,
Januarv. a. d., 1865.
Justice of the Peace.

like to wear bine. Godfrey Horton said last
were his favorite
night that forget-me-nots
liowcns.

Jenny colored, and placing

the bunch again

Insurance
ASSETS

HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Seoretary.

Moil Exqnlelte, Hellenic ami Fra.
grant Perfume. Distilled from the
Hare and Beautiful Flower from

A

can.

bit bis lip.
-•Think,” said Jenny, in an undertone, “if
will grieve him, if
you love him, how much it
lie should discover this deceit.”
“Nousense! Well, I’ll tell yon bow to rein-,
edy It. Lend me some money out ot the housekeeping lunds.”
“Laura! steal from father?”
There, don’t preach.”
-•Miss Jenny,”said a servant, entering at
that moment, “the dinner baa come.”
Jenny left the room, and Laura still turned
While the old man
over the gay flowers.
in the
pointed out their various beauties, he
meantime was running over the disordered
while lie
hair, shabby drees, and la/.y position,
contrasted them with Jenny s neat
man

which

#l“Not decided yet?”

Ask

nonsense.

I have time for
a

enjoy-

name.

for Photon's—Take n<o other*
Sold by druggists generally.

S KINNEK’S PULMONALES
immediately relieve Coughs.
Colds, Hoarseness Loesof voice
Bronchitis, Lassitude, Thirst,
and evety symptom o the first
stag sen Pulton aty CoitBamp>tioa. They are white, in form
of* wafer, and as suitable for
the infcnf ip the oradle as a patient of thaee score years und
ten. Orators and all who overtax the vocal organs reoeive
their
relief
by
In6fapt
u^e. Sold by all Druggists.
Prepared by IS. M. Skinner, Chemist, 27 Tremont
street, Boston. U. ff HA Y, cor Free and Middle
streets, suppeyingagent*.
sep27 eod&oowGm

said Jenny, returning

ment, and father cannot have

its

dec!7d8c*_

j

short absence.
“No. Come here.”
s bead
•‘I can’t. Father has sent home a call
Maraud I am afraid to trust it entirely to
make a
garet; I must superintend the dinner,
and
pudding, and the parlors must be dusted,
there is my white mull to be finished.”
-Before I’d lie the drudge that you are,

“Drudge 1

lake*

OP Beware of Counterfeits.

a

cried Laura.

It

Manufactured only by I'lIAI.ON Sc SOIV.

mentally

after

DR JONATHAN MOOR’S
C««euce ol Lile,
an

;

MEDICINE. It
Coughs,'
aod
Is Colds{IXCEr.I.fcNT
Whooping Cough, and alt diseases of
the Throat and

comfortable i (iuie.i4K

mires

Lungs, and it works like
children when
teething. Try it.

a

charm i**

Prepared

15. E, HAYWaRD, Hadley Mass.
; by
house If some one does not superintend these
W. PBILWFS k Co., Agents.
jaul6deod5w
thiDgs. When I marry, you may do it,” she

laughed merrily.

Ice House to Let.
“As If I should not marry first,” said Laura.
lost Hocb* on Center street, wbioh bus
all
I
have
chosen
want.”
“There, I
b en u.el 30 yeen fbr the storage ot B» by Mr.
“Shall I call again for the change?” said ] David Hob:nson. will be let as it is orannw tulldshall
“1
be
Missthe
to
Wilt
be built to suit the occupant. TUI, i, a very
happy put
ing
the pedler.
dosirablo locality lor a Stable keeper, or that o' ales on my list of customers.”
anv other ouslnees, and a long lease wlllbe
most
“Yes, call again,” said Laura.
given, if derired. Pie se applyto
ED WAR D N UTTER, W Middle st.
So the pedlar took up his basket, aud walkthrew aside his wig, beard aud dis- I Jau24cod3w

THE

ed home,

$1 204,188 40.

WM. E. WABBEN, President.

sister, you cannot afford it.”
a,,Uut,
•‘Yes X
Godfrey Horton is rich.”

Portland Board of Beftrencee:
John B. Brown A Son, Ukesey, Fletcher A Co.
John Lynch A Co.
H. J. Libby A Co.
The undersigned having been appointed Agent
and Attorney lor this Company, is now prepared
to issue Policies on Insurable Property at ourrent

St., 0pp. Lancaster Hall,
This House is

avlng been leased by the

subscriber for a
of years, and has been thoroughly ren-

arm

ovated, and spioxididly furnished, regardKo itns to let by the day or week.
It will be icept on the

expense.

decHltf

Par Hand

Co, Ag’ls.
__

Company will issue Policies to be free after
payment of sin, eight or ten Premiums at
the option of the insured, and at rates as low as any
other Company The issue of Free Policies renders
it at leas'equal if not superior to the participation
Companies
Office No. 102 Middle Street.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pres
EDWARD SHAW, Secy.
Feb. 16—dAwtf

THIS

the

Copartnership Notice.
this day formed a copartapd style of f LING A
WHITTEMORE, and have taken the store formerly
street,
oooupied by Hen y Fling, N'>.«1 Commercial
where they Intend doing a Commission and Wholesale business in Teas, Tobacco, W. I. Goods, Groceries and Provisions.
HENRY FLING.

THE

have

name

STEPHEN

dtl

JUST

RECEIVED!!

NICE lot of New Buckwheat. Graham
Flour, Oatmeal, Hof Yeast Cakes, and
for sale
by

A

DANFORTH
novSOtf

&

CLIFFORD,
3

Lime street.

Special Bounty?

are

respectfully informed

it is tho intention of the

this House shall be kept
House.
Ihnohoicest Suppers served.
Oot. 19—3m

a

that
that

Proprietor
first-class road

_GEO.

|
;

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE
FOBMBBLT KBOWH AS

McClellan

house,

WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietors.
The public are respectfully informed
that this spacious, convenient and well
'known House, situated at

MORRILL’S CORNER,

Portland, has been re-furnished and is
open for the reception of Company and PleasureParties. Every attention will be glvon to the comfort of guests.
KJf—The Cars from Portland evory half hour.
WINSLOW ft THAYER.
Westbrook, Oct. 10-dtf

H miles

Copartnership Notice.
have this
formed copartnership under
WEthe Btyle ofday
P.

MERRILL

& CO.,

have taken the itore

No. 52 Union St...
will continue the

Retail

Shoe

Trade.

Mr. W T*. Merrill, having been in a retail Shoe
store on Middle street for several years, and recently ha 1 a store on St. Lawrence Street, would mbst
respectfully invite all his oil friends and natrons,
52 Union
call and feo him
and many newon *e
W. P. Merrill,
fctreet.
M.
L.
Mkraill.
janl9dlw*

NOTICE.

New Weed

mustered

as

and

LOCAL

Free

a

BOUNTIES.

Transportation

TBS

Re-openud with New Furniture ft Fixtures,

|tgfrom

PERUVIAN HAIR REGENERATOR
Everybody should

Reware qf Imitations! Call for PeruviRegenerator and receive no other.
Jones & Ray wholesale agents, 170 Washington at,
Boston; Also Weeks & Potter, Carter, Runt A Co
and ethers. At whole'ale by Sheppard A Co. Portland. At retail L. C. Gilson. 14 Market Square,

Waterhouse, oor Congress f .Middle st.,
Crossman A Co., and J. R Lunt,and dealers gener-

Short &

Canal

arriving

at

Washington,

veterans will be cared

be formed into Companies and Regiment* as fast as they errive; persoal preferences being regarded when practicable.
This Corps will be provided with the best arms in
tbe possession of tno Government, and the men will
be allowed to retain them at the expiration of service
All applications for commissions mast be addressed to th Adjutant General of the Army, and
must state,
let—The date of original entry iato service;
2d—The rank on en.ry into service;
3d—Date and cause of discharge;
4th—Rank at time of discharge;
6th—Organization in which service was rendered
The application may be accompanied by testimoni
als from commanders. When applications are favor
ably considered, the necessary .nsTuctiona will b«
sen t to thapplicant by mail or telegraph.
All inquiries for in ormaiion to be addressed to the Adjutant General, iiead-quarters 1st CorpsVeterans wilt be furnishod with free transportation to Washington, by applying to cither of the fol-

lowing officers:—

CaptCHAS H. Doughty, Pro. Mar. 1st District,
Portland.
Capt. N. MouBiLL,Pro. Mar. 2d Dist., Auburn.
Capt, a. P. F»avib, Pro. Mar 31 Dist., Augusta.

Capt. E. Low, Pro. M*r. 4th Dist.. Bangor.
Capt. Wm. H. Eoulkr, Pro. Mar 5th Dist.Bellas!.
R M. LI FILER,
V. R. C A A. P. M. General.
Dec.
13, 1804.—declSd&wtt
Augusta, Me.,

Major

STOVES, STOVES!
On Sale

or

to

I^ei 1

advanco 01 any other Machine
no w in use.
While many other good Machines have
been olfored to the public, we have long felt the »eoeeeity of a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of Kamilv Sewing, as well as Heavy
Tailoring and Leather Work; and to meet this demand a large amount of labor and capital has boon
expended in perfecting the Weed, which we unbesita ingly claim to be tho best Sewing Machine in the
world and toe Warrant every Machine to Give
feet Satisfaction, ibr they have been tried and improved by eleven years of practical experience and
constructed upon true mechanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part i1* made of the best
material, nlcelv adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines can be seen at the

Sales Boom, 137 1-2 middle St**
Where Machine Findings of all kinds ere constantly
kinds repaired in the best

experienced workmen.

Instructions given on *11 kinds cf Machines. All
kinds of Machines taken in exchange f r the Weed.
Also Machines to let by the week or month.

Sewing

Machine Co.,

n o. 187 1-2 middle Street, Portland.

«e»<_

C.

W. ROBIMSON. Agent

Dissolution.
cop,rtn'r»hlp hentofer, ex'stlmr between
F.
Brook end George K. liersey, UnBenjamin
the style of Brock Sul Uersev, is this dav dis-

THE
der

solved.

Portland, Jan 21.1861.

GEORGE R HF.RSEV.

jan23dlw*

COME

SEE

celebrated large oven P. P. Stewnrt Cook_and
Parlor 8toves.
The New Carpenter McGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
The Parlor Gas Burner,

The

And various other
and

8toves, for City
Deo 1—d3m

patterns of Cook and Parlor

Country

use.

paying

interest from date of

At

B

One-eighth per cent, will

OFFICE,

No. 117 Middle St., I'ertland.

julStl

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R. Co.
annual meeting of the stockholders of the

THE
Portland and
held at

be allowed

of #4)00 and over.
Tostland
ug. 1,1864.

Kennebec Railroad Co. will bo
the Pajlroad Depot, in Brunswick, on the
30th da of January, I860, at9 o'clock a. m, for the
following purposes
1st—To choose a Chairman and Secretary.
2nd—To hear the Report of the Directors and
Treasurer of said oompmy, and to aot thereon.
3d—To choose a Board of Directors of said comfor the ensuing year.
pany
4th—To transaot suoti other business as may propNATH. M. WHITMORE,
erly be ao edon.
janlSdtd
Sec’y,

Repairing

and

Re finishing

New Bedford Copper
Yellow

Ol£JMlvei

Gomp’y.

nrob^iiflnujjgj Sheathing,

Bolt

Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,

Bath,

delivered at say port roqaired
McOILVKET, KYAN B DAV18.

to

WILLIAM A.
Porce

1ST T

,

Wboleail# Dealer in all kinds of

COFFEE, SPICES,
Salatratus & Cream Tartar,

Ntw Cofee and Spice MiUt, 18 and 16 Union street,
Portland, Mt.
Coffee and Spices put up for the trade, with ant
address, In all variety of paokagea, and warrantee
as represented.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trade at effort
mottos.
OT- All goods entrusted a t the owner’s risk.

on

Carriage Manufactory.

all amounts

B. C. SOMERBY,
dti
Cashier.

F. II.

JUST
And

Pumps

and Water

fLandall,

w«™». Cold and Shower
b_-.hu, Wash
■owl., Brae* A Silver Plated
Cocte,
T71VAKT deeoripUon of Wnter Finlorus lor DwolA-J ling House, Hotels, Public Buildings, 8ho ■§,
•
~;-—»»|l and set op In the best manner, and Jl

and
StiLBAD
FUMP8 of all description;,

No. 86

Exchange Street,

Formerly occupied by Stewart

DRY AND

Fierce,

ft

FANCY

a

■took cl

GOODS,

Consisting of the following, viz:—Doeskins, Cassimeres, Satinets, all wool Shirting. Under 8hirts and
Drawers, DeLains, Shirting, Linens, Table Linens,
Embossed all wool Table Covers. Sontags, lloods,
3 car Is, Neck-Ties, Hoop Skirts, Cotton and Liner

Threads.

Also, A Large Lot of Silver-Plated Ware, Tablt
and Pocket Cutlery, Trunks, Valises, &c.

Sales

Auction

CHAS. E.

COTTON,

Auctioneer.

News-paper Correspondence.
cx-editor of this city, heretenders his services, for
reasonable
THEbyundersigned,
to the
of
an

a

pensation,

Goal and Wood!
£ subscriber having purchased the Stock oi
and Wood, and udt.n the stand
recently
OCCBI
by Messrs. Sawyer f Whitney, bend ol
Maine Wharf, are now prepared to supply tbeii
form* r patrons and the pabllo generally, with .
One assortment of

THt-cal
ied

WELL

publishers

any

news

publisher
abroad,

READY-MADE CLOTHINO
AND FURNISHING

j!

p.

John's,

tSIlI’.

rOKTLAWD. UK.

__jylldtf
TRUNKSj VALISES,
AMD

Traveling Bags!
Manufactured
and (hr

MASON & HAMLIN
Are the beet ins* Turnouts of their class in the world.
Nearly all the most prominent artists in the oouutry
have given written testimony to this effect, and these
Instruments are in constant use in tho concert* oi
the most distinguished artists—a* Gottschalk and
others—as well ue in the oporae in the principal cities, whenever such instruments ure required. Prioe
*86 to *600 aaoh. These instruments may be found
at the ktusio Booms of tha subscriber, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers’ prices.

No.S4#i Stewart’s Blook, Congress

St.

uprlS

dtl

DURAN
HO.

A BRACKETT.
MIDDLE 8TEEET.

166

All orders In the oity or from the
oountry prom pi
lT ,ll>d-

___sepCWdtl
126
Exchange Street.

126

Company,

will be received for the erection of a
Warehouse on Galt’s Wharf, on or bef re Satbe seen at the office
urday, the 28'h inst. Flans canof
Gall’, Wharf.
of «he undersigned, at the heal
Not bound to aocept lowest or any.
Fer Order.
T. MACHIN,
(Signed,)
Treasurer.
jan21 dlw

TENDKB8

Board and Rooms
VERY des’rabh Suit of Booms, front o« oor.
ner Congreesand Wilmot streets—posses,ion iu
203 Congress and Wilmot streets,
fsw d«ysjan 2sdlw*

A
a

In
nowsst and

A

Alto,

Delivered to otder in any port of the oity.
The former easterners of Messrs. Sawyer A Whit,
aey are respoetihlly invited to givo ns a sail.
RANDALL, MoALLISTEB A CO.
Portland, Jane 18,1864.—dly

OratefUl for lormer patronage, he hopes by striot
attention to business, end fair
dealing, to receive e
generous share ol publio favor.
Qot. as—dU.

WEALTH.

ECONOMYJS

mHK subscriber reepeotftiJIy
X in general that he will

informa hit

Buildings,
Detroit, Mich.

nnoairrion,

So that Konev

Ang IT—dtf

can

be

Saved in these War Tim, t.

J. I. STORY, No. 33 Exohangc St

FROST,

Produce Dealers,
No, 16 Lime Street.

“:“bo8cth- } PORTLAND, MR

b

The highest market pricer paid for
produced alt
Dec

Consignments solicited.

l-3m.d

N. B.—Particular attention paid to the purchase
of Hogs Flour, Tallow. Grain, fto., Ac lor the Matt*
era market, and would
respetlully refer to, ae refer*
ences,

First National Bank of Detroit,
P. Preston k Co Bankers,
Detroit,
Mooie, Foote k Co., Merchant*, Detroit,
L. P. Knight, Esq., M. Ceat’l R. R.
Oo., Detroit,
& Beebe,Com. Merchts Chicago, ill.
Bangor Courier eopy.

I*.

Oct

PORTLAND,

7—dtf

DANFORTH A

MAINS.

CLIFFORD,

>„D DBALllltB IM

CHEESE,

BUTTER.

EGGS,

linin', Beans, Dried

MO.

3

LIME

LARl),

Apples,

Ac.

STREET,

PORTLAND. M>.
»*»*•*•

Support Skate*,

i

AAIlaYe

git pair <■.
rstllT

^**an»n»"
slip dawn. Ledles.es
and yon

othercelebm*>dMak®n,‘

<o* t

wxl

well as gentlemen, wear
then
O.L. BAILEY, t2 Exchanrest.
ea

straps

ASSORTMENT
THE LAHGMST
»* u leOW PRICES, to b.
of SKATES, snl
found in the city*
examine beforelpurchasing.
Please call a»*
CUA8. DAY, Jr., 114 Middle 8t.
Nov. I—evdtf

dt(

Don’t Swear !
slip on the lor
/When vjn but
side *alk,
n

WILLIAM’S A MORSE SKATES,

ate

Merchant*,

Coiur*^*011

Produce

Skates, Gent*. Skates, Boys’
LADIES'
Norwich Clipper Skates, Blondin See****

S

TO

* COHATCH, CUFF<'bd

Skates I Skates I

And

HEAL'D

DENTIST,
15* C«ipw Stmt, cencr if Temple Stmt,

BUCCZBBOMB

Pat. Ankle

IrleLla

AT SHORT HOTICEARD FAIR PRICES

OSIAH

MERCHANT,

Pork Packer * Provision Dealer,
And Curer of Extra Family Hams,

Douglas’*

Ranges,

W Soooud band STOVES bought, or taken In
exchange lor new.
Srovns, Kenans. Funnecns, and Tin Waaa repaired at short notice, in a faithful manner.

Darling,

Railroad Hotel

and

Tin and Sallow Ware.

HATCH &

Coal J

Superior Coal for Black emit he.
Hard and Soft Wood,

Campus Martius,

the

approved patterns.

most

Furnaces

Diamond and Lor berry

Cumberland

on

Stove and Furnace Business,
all iti branches. STOVES, of all kinds, of t'.is

Together with the best q entity of

Portland

Grain Warehouse

sale

■ WHOLESALE and
RETAIL

Ash,

White and Red

COMMISSION

HA DE EXCLUSIVELY BY

GOODS,

Wee. 1 and 1 AVe* Strut Blood,
(Over B. J. Ubby ft Co.,)

...

on kvist

Locust Mountain.

deorge

Organs

Oo.,

Repair Gentlemens’ Garments

Old Company Lehigh.
Sugar Loai Lehigh.
Hazelton Lehigh.

journal*

with the local transactions and the public measures
and the public men of the State and C Jumry, as well
as his long experience in typographical and editor!
al labors, give him an advantage in this respect
which few others possess He knows how to write
“copy" for the printer that will require no revision
after it passes ont of his hards. He is also a good
and expeditious “proof" reader, and is willing to
who may desire his ser*
engage with any
vices at home or
in that capacity.
WILLIAM A. DREW
fan6dtf
Augusta, Jtn’y 2, 1866.

The Cabinet

PICKED AMD SCREES SI)

com-

Maine, in Boston, in New York or elsewhere, who
would like to enjoy the ready correspondence of an
experienced writer and jjurnalist at the Capital oi
this State. He flatters himse'f that his acquaintance
in

The latest styles of carriage* aud sleighs constant
ly on hand, and made to order.
The new and elegant*‘M,ntar” sleighs are now
on exhibition, and those wishing to purchase are invited to call and examine.
Repairing done with neatness and dispatch,
novidtf

Every Evening.

Oat 21—dtf

l

Manufacturer, and Wholesale Dealers In

to carry

S LG 1 (> II S,

Cotton,

BKi

ftp9 ^tt

Hugh. 3VE. [Phinnev*
!oft>r*i his friend* and former customers
W^*k
he hM UUr the Store No. 126
CARRIAGES, street,that
A’jtckunye
where he intends
Ho. 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me.

Auction Boom of 0. £.

Closets,

Suaoesaor to J. if. Libby,
Manufacturer of

OPENEDj

will be sold at the

PEARCE,

WO. 134 EXCHANGE
STREET,
FOBTLAHD, MIL.

Ohamderi

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

August

Arbroath.

•00 do JLtra All
Long* das
KO do Jfavy jrino
j
Delivered In Portland or ho*ton,
Bath, April».law.

OttAHT’S COFFEE ft BPICE MILL8.

rTX

& 00..

He.

J. T. Lewis

Spiktt, Mailt, fc.,

G

RT-

"OUlS SiMrlor Bleached 1
200 SOO
do All Long flax "(Joy- J
emmont contract." I Alma Wroite,

at short notloe and

J

Oauvas,

AND

D. VERRILL'S

LAW AND COLLECTION

subscription

16th, the date of tbe new loan.
The notes are oonvertable at the end of three
years into specie paying Bper oent. 6-19 bonds.

H. S. EDWARDS.

Leave Your Demands for Collection

manner.

This Bsnk is prepared to reseive subscriptions to
the new 7 3-19 loan in sums of #69 and upwards,

171 and 173 Middle Street.
AND

Scotch

marohlOdtf

SOLDIERS’ REST.

THE
They will

Bank..

Government 7 3-10 Loan.

far in

Weed

24—d3m*

nov

muni*.

___septan ti

MAKBa OF

tW~All kinds of Wart, such as Knives, Forks.
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Oaators, Bo., plated in tin

brator.
Ha r

ally.

WARE,

_

an

Sewing Machine, C. H. STUART & CO.’S,

of all

Phruviam Hair Rxgxn-

use

Manifhetarea to order and In the beet manner. Military and Navy Uniforms, and Boys liar-

PLUMBER!

»3» Comgrttt St., Opp. Court Hours, Portland, Mt.

^Also,

No. 16 Union Street.

Alexander D. Reeve*,
Tailor Ac Draper,
98 EXCHANGE
ST.,

Plater,

SILVER

Roo£Ln§

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

**vv

Hoomt, 110 and 112 Sudbury SI., Bottom, Matt

Is the most perfect Hair Renewer in use.

Washington, where all enlistments are consummated, can be obtained of any Frovost Marshal, if
the appplicant is a proper subject for enlistment.—
On

Sale

COMPOSITlOll,

Sleighs,

TOUT LAND, MB.

8ept 6.—dtt

To

:r'ra»iL»

all the recent Improvements, possess
WITH
points of excellence and acknowledged merit
which

Machines
on hand.
manner by

HAlI REGENERATOR

Acts open the secretions of the searf skin of the
soalp,giving lifete the roots of the hair and preventing it from falling off.

—

further bounty ol
in,
$100 for one year's enlistment, $200 for two years,
and *800 for th^e years; one-third being paid down
and the remainder in instalments. Tney will be credited to the Districts where they or their lamilies are
domiciled, and will therefore receive the
soon

MURCH.

W.

OF

Three Hundred Dollars!

HOUSE,

_,

WHITTEMORE.

Portland, July 8,1864.

A

As

The public

Three Years!

E VER Y VETERAN WILL RECEIVE

THREE MILKS I ROM PORTLAND.

place it

Company.

or

and

WATKR-PKOOI''

AND

Gravel

*’*.

Free

T H K

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

nership under the

One, Two

—

Office, 166 Fore Street.

P ARTICIP ATI ON.

undersigned

—FOR—

G. D. MILLER, Proprietor.

CAPI SIC POND

we

Gen. llawcock.

!

Plan.

European

ID- Heals Cooked to Order at all hours.
lunch every day at 11 o’olook.

oem-

ENLIST in this CORPS!

open to the Publio, 1j

now

Washington under

▲II able-bodied men who have served two years,
and have been honorably discharged, may

PORTLAND, ME.

rates.

JOHN W. MUNGER &
June 3,1884.—dtf.

Maj.

formerly rocepied by Mr. C. C. Paokard, where

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

tired, iudeed,” was the reply.
“1 will take that scarlet bunch, and those
canu lias, and this white cluster,” said I.auam

THE FIRST CORPS!

moh26eodtf

PERUVIAN

curt

FIltK

inrOBVED

JAMES T. PATTEN

OP

Preble street, (Near Preble Boats,)

best

PERUVIAN HAIR REGENERATOR

~

WARREN’S

-FOR BALM

An aiiuiimin or

Will sorely restore gray hair to Its original color
where a thorough trial is given R.

fcbHdly

hand and made to

KIMBALL,

Silver

REGENERATOR!

»-

P.

HAIR

1

Plates of all Sizes Be-Set.

Is now being organized at
maud of

C.

Whirl,

S. ROUNDS A SON.

order.__juaelfidtf

M. PEARSON,

PE R U VIA N

,

popular hotel

a

Juneldtf

Portland, Me.
on

WOOD,

granite Block.

LEHONT,

Ey Carriages and Sleighs

SOFT

delivered to any part of the eity.
Orpioa CottMAKoiAL Sx., heed of Franklin

E. HEliSEY, Altont,

Janeltf

With the facilities anorded them they can get up j
•ay piooegt' wyrV'in their department of busineea
Scurf, Dandruff and
Saw fork. I.iberaWv^jiFJPifcl^.opejg.HMtpn or 1 Will surely remove
Ml 1 humors of the scalp.
1
ptZ7—dtf

GroUon House \

!

Of New York, Office 113 Broadway.

ded.”

of

amply provided.

W.

Company

X 3ST Or

H alio well, Feb. 1 1864.

and

Fire

13TEa

its Origi-

to

HARD AND

I an SB dtf

POBTLAItD.

Preble Strmt,

nal Color,

They have also a large variety of Photograph *
Chemicals, Cases, Camaras, fc., fc.
*,* Mantlk AND Pina Ulassks made to order.

oomfort

given

Gray Hair Restored

SritiNO MOUNTAIN, LKHIOH, HEZILTUN,
SUDAK LOAF. OLD COMPANY LEUIOH, L*>CTrBTMOinrrain. Johns, diamond, wkbjTBBnnd BLACK HEATH. These CoaI,sreol the
rery heat vaUly, well soreened end uiehtf, end
warren ted to Rite satisfaction.
Also tor sale beet of

-AND-

CO.,

adiau Produce,
...

K.

COAli

CHEAP FOR CASH !

FEIT

Carriage manufacturer,

Age.

Stock and

a

mT£KHAHV.llL

added,

The old

,

No 166 Foro St, Portland, Mo.

J»nl2d3w

in the basket. Haul, **CoinH, L^ura, decide..
is
You are keeping one waiting whom time
a chajr,
probably valuable;” and then passing
“Be seated, sir, you must be tirshe

J

9.1865.

Suchet Maurau, President, and J. S. Parish, Secretary of tho Atlantic Fire and Marine Insuraace

J. W. Mlungei’ & Co
Agents and Attorneys,

j Looking-Glass

Proprietor.

and all the usual conveniences

Company, being duly

ing ftther.”
“Nonsense'. it will stand till I am married,
then I can easily save it out of my house-keeping money.”
“1 shouldn’t wish to marry in debt,” said
Jenny.
Tho pedlar looked at the sisters.
“They are very becoming, Miss. Look iu
the glass.
•*1 wjfb my hair was light,” said Laura, “I'd

FKAM E
constantly on hand.

for «*» reception ol
^a^y'and’i^r«anat<fD6*,,'i‘.
will he
to the
ot

State of Rhode Island ff Providence Plantations 1
City and County of Providence.

January

GI L. T

j

are

Every attention
guests.

Greatest Wonder of the
Pictures,

_

WOOD AND

of

vere

MAHUJAOTUBKM

new.

which they offer at lowest rates.

:.

E.

Carriages

fresh supply of Trench

a

JONES Ac

1*7 Commercial Street,
Charles Blake, )
Deary A. Jones, J
B. W. Cage.
)

CO.,

Nov 17—dim

put'

III VJSRPOOIj, £HQ.
Nor 11—ddm*

General State Agents.

Rosewood, Black Walnut, and all Kinds ol

specially informed that the
and well-known Hallo well
spacious,inconvenient
the centre of Hallo well, two miles, from
House,
Augusta, and four milea from Togas SprLig, has

——-

“Oh!

f-f

«

STORER &

58 and 60 Middle St., Portland Me.,

EBONY AND ROSEWOOD FRAMES,

NEW FURNITURE & FIXTURES!

■

account.”

maylJdtf

K hi O P E

know they are the thing so long sought for.

fi. L.

Varnished Us the host style.

received

imitation of

HALLO WELL HOUSE

——

private

Cleanod and

They have also

Daily

MANUFACTURING DEPARTMENT!

RE-GILT,

To look equal to

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
Agents,
No. 1 Tower Buildings North,

And Be
Western and C

them

Using

are

Offloo to Dr. 3.C.r EitNA_LD. »c ouUt otiMrlul;#
tMoommend him to hi, former piti.ua and the
I la. Dr. Pee uu>, from long eeper l.uce, a nrwm,.
nd to insert ArtlfloiaJ Teeth on the "VehHunti! u!!?, ••
nnd all other methods known to the profession
FmHnnd.MnrM.lMi
tl

And General Commission

__

DEPARTMENT,

Portraits <fc

Brokers,

FLQTJR& GRAIN DEALERS,

CLOTHING

oity.

FRAMES

SUPERIORITY.

IN OUB

oan assure

OLD

(Late Bonyey, Cooper J Co.)

PERSON

RETAIL,

their costomori and the nsblio
work will bo done in the NBATBBT and most W OB KMANLI KB MAJfNBB.

hotels!

Center

We

they
generally that all

augSldtf

May 11th.

art*

ITS

Dr. j. H. HEai 0

WILLIAM P. SONOEY & CO.,

BLAKE,

And

GILDING

SATISFY

ANY

The services ofMr.H. Q. SMITH, formerly of
superintend the

tnd

Machine,

WILL

Boston have been secured to

ean

ST A

OR

in the

Board.

8ar* fhe public

St.,

Lower than anj other Establishment

of Rooms, with board,
be obtained b,
SUITS
applying immediately at 30 Danlortb street.

j

NEW PERFUME

WHOLESALE

sum

Portland, Aug. 81,1864.

Board at United State# Hotel.
bov 16

Ship

OF

This

or around the Grand
a Calf Skin Wallet contain-

y&ro;

considerable

OSGOOD,

Middle

In New England—purchased before the
veby great
advanoe in oil kinds of materials—are prepared to
sell at

of money, and papers of no
value to any one but the looser. The finder will be
rewarded as above on returning the same to No. 8
Central Wharf, or 72 Brackett street.
a

147

MIRROR, PICTURE AND OVAL

$800
REWARD.
Central wharf,
Trunk

ONDepot and

OFFICE HO. 8 CLAPP'S BLOCK.
MARKET SQUARE.

pronounced by the mobt profound experts to

EXAMINATION

OENTISI,

No. 1T6 Mlilill
t* SMt.
■mma sauna.Dr,
Bao» » and Oumu 4.
*
Pol deed, May tt.lM*.
„

NllthiEOA & PHYSICIAN.

Simplicity & Perfection Combined

Have on hand the largest assortment of

ON

Providenoe, December 31at, 1864.

is

EVAN'S BLOCK,

in

or as a

Lost.
Wednesday afternoon, out of a carriage, between Exchange St. and Emery St., a pair oi
Gent’s Boots. The finder will be suitably rewarded
by leaving them with JOHN K. DOW ft SON, oorner of Exchange and Milk Sts.
ootaOtf

fone

To pay the last dry goods bill.”
“Well. I cau have that carried to my

No.

old, a good suit of rooms with board. Rooms
furnished or unfurnished, lor which liberal compensation will be paid. Address G. J., box3201.
Portland, Oot. 28th.
oot37tf

Early

yesterday.”

at fair
deol4dtf

Gentleman, Wife and Daughter, 8 years

a

It

AN

CLEVELAND Sr

Wanted.

00

EMPIRE!

Whioh has proved itself to he the best suited to all
kinds of work of any now in use.

be sold low for Cash, at the old
Smith.

PICTURE FRAMES!

ON

none.

THE

__Janeltf
3S. C. HUNXTNS, X. D.,

be

good assortment

Book-koepor

IT W ark executed la every part if the State.

CALL AND EXAMINE

ABIFL M. SMITH, 171 Fore St.

Sept 20—dtf

LOST.
the evening of the lath between
Deering Hull
and Dantorth utreot, a large Gold Gross chased
The finder will meet with a liberal reward bv leavLO WELD ft CENTER’S,
ing It at
novlTd.f
Exohange street.

52,614 12

21 Amount of other liabilities,
22 Largest amount insured on
any one risk,

—

given.

ence

1 ftR
State of Rhode Island,
As a wash-woman,
City of Providenoe, January 9, 1865. J
for InBtauce.”
Loss of
Purity.
PresiWilliam
Comstock,
Personally
appeared
“Good! I will.”
An
writer says:—.“Over the beauty dent, and Walter Paine, Seoretary, of the above
“Go there as a wash-woman!’ cried Clay- j ot theeloquent
that
the
made
oath
and
named
severally
Company,
plum and the apricot there grows a above statement
ton.
by them subscribed, is, in the r
bloom aud beauty more exquiBlte than the
the
and
that
amount
and
best
belief,
true,
knowledge
Not exactly; but I will obtain admittance j fruit
itself; a soft, delicate plush that over- oi capital actually paid in, in cash, and invested,
to a morning’s privacy.”
spreads its flushing cheek. Now, if you strike exclusive of any obligations of tho stockholders of
me
“Well let
know the result.”
any description, amounts to the sum of one hundred
your hand over that, and it is once gone, it is
thousand dollars.
Laura and Jenny were the children of a
forever; for it never grows but once.
John Foster, Justice of the Peace.
who
in
moderate
circumwidower,
although
ake tbe flower that hangs in the morning,
J« W. MUNGES & CO.,
stances, moved in fashionable society. At the impearled with dew—arrayed as no queenly
period of my short sketch he was about to sup- woman ever was arrayed with jewels. Once
Afrnts and Attorneys,
ply the lamented Mrs. Somers’ place, after shake it, so that the beads roil off, and you
No. 166 Fore st, Por.land, Me.
janl3eod3w
nearly ten years mourning; and although s
water over it as carefully as you
kind and indulgent parent had no objections may sprinkle
please, yet it can never be made again what
to his daughters’ marriage, and indeed, had
STATE ME NT
it was when tne dew fell silently upon it from
toid them so. Laura, whose higu spirit reheaven! On a frosty morning you may see
Of the oondition of the
the
sented
probable supremacy of a step-moth- the panes of glass covered with landscapes—
had
Fire
and Marina Ins. Co.,
already selected Godfrey Horton foi mountains, lakes, trees blended in a beautiful Atl&ntio
er,
her l'uluie husband; and Jenny, who was
fantastic picture. Now lay yonr hand upon
OX THE
youuger aud gentler in spirit, had tried to con- the glass aud by the scratch of your finger, or
i
a
conceived
the
of
for
December, A. D., 1864,$
carefully
quer
preference
Thirty-First Day
by the warmth of your palm, all the delicate
All his attentions were ascribed
same person.
will be obliterated! So there is iu Made to the Secretary of the State of Maine, purtrapery
by her to a brotherly regard, though every act youth a beauty and purity of character which, suant to tho Statute of that State, entitled “An Act
of kiudnfts and courtesy touched her to the when once touched and defiled, can never be to regulate Agencies of Foreign Insurance Comvery heart.
restored; a fringe, more delicate than frost- panies.”
It was the morning after a large ball and the
j work, and which, wuen torn and broken, will
NAME AND LOCATION.
sisters were In the breakfast room together.— 1
MllC Fir*
■*- *1V
A man .who has
°
never be re-embroidered_.
1~K,""
Laura, her glossy black hair brushed neeli- opened aud soiled his garments in youth, and Marine Insurance Company, incorporated in
State of
of
the
tumbled
the
with
and
looated
in
off
her
Providence,
lb52,
City
face,
rough,
make
white
to
them
geutly
though he may seek
Rhode Island.
braids of last evening’s coiffure gathered
can never wholly do it, even were he to
again,
capital.
loosely in a comb, wearing a soiled wrapper, wash them with his tears. When a young man The
Capital of said Company actually paid up in
turn stockings, and presenting rather an
leaves his father’s house, with the blessing of
Cash is. *,200,000 00
alarming contrast to the brilliant bail room hie mother’s tears still wet upon his forehead, The surplus ou the 3lst day of Deo’r,..
57,808 82
belle, was lounging on a sofa. Jenny, in a if he once loses that early purity of character,
32
and
of
$257,308
amount
Total
Surplus.
Capital
a
neat morning dress, with
large gingham it is a loss that he can never make whole
ASSETS.
apron, aud hair smoothly brushed into a pretSuch is the consequence of crime.
again.
Bank of Commerce stock.par
ty “knot, was washing the breakfast dishes'
Its effect cannot be eradicated; it can only be
value #60,maiketval. #62, *104,000 00
There is an old man at the door, with some
Globe Bank stock,par val860
forgiven.
25,000 00
artificial flowers,” said the servant opening
market val #60..
Continental Bank stock, par
the dining room door, “will you see him?”
20,000 00
val #50, market val »50....
The
Resources
of
Utah.
“No,” said Jenny.
I Northern Hank stock,par val
16.000 00
Fitz Hugh Ludlow, iu his overland trip to
#100, market val #100.
“Yes,” cried Laura, send him up.”
The servant descended to obey the last orCalifornia, found between Utah and the Hum- j Mechanios and Manufacturval #50,
Bank
stock,
ers
par
bolt mountains a large desert composed, as he
der.
10,000 00
market val *60.
In a few moments the old man came in.
says, of “sand of snowy alkali.” He describes
Lime Rook Bank stock, par
blue
a
coarse
20,000 00
it as one of the most dismal and forbidding |
He was poorly dressed with
val #60, market val #50....
6 600 00
Merchants Bank stock,..
cloak, which was much too large for him.— spots that was ever traversed by tbe foot of 4th
30.000 00
Bank, N. *,....
His hair was white, and he wore a heard aud man; but in view of the extension through it 3d National
«•
6,000 00
Chicago,.
moustache of the same snowy hue. Making of the Atlantic aud Pacific Railroad, he sug- U 8.6-20Coupon Bonds,.... 21,600 00
Marine
for
au
as
to
future
its
Bills
a low bow, he placed the large basket upon a
receivable
interesting possibility
gests
484 42
premiums.
use.
He says (Atlantic Monthly, p. 610:)—
table and opened it.
“In its crudest state the alkaline earth of the Premiums.
“I have a bunch of blue flowers here,” said
4,208 38
Due from Agents..
desert is sufficiently pure to make violent efhe, taking them from the basket “that will
Cash in Banks..
510 62
suit your golden hair, Miss,” and held them
fervescence with acids. No elaborate process Cash on band not deposted..
Interest money accrued and
is required to turn it into commercial soda
up before Jenny.
00
6,450
assets.
other
“It was my sister who wished to look at and potash. Coal has been already found in
j-#$57,803 82
Utah. Silex exists abundantly in all the deyour flowers,” said Jenny quietly.
“
LIABILITIES.
Yes, bring them here,” was Laura’s impe- sert uplilts. Why should not the greatest
due and unpaid,rious command.
glass-works in tbe world be reared along the Am’t of losses adjusted,and
Am’t of losses incurred and in process of
as
she
followed
road
?
and
man’s
desert
section
of
the
Pacific
Jenny,
The old
why
eyes
adjustment. *4,100 00
washed, wiped and put away the dishes, should Dot the entire market of the Pacific Ain’t o losses reported on which no aosat
and
then
dusted
and
from
room
be
refined
alkalies
the
coast
with
it,
tioa has been taken..
supplied
swept
Am t of claims for losses resisted b* the Co,the same tract?
down beside Lwra, who was still looking over
Am’t of dividends declared, and due, and
This opens up a pleasant prospect. Glass,
the basket.
unpaid.• 1,548 00
“See, Jenny, this bunch. Will it not be unlimited glass! A desert of soda and sand, Am’t oi Uivideudse.ther cash or ecrip, declared but not yet due..*lovely, with a few dark leaves, to wear with with coal underneath! Gla^-.works of some Am
t of money borrowed.
thousands of miles in extent, the materials
my new silk?”
Am’t
of all other existing claims against
"Jiut,” whispered Jenny, “you cannot afford ready mixed,and the furnace, as it were,ready
the company.... 1,19132
to be lighted up! Scientific American.
it just now.”
Total am't of losses, claims and liablitiea... #6,839 32
Yes I cau. Father gave me some money

|

All ef which will
stand of Lewis A

a wholesale
Copyist. Best of referAddress “H. F. U. " Press Office,
ti

A8TTUA1ION
establishment,

00

Sewing

DR. S. C. FERJIALD,

SOIUMACKEB,

No. 144. Middle Street.
POHTLAND, MM.

Machine?

A CARD.

_Juaeldtl_

_

ARE YOU JJY WAJYT OF A

Pants, Pests,
Furnishing Goods,

And

Wanted,
as

eachclass.
One Class.

a

Kxohangeetreet.

4,670 69

on,designating the amount

17 Amount of outstanding
olaime adjusted and due,
18 Amount oi outstanding
claims c djustod and not due,
19 Amount of outstanding
claims unadjusted,
20 Amount of loans, borrowed money and bank dis-

118

PAPER HANOINCtU.
No, SS JCxehange Street, Portland. Ma

THE BEST! fresco and Banner Painter,

GET

Undercoats,

Overooat.

MORRELL 4*CO., have

P.

Work.

Beady-Made Overcoats,

the sunny side of Exchange street, about midway between Now City Hall and Post Office,
good place to buy

17

risks

14 Am’t of premiums thereon,
16 Amount, of tire risks outstanding, designating the
amount of each class,
4,726,194
One Class.
16 Amount of premiums thereof

jin344Iw*

ON

LIABILITIES.

13 Amount of marine

Address Box 418 Post Office,

FOUND.

specified,

12 Amount which may be, by
oharter, assessed upon parties insured,

IVice Custom

Mi I4i« site*I,
Miadissaad Trt—Mipnlwayi diktat.

DAVIS,

Premium Paged Account Books.

ft KNIGHT,
48 Commercial Wharf.

Juneltatf

tAGENTa.
**•' M

MABUBAOTCSW OF

0HA8.J.

would inform our flriends and tbe nubile that
wa intend to keep the best tile maifcet
affords, and
can sell at tbe lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
lit at all times. We would aleo rail attention to our
moo Custom

Wanted to Purchase,
BRICK HOUSE, situated In the Western part of

7,580 76

ABB

100,000.ZfE*
SIMONTON
Portland, June 13,1884.

I*.

bookseller, Stationer,

0AK THKKNA1L8’f<”

We

the city. Possession to be had May 1st 1-66.
Address Box No. 70, P.rt'aud P. O., stating localdecl&dwtf
ity, price Ac., lor three weeks.

--

H.

l

Treenails.

Gtrmaa tad

>IS«ER S
SEWING MACHINES!

Wholesale and Hetail.

-FOE—

cents per lb. for xll Pamphlets
pay
delivered at the office ot the Portland Sugar Co.,
corner Commercial and Maple sts.
J. M. BROWN.
janaidtf

person-

al security,

as

tkn

JWILL

>i O

OAK PS.

WOODMAN, TBVK * CO.,

Mill*.

j _luneldtf

Scotch Canvass.

SMITH’S,
a

ft CLIFFORD,
Ho. 5 Lima St.

J.baA.*B«a.f

BOLTS of “David Corear ft Son’*" Leith,
a eall-cloth of
inperlor quality, juat re
oatvad direct Horn Lhrarpool, and for aale by
McoILVeRY, RYAN ft DAVIS,
Sept Mtk-dtf
181 commercial St.
,

Beavers, Cassimeres ft Doeskins,

WANTEDJ

-$200,000

Boys

at

fine stock of Clothe, sikth
American Mosjow and Castor

WANTED,
Soldier who

a

and

Mo, 171 Fore Street.
Altjo

jsn24d2w*

00

premium

A..

has just returned from the
front, a situation in a Bookstore or G rootry.—
Helms had experience iu both, and can give satis-

ich item

G Amount of
notes.
7 Amount of Dills receivable
other than premium notes,
amount loaned

hymn.

j

600,000 00

Men

May be found

Capt T. B. tionFederal street,

Portland, Me.

2,200 shares Bank Commerce,
"
800
American Bank,
400
Merchants Bank,
'•
400
Globe Bank,
100
Phenix Bank,
101
WhatCheer Bank.

‘A guilty, weak, and helpless worm,
Ou His kind arms to fell.

visible.”

“Pop in unexpectedly, and
ecodomy.”

e

I see now what I never saw before. All is
light to me. I see my way clear; and am not
burdened and troubled as I was. I do not
know how it is, or what has brought me to it.
But when you were reading that hymn last
night X saw the whole way of salvation perfectly plain, and wondered that I had never
seeu it before.
X saw that I had nothing to do
but trust iu Christ—

j

in

incorpoiated

“Why, sir, the way of salvation all seems
to me perfectly clear. My darkness is all gone

j

oash in hand.
Cali on Capt. Jamxr French or
BOH, at the Albion Mouse, No 117

companies, particularizing

The next day she went to see him, to telt
him she had made a new discovery, and on
his asking her what it was she said:

you

constant visitor, and all ‘our set’ are
talking about the match. Don’t pretend you
have not selected one of the sisters.”
•
How do you know either of them will
have me ?”
"Don’t be absurd, old boy. Come, bo frank,
which is the favorite sister?”
“Well, Irankly then, I have visited the family for several months, as you know, but I cannot decide. Laura is certainly the handsomest with her flashing black
eyes, and queenly
manner; but Jenny although the youngest,
seems to be the most womanly aud useful ol
the two. Yet I cannot be sure ol that. My
entrance is the signal for cordial welcome and
smiles, and let me call-At what hour I wiii
they are always well dreeSed, and apparently
disengaged. To be sure, X always, in the inorntug, have to wait some time before Laura is
are

ness,
5 How much in Bank
other
and

‘A guilty, weak, and helpless worm.
On Thy kind arms to fall *

I

Godfrey ;

invested

much

For

Clothisg!

DA&FORTH

oet21tf

JBUSINE8S

I’lrtliid.

utteoui.
,
Woodbury Dans, {

Just reo*Jved “u
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Fall and Winter

0=-Agent, liberally dealt with. By Beoruit, mak
ing application in person thty will rooeive more

00

public securities, particularizing etc a item.
U. S. certificates ol indebted-

said:
“X would aid you most willingly, if I could,
but i can do you no good.”
“I do not think you can,” said she calm
ly, “but I hope you will still come to sec
me.”
“Yes, I will,” said he “but all I can say is I
know there is salvation for you; but you must
repent and you must flee to Christ.”
On reaching the church he gave out the
hymn closing with this stanza:

Jan. 28, 1865.
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War will be Settled in Thiee Months.
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none.

mortgages,

4 Bow

Her pastor bad many long conversations with her, but could not understand
what obstacle hindered her conversion.
One evening on his way to church ho
called at her house. He found her just as
she had beeu for many weeks. On leaving he

ad-

forln

Office, Providence)

BUSHKLS Bye now I,tiding from ack
A mind* Powers, and for ule ky
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CLOTHING!

Bigheit Bounty Paid

aud Co.l-htarers wanted. Colorad men wanted fo the Army and Navy.
Now la the time to Get a Big Bounty,
as it is likely the

sworn

1 Amount of Capital,
2 Ain't of Capital aclually
paid in, in cash.
Manner of Investment.
3 Bow much invested in

Army!

men

to b? the President and
to the State Auditor's
tfacretarv.
y* and returned

(To be signed and

I

Dana & Co.
fish and
Salt,

the

wanted lor a new Begimenc of Sharp-Shoo ere.—
Men wanted for the frontier service
Volunteers
wanted. Substitutes wanted. Sailors wanted. Fire-

Incorporated* May* I&51*

|

Bye.

Capt,. FKEtTOH & QOBDON at tie Albion
House, No 117 Federal street, Portland, Me.
Men waned for the Army and Nary. 50 men
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deep gloom.
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touching account of
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The

RETURN

young woman who
suddenly obtained peace by faith in Christ after a long period oi gloom.
Sho had a clear and pungent conviction of
sin, felt the necessity of immediate repentance,
and the absolute need of an atoning Saviour
to save her from condemna tion.
She seemed
to understand her depeudence on
the. Holy
Spirit, and the danger of grieving Him, aud
was earnest in her private
devotions, and in
constant attendance on the means of Grace.
But for many weeks she made no progress.
Her friendi and companions one by one re
joiced in hope of pardon, but she remained in
a

MERCHANDISE,

ol

Faith.

by

MISCELLANEOUS.

For

Return for Insurance Companies with apeeifle Capitals, doing buelnesj in this State, as required by the lavs of the fitats of Rhode Island.]

Spencer, in his “Pastor’s sketches,” gives

Dr.
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cepted.
Laura Somers had two sources of profound
speculations. One was, “Why Godfrey Horton proposed to Jenny instead of to herself?”
The other, “L wonder why the old man never
called to be paid for those exquisite flow-

18( 5

Board.
suit of

parlors
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floor, suitable

Wilmot Steet.
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Field, applicant

from Louisiana, was the subject of a spirited
in
discussion on Monday forenoon, resulting
bellicose
that
of
the richly deserved expulsion
from the floor
petitioner for place and power,
to sit. This
he
aspired
the
In
which
of
body
in view of a
was the least the House could do,

l ho eiUiiMUon of the Daily Preae U lawyer
t Aon any other Daily paper in the B^ate ,ai d
double that of any other in Pot
rOvanet.
per year in

funs—*8.00

OT Reading Mkic'

•“

“ll Four Pw«.

Admiral Porter’s Report.
Is a very interesting document

This

and

trouble and consternation have
seized upon the minds of rebels and the great
losses and embarrassments the capture of Fort
Fisher has subjected them to. The result has
been that Fort Caswell has been blown up.
Fort
Bald Bead fort destroyed, Fort Shaw and
All these forts
evacuated.
been
Campbell
mounted nine and ten inch guns and Armstrong 150 pounders. Smithville too has been
left in good order
up, and every thing
shows what

given

and condition. Two guns were
Deep Water Point.

only spiked at

Thus in twenty four hours after the fall of
Fort Fisher, all the formidable chalu of forts
ou the river at its entrance has passed into

hands.

oar

Ail these

strongholds

are now

governed by sailors. Admiral Porter says the.-e
forts are the most formidable and the best
built earthworks he has ever seen, and much
credit is due to the engineer who planned
the guns In the forts the Armstrongs are marked in full on the tunnels. The
British Government claim the exclusive right

Among

them.

to use these guns, and the questiou naturally
arises how they came into these rebel forts ?

Tbe whole truth will
come out one of these days and bring to light
some accounts which must be settled hereafter between U9 anu England.
There are many things now hidden which must he revealed.

Thereby hangs

tale.

a

breach of its privilege so utterly outrageous.
The flagrancy of the act was equalled only by
its pitiable foolishness. Not only has the author of It ruined his own chance of obtaining
the seat he claims, but he has done far more
than the remonstrance sent here from Louisiana against the admission of either Senators
or Reptesentatives, to keep that State still

Congress.—
longer without representation
It surely seems not unreasonable to require
rebellious states to seek re-admission into the
Union In a different spirit from that manifested in this instance of genuine slaveholding
ruffianism. The credentials of Messrs. Smith
and Cutler, claiming to be Senators from La.,
have not yet been reported upon by the Judiciary committee. Their chances for admission
are

It has all been English!
John Bull has now lostaveiy
profitable trade and Jeff Davis is driven into a
seems

corner.

Wilmington from rebeldom
is a severe blow ou the Confederacy which will
be felt through every part, Richmond feeling
it as powerfully as any other section of Jefi’s
cutting

dominions.

off

We have sufficient

lorce

to hold

places and 230 guns bearing on the narrow slip ofland where our troops are intrenched. We need have no apprehensions of a r<
these

capture, for the rebels have now more than
they cau do to protect other important points

against the approach of Sherman’s army. We
captured 83 guns besides those in Fort
Fisher and many of them formidable piecer.
Our gunboats are gradually feeling their way
up the river, and Wilmington cannot escape.
Verity the great rebellion is in a very bad way,
and it almost excites our sympathies for Jell.
have

Davis to read the editorials in the Richmond
papers in which he is skinned within an inch
of his life. No doubt he well deserves such

excoriation,

but it seems as if it

ought

to come

another quarter, and not from those
friends who have so much bespattered him
with fulsome praises in months past.

from

Such condemnation from sueU
most

induce,

us

sources

to believe that he is about

not very

promising.

Tbe debate that sprang up on Monday and
continued during the next day, upon the appeal ol Mr. Brooks of N. Y., from the decision of the Speaker upon the question of prh
ilege, raised by him respecting General Butler’s note, was the subject of a more general
and lively Interest than anything that lus
transpired in Congress before during the presThe great speech of the debate
ent session.
was made by Mr. Boulwell, of Massachusetts,
and it triumphantly vindicated the General
from the aspersions of Brooks. The excitement seemed to culminate when, after completely demolishing the charges so often and
so malignantly uttered against a brave and

last cargo has come.

This

o.',

get-

the stool of repentance. No doubt
he has done his best for the Confederacy and

ting upon

against the Union, and now that all the avenues to the outside world are closed up and
the rebellion in the grip of our forces, It is not
strange if he should at last feigu repentance
look about for a way of escape. Toi*»
wounded in the house of his friends is indeed

or

,1.—--

"roe more we

survey the whole ground the
stronger is our conviction that this
not continue trat « it-n tavwter-iougw. We
can now see in a clearer light than ever belore
the good results of Grant’s march to Richmond. He marched there in spite of all rebel opposition, and in doing so he did immense
damage to Lee’s army which has never been
repaired, and never will be.

he turned to Brooks and gave

officer,
opportunity, in view ot the overwhelming proof of Gen. Butler’s ianocence, to wlttdraw his charges—when, while the thronged
floor and the densely crowded galleries wailed
breathlessly lor au answer, the New Yorker
declined to do the act of justice permitted to
him, and Boutwell, with a few crushing words,
dismissed both him and his trumpery charger.
The reply of Brooks, ending in a withdraws 1
of his appeal, with a view to extricate himseif
from a position very damaging to a man capable of being damaged, and to cutting off Mr.
Stevens of Pennsylvania from the privilege c f
replying to his gross attack, the renewing of
the appeal by Mr. Stevens for the purpose of
getting the floor, and his rejoinder to Brooks,
were merely displays of forensic poweis. The
whole thing has ended in smoke—smoke that
would leave a dingy shade on almost any othfaithful
him an

er man

shall yet see howadmlrably it has worked.
To cap the climax and give a finishing stroke
to the

rebellion, Richmond will be taken and
Lee’s army either captured or scattered to the
four winds of heaveo. Bark is a good dog,
but hold fast is a better. When Grant’s plans
are fully executed as
they will be, the Peninsula campaigns will be thrown deeper into
the shade than ever, and the route taken
by
Grant to reach Richmond will be seen in its
true

light.

Correction.—la a paragraph published in
the Press a few days since, we stated that “a
leading manufacturer told m a few days since
that be should not object to making foreign
paper free, provided the revenue tax on paper
could b3 abated.” The gentleman to whom
we referred has called our attention to the
paragraph, and we are satisfied we did not lepresent him correctly. His remark was, in substance, that it the manufacture of domestic paper could be released from the revenue tax,
and imported
materials required in the manufacture could be made
free of duty, he theu
would not object to
making foreign paper free.
As the law now
stands, the paper manufacturer has to pay a large
duty on his chemicals

required for bleaching purposes, also on his
felts, wire webbing, Ac., all of which has to
be paid in gold. If foreign paper is
to be
thrown upon our markets free of
duty to
come in competition with our domestic
fabrics, it Is no more than fair that all that enters
into the composition of, or is required In the
manufacture of the domestic article, chemi
cals, leitings, wire webbings, rags, machines.
Ac., should be also free of duty; else an unjust discrimination will ba made against our
own enterprising manufacturers.
The Commander of Fort Fisher.
William Henry Chase Whiting, the
rebel commanding officer of Fort Fisher and
the adjacent
defences, at the time ol their cap
ture,

was a son

Whiling,

of the late Lieut. Col. Levi
1st U. 8.
Artillery. Col. Whiting

Massachusetts maD, and was appointed
officer of artillery in 1S12,
W. H. C. Whiting was born in
Mississippi,
at a time when his lather was
regularly stationed at Baton Rouge, La., on
duty with his
appropriate command.
He graduated at the U. S.
Military Acade- 1
my in June, 1845, at the head of his
class;
waa immediately
promoted a Secoud Lieutenant in the Corps of
Engineers, and at the out- i
break of the rebellion Wa9 a
captsin in tWs
corps. He designed and constructed all the !
defensive works at the mouth
of the c
Fear River, excepting Fort
Caswell
A brother of his, a civil
engineer, married a 1
young lady from this city, not long since
!
was a

an

“

“
“

26,00
2,25

Folsom, Stark

William Lowell West Minot

“

Wright Superintendent

Alvira

School M. E. Church Damariscotta
Citizen’s of Kendall’s Mills by William Connor
Vienna Private School Exhibition
by Hiram N. Whittier
Sale of Dried Apple
Citizens of S. Litchfield by Rev.

Sunday

“

“

“

12,26
117,00
18,00
13,40
76,00

E. Coy

$5,093.08
Total,
The Association has expended during the
1864, including some outstanding bills, $4467,
35.
in thd absence of a report from the Executive Committee, there may be other bills not yet paid of
As the above statement is made

In addi-

which I have been unable to learn.

acknowledged, the
Association has received about thirty tons of
supplies, most of which has been forwarded to
tion

also, to the sums

above

the front and the remainder distributed among
the soldiers iu hospital here.

The year 1864 far exceeded all previous ones
in its demands upon the Association. No one
not actually on the ground, can form an adequate idea of the amount of work devolved
upon it by the bloody battles of the spring
and early summer. About four thousand soldiers have received assistance from it in one
form or another, exclusive of the very great
amount of volunteer labor performed by individual members of the Association during the

Sep-

May, June, July, August

months of

tember.
in

The labor of the Association ana its agent
ordinary times is vastly greater than at

first, a new and very exacting call for labor
having gradually arisen. The agent is constantly applied to for assistance in straightening tangled accounts and in getting pay, in
procuring discharges and furloughs, in finding
sick and wounded soldiers for friends who may
write from a distance or come in person, as
well as in

dead,

sending

home the remains of the

and in other ways too numerous to men-

tion in-detail.

It

seems

only proper in this connection
diligent and faithful services

mention the

to
of

Mr. Walsou agent of the Association. He
has labored with rare earnestness and fidelity

in bis humane work and deserves the gratitude of our State and people.
T.S. P.

Glimpses

of the

Oapitol-

--j

m

this unfortunate ocWhile it is felt to be a public calamity, it is is still regarded with that keen regret
which ordinarily attaches to private and per
sonal misfortunes.
The loss in money cannot yet be estimated,
much less the loss to science. It is a matter

we

R.

Augusta, Jan. 27, i860.
The business of the Legislature is being
poshed along with commendable speed. It is
minutes past two, dense clouds of smoke were
no longer doubted that the session will be
seen issuing from the centre of the building,
made shorter than usual. Probably the month
and in a short time after the flames broke from
of February will see the end of it.
the roof.
The question of the contested seat of Mr.
The fire attacked in succession the great
southern tower and the two large towers flank- Jordan, of Berwick, is assuming more formiding the northern entrance, one of which was able proportions than was dreamed of at first.
the observatory of the institution. Although The Committee on elections reported upon
his rejection from it, and in favor of the electhe walls and staircases were of stone, the
of Mr. Lord, by a unanimous vote, save
tion
towers contained enough wood to burn scarcely less nercely tban the main building, the fire oue. A minority report was presented by this
disjeuter.
Both reports are printed. The
bursting in vivid sheets from their lofty wii
case is in a nutshell. It turns upon the meandows. The flames, though partially quelled,
the constitution in regard to returnee
continued to rage at intervals till nightfall, ing of
in the State, Jordan was bom in the State
and continued to throw a lurid glare over the
and resided here till some time after he was
blackened walls till near midnight.
twenty-one. He then removed to New HampThe destruction was less sweeping, howevshire, and was gone about thirty years. Last
er than it seemed likely to he. The north
wing, containing the library aDd the gallery summer he crossed the line again.and the copmade him their candidate In Sepof statuary, as also wa *rmth
wing, containing perheads
tember and elided him. The constitution
the residence of Professor Henry were saved.
provides that no person shall be eligible as a
The Museum, also, a very largo aim
ingly valuable oue, whether regarded as an rcprflto“*—^--——-State lor one year priur 10 ms eiecwuu. me
*ac interest, thongb
object of curious
■UuatedTu the lower story of the main build- majority report says that year mast be im
The minority report coning, was separated from the Upper story by a mediately prior.
tends that it may be any year, no matter how
fire-proof partition which is believed to have
far removed.
saved it from very serious Injury. The lecWhen the report came up yesterday, Mr.
ture room, one hundred feet by seventy-five
Crosby of Dexter, opened in gallant style in
in size, and one of the finest in the country;
the apparatus room, fifty feet square, with favor of the sitting member, and made a long
of facte and reminiscences touching
most of its contents; the Stanley gallery of argument
the formation of the Constitution, and especitwo
hundred
paintings, containing nearly
porally as to this article, intending to show that
traits of famous Indians—a collection which,
the framers meant no such thing as a resiwith the lapse of time and the gradual extincdence immediately prior, when they made up
tion of the Indians, would have been an object

Had not Grant
position Lee s
army would have been in a better condition
to fight him than it has been or ever will !
1
be.
It must be highly
gratifying to Grant to
witness the progress of our arms in otberquarters, while he holds the rod over Lee’s head.
The whole programme is a glorious one and :

advantage.

1,00

Davis
50,00
Citizens of Viualhaven by Dr.
Yinai
100,00
Citizens of Dexter by Hon. J. H.
55,50
Rice
23,00
Mra.C. W.Jordan, Wiscasset
J. B. Gilmore and Stark, Sons of
Temperance, Div. No. 65 by C. C.

“

same afternoon a very sad occurrence
took place—the destruction of most of the
Smithsonian building by Are. About twenty

It would be impossible to here enumerate
the various objects of interest and value which

his way to his present

Citizens of Brunswick, by G.

in the House than Brooks.

til the proper time comes for him to strike,
and when that time does come be will improve

fought

H. Pierce

Ejiza

On the

If such damage could have been repaired,
Lee would not quietly suffer Grant to watch
around the gates of the rebel capital without
making some desperate efforts to drive him
away. It is humbling to rebel pride to be obliged to see Grant thus located while the Federal forces are inflicting such tremendous of
constantly increasing historical interest,
blows upon the rebellion. Lee may be ad- and which of course can never be
reproduced,
vanoed to a Dictatorship, and Davis become
—together with many smaller apartments and
his understrapper, still Grant will hold on untheir contents, were consumed.

It to the best

“
“

in

Through this port immense quantities of
provisions and clothing have come into rebeldom, enough, as Admiral Porter thinks, to supply over 60,000 men. But alas for DixieThe
So it

i

j-0she Editor qf the Press'
The present week has thus far been one of
unusual excitement In Congress. The assault
for a seat in the House
of Mr.

Jan. 28,1865.

Jason Weeks, by Hon. J. B. Rice MO,00
Isaiah Stetson
30,00
John A. Peters
25,00
Young Ladies of Norway by Mrs.
D. M. Rea
50,00

..

Institute—Items.
Washihoxom, J*“- -toi 1B66.

majum.

r jm

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

Letter from the Federal CapitalDebates is *ke Bouse—Destruction of the

THE DAILY PRESS.

have been

destroyed by

currence.

of

congratulation, however, that so much was
saved, and that, owing to the munificence of
Us founder and to the generous patronage of

vuo

that venerable article.
Mr. Garnsey of Bangor, the Chairman of the
committee, not to be outdone in zeal, defended

his report with spirit and ability. He had not
concluded, when an adjournment was order-

ed.

From the 6igns, I infer that others on the
Republican side are intending to oppose the
majority report. Mr. Jordan, whole a lawyer,
looks as though he was not going to give it up
quietly. The signs are portentous of a deter-

mined debate

on

the matter.

One would sup-

pose that all the views on the Representative
question, would have been worked out in actual cases, in over forty years.
But here is
I predict the
oae, that fails of a precedent.

sitting

member will have

an

opportunity

afforded him to ruminate on the banks of the
Saco, in a few days. A man cannot isolate
nence and efficiency in its work of “increas- 'himself from the affairs and burdens of the
State, for thirty years, and then sweep into
ing and diffusing knowledge among men.”
The building, designed by James Renwick, the Legislature .after a few months residence—
jr., of New York, was the most elegant and and he ought not to be allowed to.
The interests of the prospective Agriculturgraceful in the city. It was constructed of
al College filled up the afternoon and evening.
brown
in the
or
the government, the institution Blands on such
a louudatiou as to secure its future
perma-

freestone,
“Romanesque,”
more properly, perhaps, early Gothic
style of
architecture, at an expense of near two hun
dred thousand dollars.

How far the walls
have been injured by the fire cannot yet be ascertained.
Peace rumors still

withstanding

continue, although, notvisibly near, no

the end draws

solid facts appear to presage an immediate or
early cessation of hostilities. Government stocks continue active, the subscriptions
to the Seven-Thirty loan from Jan. 18th to
Jan. 24th Inclusive having amounted to the
even

sum

of seven

million,

two hundred and four

thousand dollars and the returns of the
forties

during

the same period

en-

having amount-

ed to tour million, two hundred thirteen thousand. two hundred dollars.
I have noticed the death ol only two Me.
soldiers reported from the city hospitals during the same time, that of Joseph F. Stockbridge Co. E. 1st Maine Cavalry and that ol
John W.
M., of the same regiment.

Ex-Governor Washburn is

now

here,
T. S. P.

Letter from the Federal OapitaL
Maine Soldiers’ Belief Association.
Washington, Jan. 24,1865.

To the editor of the
Prat.

The Maine Soldiers’
Relief Association held
its annual meeting Ii3t
evening, andjorganized for the present
year. The following list

of officers is

subjoined

with the
request that
other Maine papers will
copy for tlie conve.
mence of such as may wish
to
with the Association.

commuoicate

President, L. D. Moork Esq.
Vice President, John W.
Buttkkfiki

numbers and talent.

The Board of Ariculture strenuously oppose a connection of the
College with any institution. Mr. Goodale,
its Secretary, enforced its views.
President ChampliD, of Waterville College,
made a clear and able speech, In favor of dividing the fund among the three Colleges—
Bowdoin, Waterville and Bates—letting each
do its proportion in

carrying out the will of
Congri si ss expressed in the grant.
In the evening Professor Brackett of Bowdoin College, President Woods and Hon. J.
W. Bradbury, spoke in favor of connecting
the College with that of that Bowdoin. Dr.
Holmes, Speaker Dillingham and others, went
for independece. A further hearing is to be
had next week, when a Commillte of Bowdoin will appiar in behalf of the scheme of
that

College. The

not yet received
8300.00
Front members of the Association
937.33
Hon. Edward Kent
20,00
Wheeler St Lynde
27,65
David Bogbee
20,00
®llen F- Hobbs, V. Berwick
6,00
Dramatic Association by
T'
Portland
30,00
HT f.'
r Ladies of Vienna by H.S. Abbott 28.70
Edmund Lincoln,
...

10,00

matter is

exciting

a

good

deal of interest among the farmers and scholars, There is a duty to perform towards the
farmers and mechanics of this State, and it is
au important fact to ascertain which plan will
render them the most effective service.
I
trust a corrrect solution will be reached.—
There should be no mistake now, when there
is a nest egg provided by Government, which

rightly set can be made to produce so many
chickens.
Tbe salary question is quiet for a day or
two. The signs are that it will be revived
with spirit before long.
Other matters of
interest, are passing along without
rippling tbe surface of the Legislative waters.
minor

n

Treasurer, Hon. Hobatio Kino.
Secretary, Henry A. Worcester E-n
Executive Committee—John W.
Butter
FIELD, S. P. MORBIT.L, ThoS. C. SMART N
C. Woodard, Capt. R. C. Stickney.
The following sums were received by the
Association during the year 1864.
From the State, including the last quarter

Dennysville

Tbe Committee on Agriculture proposed a
bearing on tbe several schemes intended to
absorb the donation, in tbe Hall of the House.
The gathering was very respectable as to

_

_

Pelham.

number of the friends and admirers of Gen. McClellan caiue to the wharf, in
New York, on Wednesday, to see him sail for
in the China. The New York Express

jyA large

Europe

says that Mrs. McClellan has been for some time
in ill
health; tbe General will in consequence seek
the milder climate of Italy, and will divide the
year between Florence, Rome and Naples.

iy The undersigned gives his exclusive attention to
collecting Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of
ray and Prise
Money, for Officers, Soldiers,
seamen, or their Heirs. Offioe, 831-2 Exchange
St..opposite Postoffice, Portland.
W. S. SAWYER,
D
fjyerences—Hon. Samuel Cowt.Gov. of Me.,
How. Wg. Pm
Fessenden,Sec’y Treas’y.
oct. 13 d 6uy.

gy The London, Northwestern and the Great
Railway Companies are about to petition Parliament conjointly for power to carry a
tunnel under the Mersey.
]Great guns cost something. A ton-inoh
Parrott gun costs $4,500; an eleven-inch Rodman gun costs $6,500; a fifteen-inch Krupp’s
gun costs $89,400; a twelve-inch Blakely gun
The two latter are made of
costs $35,000.

Legislature 01 Maine.

Western

SyThe Lewistoniaus are making eliorts to
a lecture horn “Josh
Billings."
ETA few days since three million bushels of
jrain was stored in Chicago.
By Gen Butler is to address the citizens of
Lowell on his return home to-day.
jyThe subject of‘‘Josh Billings” new lecture
Is “Putty and Varnish.”
y We have heard much of the power of
soman’s eye; but the eyelids are still more powerful ; they can wink down a
reputation.
<yMr. John 8. Barstow of North Yarmouth,
slaughtered a hog two weeks sine
which
weighed, dressed, 713 pounds.
H? The difference between a pig and a dandy is
this : the former weighs the most undressed; the
lecure

latter dressed.

y'l'he Maine State Prison the past year has
paid its bills, and has a surplus of nearly four
thousand dollars.
fcJT'The Congregational society in Ellsworth
have raised the salary of their pastor, Rev. Mr.
Tenney, $100 per annum.
jy General Grant is of the opinion that the
rebels

are

arming their

negroes as fast as possi-

ble.
By The rumors of Gen. Meade being relieved
from the command of the Army of the Potomac
are denied by him.
Hf We stated yesterday that the Transcript
was t»

be

enlarged

will be made the
y The New

May. The improvements
first of April.
York Evening Post says our
in

best peace commissioners are Grant, Sherman,
and Terry.

Thomas,Sheridan

y The alumni of Phillips Academy had a
meeting in Andover, on Wednesday, and voted
to raise the sum of $30,000 to erect a new building in place of that recently destroyed by fire.
jy Colonel Julien Alien sailed from New York
for Savannah on Wednesday in the Fulton.
He
will shortly be followed by the barque Harvest
Moon, with a cargo of provisions.
jy We are indebted to our attentive and inT. S.
teresting Washington correspondent
—

Perry, Esq.,—for promptly sending us early
copies of all public documents.
ByThere are now three hundred prisoners
confined in Fort Warren, including nine generals,
several colonels, and many other officers of lower
grade.
HTa person who signs himselt “Jones asks
the New York Evening Post whether, if Admiral

Porter makes many more reports about the Fort
Fisher business, he ought not to be called Ad-

Reporter.
An exchange speaking of financial matters,
says ‘‘gold is less than $2.00.”
Pray tell us
what that dollar mark ($) is for ! Is it to show
that the quantity at gold is less than two dollarsT If not then it is improperly used.
®"The Newburyport Herald says Gen. But-

miral

ler has been exonerated from all blame in the
Wilmington affair, and returns to Lowell with
flyiBg colors. It is rumored that he will soon

have another command.

J3yAn

advertiser in the Selma (Ala.) Dispatch proposes to kill Abraham Lincoln, Wm.
H. Seward and Andrew Johnson before the 1st
of March next, at the moderate price of one
million dollars in cash or

good securities.

iyThe Gospel Banner of this week contains
very pleasant yet somewhat keen letter from
this city on “The Ecclesiastical Ripple in Port-

a

It bears the well known initials, “E. C.

land.”

B.,” and evinces an excellent spirit
GfKead the advertisement of the Portland
Press, in our columns. The Press is undoubtedly one of the ablest papers in New England,
and we think much of the patronage that is
given to papers out of the State, had better be
bestowed on that—[Gardiner Journal.
£yThe Biddeford Journal is lavish in praise
of Mr. Sweat for voting to repeal the paper
duty, and flings at Mr. Perham because he voted
against it. Mr. Blaine also voted to repeal the

bounty,

but time alone will demonstrate which
side acted the most wisely,
sy We hope the next time that superannuated
old lady—Franois P. Blau, seu. -tv ItlvU
mond on a peace mission, that he will don the
habilaments befitting his sex; then Mrs. Jefferson

hugs and kisses will not excite so much
attention or create so much gossip.
jyMr. Baker, who died at Worcester, Bag.,

Davis’

in 1766, was so large a man, that, in the lannrinto. “his oomn
guage of the local
■pt-t. *,»» ---*, and was bigger than anprdinary

hearse, and part of the wall
taken down to admit its

was

obliged

to he

passage.”

§y Under direction of the U. S. Marshall, 400
bales of prize cotton, captured on board the Julia
while

attempting to

the blockade at Charleston, were sold in Boston yesterday, One hun
dred and ninety-two bales of middling sold for
run

823-4c a pound; 137 bales good ordinary, at
79c; 27 bales ordinary, at 69o; pickings, at 66c.

BfTkey get up“big things” in Philadelphia.
They advertise a grand torch light procession on
the skating park, and they speak in their adver.
tisements of the “sweet silver light of the artificial moon
No doubt Philadelphia abounds
in artificial men and women, but heavenly bodies
are valuable only as they are genuine.
£y All that the government at Washington
has to do is to assume precisely the stand that
Sherman has taken—war and military rule until
the rebels laydown their arms; and then amnesty and peace on the single basis of submission to
the laws and fidelity to the constitution.
The
terms are simple, and it needs lit le negotiation
and no running back and forth to get them universally understood.—[Evening Post.
17*At the annual meeting of the Mass. AntiSlavery society a few days since, Mr. Henry C,
Wright—one of the ablest anti-slavery men in
the country—made a long and elaborate speech
in advocacy of the idea that although every man
and every woman is entitled to the right of
suffrage, we should not insist that it shall be
universally granted as a preliminary condition
of reconstruction.

ST The Albany Evening Journal tells the fob.
lowing story of Ben Wood: He began a suit
against a creditor in California. The defendant’s
counsel moved that before the court proceeded
further, Wood, under the laws of the State,
should be required to take the oath of allegiance.
The notice was sent to him; but he
indignantly
refused to take the oath, and the suit was thrown
out of court!
jyThe following is the latest oil story: A
man went from New York to the
Pennsylvania
oil region and spent #4500 in boring for ail, but
without sucoess. He had no funds left, but
bought five barrels of oil on credit, carried them
to his well in the night, poured the oil down his

pipes,

and the next

morning began pumping
with asuooess which astonished all his neighbors.
Before the flow stopped he sold his well for #7000

and went home.

BTWe

think there is

a

better

day ooming

for

the newspaper press of the country. It has had
a hard time to stem the severe rise in
prices,
not being able to advance as fast as the
price of
material and labor and the general cost of sub
sistence. But the general tendency of prioes is
downward. Paper has receded sensibly, and
newspapers, with their increased rates—-none too
high for peace and specie times—will find a better
prospeot than ever,
ST The suggestion that the Massachusetts
delegation, Mr. Perham of Maine, and others
who voted against abolishing the paper duty, were

bought up by the manufacturers, is as contemptible and silly as the kindred suggestion
that those who voted the other way regarded
‘‘the interest
friendship" of the press paramount to the “interest and
of the
monopolists. A member who acts from motives

friendship”

of friendship

Congress.

or

We

lavor is noi fit to hold a seat in
Maine has none such of

hope

this sort.
(ST The modern Democrats make a charge
against the present administration that it lends
its power and energies to promote abolition_to

extend the area of Freedom. Well, what of it T
What have the Democrats in years past been do*
ing ? In 1853, the Attorney General of the D.
S.—President Pierce’s cabinet minister—wrote to
a Democratic friend, “If there be
any purpose
more fixed than another in the mind
of the
President and those with whom he is aocustomed
to consult, it is that the dangerous element
of
abolitionism, under whatever guise or form it
may present itself, shall be crushed out.” An
intelligent, liberty-loving people will deoide who
stand most approved, those who labor to
give
freedom to men or those who labor to
uphold
slavery; those who would break every yoke or
those who unblushingly boast that their
mission
is to hold men in bondage, and
prevent their
freedom being wrought out.

steel.

jy“Common Sense” writes a good article,
makes a strong point, and we think his view the
correct one in the main; but we respectfully decline to publish, as we do all articles upon this
“ecclesiastical” question, for the present at
least, except from Messrs. Walker and Walton.
They are evidently competent to handle their
respective sides of the question, and have done
so with the manifestation of a temper and spirit
worthy of their professional standing in this
community. We exclude others not from any*

personal aversion to such a discussion,
for awhile, at

cause

for other

least,

we

need

our

but becolumns

uses.

jyWendell Phillips, in a recent si*eech,
which he said the only question to be asked

in
is

whether this is the time to obtain the ballot-box
for the negro, drew a comparison between President Lincoln and Gen. Butler.
According to
his statement, Gen. Butler is a democrat, bred in
the kennel, s rung from the lowest sub-stratum
of New England democracy,—but the soil was
right, and when he went to New Orleans his eyes
were

opened.

Of whatever error General But-

ler's enemies have accused him, no man since
the capture of New Orleans has ever suspected
him of making a particle of distinction between
black and white.
Dr. Harriot K. Hunt—a celebrated female

physician—annually protests against taxation
without the right of exercising the elective
franchise, whereupon the Springfield Republican
says the natural right of a woman to be a man
To
is as clear as the right of a hen to crow.
this a correspondent of the Liberator responds,
that the natural right of an editor, who has the
necessary qualifications, to make a donkey of
himself, is as clear as any other right. Now we
insist that, though Dr. Hunt, being a woman,

Thursday, Jan

assigned—Au act to incorporate
the Lisbon Mauuiactuting Co.; an act t°inRead and

corporate the Lewiston Fire insurance Co.;
an act

Passed to be engrossed—Resolve authorizing the Governor and Council to audit and
allow the claims of Edward Sanjs; an act to
Incorporate the Maine Beater Press Co.; au
act to amend chapter 170 of the Special Laws
of 1S60, relating to the preservation of dish iu
Chandler’s River.
Passed to be enacted—An act to incorporate the Yarmouth Paper Company; au act to
amend an act entitled “an act to incorporate
the Vassalboro’ Mills Company ;”an act to incorporate the Denison Paper Manufacture
Co.; an act to incorporate the Pembroke Axe

and Scythe Co.; an act to abolish the Feb.
term ot tbe Supreme Judicial Court iu the
county of Knox and to change the time c f
holding the April term of said court iu said
county; an act to amend the charter of tbe
Augusta Hotel Co.; an act to amend an act
entitled “an act to incorporate the Pembroke
Iron Co ;” an act authorizing the Clerk of the
courts in Knox Co. to complete the records of
the courts in said county; an act to incorporate the Atwood Lead Co.; an act to repeal
an act entitled “an act to incorporate tbs

Brunswick Mutual Marine Insurance Co., approved March 81st, 1850, and to continue its
corporate existence for certain purposes; au
act to change the name of the Little River
Manufacturing Co., and to increase its capital
stock; au act to make valid the doings of Wm.
Percival, as a Justice of the Peace; an act to
amend au act to incorporate the
of the Wiscasset Bridge.

taxed for its

proprietors

House.
Mr. Webb, of Portland, from the committee

Judiciary, reported a bill to amend Chap82 of the public laws of 1881, entitled an
act to restrict the jurisdiction of Justices of
the Peace into Trial Justices. [ Relieves Trial
Justices Horn the necessity oi annually appearing personally before the County Commissioners. Allows them to appear by docket
on

ter

and accounts.
Mr. Hobbs, of

from the commute
resolve to facilitate
on
the sale of timber and lumber granted in aid
of Westbrook Seminary,Maine Wesleyan Seiniuary and Female College, and for educations!
purposes. [Extends the time allowed for cut
ting timber indefinitely.]
Mr. Dingley, of Lewiston, called for the
special order of the day, and the House accordingly proceeded to the consideration of
the Berwick contested election case, (House

Norway,
Education, reported a

Men and property are taxed.
Women are neinor property, and for this reason are
not taxed.
If Dr. Hunt owns property, that

rightfully

the

meeting Bridge.

ther men

is

incorporate

additional to an act to

Portland and Forest Avenue Railroad Co.;aa
act to increase the rale of tolls on the Merry-

is not allowed to vote—;which may or may not
be wise—Dr. Hunt as a woman is not taxed.

property

WAR REN’S
Water-Proof and Leather Preeerver,

SENATE.

FOIt HOOTS AND SHOES.
Fur sale at Mr. J. W. Msasristu's Store, 174
Mid rle st, Portland, Mo.
dec21d*w2m

13.000
12 LOO

to

out

tier

work

Husband needs ber

SPECIAL

4 G00 U
400

stant care, for he is failling in bodily and men.
tal strength. She cannot consent to have him
bo the Insane

Scratch!

by all Druggists.
By sending 00 cent*

to any
forwarded by

Bonds.g;
••••

considering

her situation,

advised her to ask aid of the Overseers of the
Poor. Though much against her inclination,
her good sense led her to follow the advice.
From that time, with what aid she gets from
the city, and from benevolent societies, and
with what little she herself can earn, she has
struggled along with a scanty subsistence,
faithfully taking care of her husband, who is
as

helpless

iu every respect as an

infant,

and

very much more troublesome.
Why, it may be asked, do not benevolent so-

cieties

amply supply the wants of such ?
Simply because hundreds in our city who are
solicited to give, do not. But why do not the
Overseers supply them more largely? Because, it is feared, the public would not sustain them if they did, Bat of this more heremore

after.
Two more families will be mentioned at the
risk of making a long article. The first con-

sists of a
children.
since last
ail in one
the father

father, mother, and three young
The father has been unable to work

July Visitiog them, we find

them

room, which is about seven feet high,
lying upon a lounge, and the moth-

She tells us that
they are warned out next week, and though
the tenment is poor and iheir rooms are small,
yet she is sorry to leave it, for it is a good situation to obtain work.
The city helps this
family once in a month. Often the mother
works nntil near midnight, yet finds her family lacking many of the neeessaries of life.
Thus she toils, aud will continue to toil, with
little prospect for the better ft>r along time to
er

hard at work

ironing.

come.

Application for
was

made at

agent went to

family referred to,
tbs otfice, aud soon after the
see

the other
them.

A mother in feeble

health, her married daughter and her two
children, one three and the other six years
old, constitute the family.
In a corner of the room in which they live, is
a bed on wh'cb lies the daughter sick with a
lung fever. The mother is absent and conversation must he directed to the sick woman.
Tenderly and cautiously the purpose iu
visiting was made known and effected. The
mother had received the “widow’s woodi” hut
what is half a cord of wood,-two ieet of which
is spruce, to burn night aud day during sickness

/u Hartford. Albert A Ellis, of Co
aged
Eh is

ply, and continuing, “she would be glad to
have help. My husband is away to the war—
has done nothing for me for tporp than two
years. I get State aid, aud work iu a ahop,
and that has supported us.” As she told her
story, she iu vain tried to snppress her swell-

ing emotions, and tqrniug her face away, gave
full vent to bor tears,
There are times when
everything in the
past comes rushing into the mind—when the
picture presented on the imagination Is as vivid as sunlight, aud the future opens to the
mind as the past. Then, In an unusual degree, is realized the need of religion’s power
to soothe affliction and to bear up the
spirit.—
After such painful agitations of the mind,
when the assurance of pardon and grace comes
from our Father in Heaven, no words can tell
it* blessedness. Such assurance for their support can all women haye in their trials.
0. P. T.
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PETROLEUM
OF

Capital Stock,

York.

$200,000.

Shares;

15,000 Shares Reserved for Working Capital.

Subscription Price $1
For

FROM

Share,

Fall Paid Stocks and liable to No Farther Assessment*.

NEW YORK.

SAILS.

FOR

Per

Office of the Company, 30 Bioad Street,

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
Jan 7
City of Limerick.. Li verpool... ..New York
Virginia. Liverpool.New York...Jan 10
Hibernian.....Liverpool... .Portland.Jan 12
Cuba....Liverpool.New York.. .Jan 14
America. Southampton..New York.. .Jan 18
Borussia.Southampton.New York.. .Jan IK
...

OFFICERS,
JOSHUA PEIRCE, President.

Moravian.Portland-Liverpool.Jan

GILBERT E. CURRIE, Treas. A Sec’y.
PENNINGTON WHITKHEaU, Altornej-et-Lew.
Conoeel of the Company, 6 Wail st. New York.

28

City of Baltimore .New York Liverpool.Jan 28
Guiding Star.New York. New Orleans. Jan 2S
Geo Cromwell.New York. .New Orleans.. Jan 28
Corsica..New York. .Havana, fee.. .Jan 8U
Washington.New York. .Havre....Feb 1
Canada.Boston.Liverpool.Feb 1
Jos San Roman. New York.. Matamoras-Feb 1
Matanzas,.New York. St Jago.Feb 1
North Star.New York. .California.Feb 3
Liberty.New York. .Havana,.Feb 4
Glasgow.Now York., Liverpool.Feb 4
Evening Star.New Yurk.. Now Orleans. .Feb 4
v rglola.......... Now York
Boru.sia.New York.

.Liverpoel.Feb

Southampton.Feb

Cuba.Sow York- Liverpool.Feb
America. ...New York. Bremen.F«b
Costa Rica.. ..New York. California.Feb
Africa.Boa Sou.Liverpool.Feb
Morning Star.New l'ork..New Orleans .Feb

BANKERS.
St. Nicholas Bank, No. 7 Wall St. JY. York.
Subscription Books

4
4
8
11
18

—

SKAITINC

15
18

•

OWING
Season

87.

ARRIVED.

Pro bath held at Portland, within
County of Cumberland, on thethl d
January, in the year ol our Lord
eighteen hundred and sixty-live,
E. TAX LOR, named Executor in a
certain Instrument
purporting to be the 1mt will
and testament of Hannah Taj h
r, ate of Portland
In said county, deceased,
having presented the

Sch Campbell. Soule, Boston.
Sch Pioneer, Talpy, Portsmouth.
CLEARED.
Brig J W Diisko. Bueknam, Matanzas—H 1 Rob-

probate:

for

game

It was
Ordered, That the said Executor
give notice to nil persons interested,
by canting notice to be published three weeks
in the Maine State Press,
printed it Portland, that
thev may appear at a Probate Court to
be held at
said Portland, on theSrd
Tuesday of February next
at ten of the clock in the
foreuoou, and show cause
if any they have,
why the said instrument should!
not be proved, approved, end allowed
aa the last wlllj
fttid tiut&ment of Raid •* ece&>ed
JOHN A. WATERMAN,

Brig Harriet, MoAlevy. Cardenas—Issae Emery
Sch

Donua Anna, Chase, Kemedios—Rots fe Sturdivant,

successively

Jedg,
•

Atrueoopy. Attest:
8w3w*

|

EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register

CA

fallen lo with in a sinking condition ou the 16th Inst
•■soramento. and the crew rescued and
carried to Bermuda. iThe G was an A2 vessel ol
875 tons, built at Richmond, Me, in 1856, and owned

TAHHH!.

by barque

in New York.)
Brig Cherokee, from Boston tor Port Medway NS
recently reported wrecked registered 87 tone, was
built at Viualhaven in 1847, and owned at Liverpool NS.

OR. R. GOODALE S

! CATARRH REMEDY,
A*D MODS 09 TXSATMXXT la

Tne Acme of Perfection!
—

the
IT penetrates
*Bd
io

ever““8'

secret ambush of this
rloi“*“i“ *'• root aud

temote

braarh.

loalhiwm^mjlady, iTd ZcrTcoueumftu,™'

fol1S,a'm^Ai,e,^r‘ t>" >>rea4h,
tonguecaMelT*" aU'i*'

a*U

and af-

,iUul

than

••noted Jar curing the most
that every known means failed In. hopeless cases.

JEWBEDFORD-Sld

It cares Hap, Hose and Periodic
most obstinate and violent types.

PbfibroStrFrankfm
Wwhiaiton

Ayres.)

o»

GEORGE

fc Co.

‘.ch; i s?l"r' karberifk.

10

publ

At a Court
and for the
Tuesday of

7th Inst

Lo^Flyl^ortr^Xnt^0^

20

^ST*

—

C°('ld

gg op

N. B.—The Park is lighted
up each evening
aud
rpen to the
5 every day—Sundays axcentaa'
when loslfvely no skating will b. allowed
A White Pennant will be
displayed on tho
City Buildings whenever the Park It iu oondition
for skating.
j lC2Hjaw

Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Dutton, Lireroool vis
has experienced heavy westerly
Londonderry
winds and galee throughout the passage.

■

Tickets,

Single Tickets (for gentlemen)
Single Tickets (for ladies)
is

DISASTERS.
Sch Charter Oak, (of Belfast) Dunnells, while ly
ing in Wreok Island Harbor during the SE gale 7th
lust, dragved her anchors and was driven ashors on
the ledges, where her keel was beaten out, her bulwarks stove, and both masts carried away. Capt
Dunnels and his wile were the only
parsons on boa, d
and they were rescued by a boat. The C O was a
small trading vestal, and had on board about S30U
worth of goods, mostly provisions, which were lost.
Brig Ganges, Johnson, from Cadiz for Boston, was

PARK.

to increased expeu. ilure* iu fitting up
the Skating Park, the managers deem it necesto
sary
charge a small foe lor the admission of ladies,
tk* pm .r Tickets esc as follows

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Steamer Lewiston. Anight, Boston.
Brig Donna Marla (Itrsz) ToLsa, Matanzas
via Holmes' Hole.

Cities of

& SEAVEY,
Exchange St, Portland, Me.

No. 88
Jan2*dlw

NEWS

Friday.Janaary

at the

HARMON

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Saturday ..Jaaaary 88,
Sunrisea.7.181 Length of days. 8 51
^onsets.6.08 | High water am)....11.43

MIARI3STE

TURNBULL, Vlce-PmY.

WM. P.

Peruvian.Liverpool.Portland.Jan 10
Africa.Liverpool.Boston.Jan 21
Britannli.Glasgow..New York.. Jan26
Australasian.,,,,.Liven*00^.New York...Jan 28

Higgins,

No form
it*

qf Catarrh

penetrating

itti this fell

it

Hr

or

Catarrh, ot th»

noitt i* tkt head

cau

rtrist

power

*“» *»» •pent a lifetime bottliiiif
decease. Hie triumph is complete.

Geodale’s OiTitlii Rn.wauv is

Itqettd, inhaled

from the

palm

harmless

a

oft he hand

Dr. H. Gooetale is knourn throeeohout th< count ru
theau'horof the onlv Tree Theory ot Catarrh
pobli-hed. Where iti Origin—What it. Hava»*«—Mode of rcatment—and Rapid Care in all it*

as

ever

lormi.

At Bnenoe Ayres Nov 18, ships 8park the Ocean,
Treat, from Boston, disg; barque Montano, HsrriDr (Hwtlals’s Pamphlet on
Cataiwu ah' old he
man.for Callao
Manila, Morse, for Boston. Idg
road by arery one. It can be
obtained at oar nearPearl. Harding, for do; and others.
or by
a
tending
postage stamp to our o|.
At do Nor 26. barque Warren, Averill, fm Frank- !
ort for West Loss', in ballast.
* tJa.,SoIe Agents. 75
Arat Barbadocs 28th ult brig Julia E Arey I
Bieeoker street.
Weeks, Philadelphia (and sld 81st lor Turks Island) i
I‘r ce 81
29ih, barque 8 W Ho brook, Small, Boston.
8o!d by M. H. HAT,
Jans2 63 dly
Ar at St Thomas 8tb iest, scb James O’Donchue
Bartlett, Martinique; 10th, brigs Amazon, Brown
New York; 12<b. AnnaDdale, Jones, 81 Kitts (and
’'
sailed 14th for Uolms’s Holo.
At do 18th Inst, ship Young Meohandc.
MeLoou,
from New York for 8au Frareisco.dlsg; Ellen StewTO ARRIVE.
art, Coffin, for Baltimore in a lew days
‘TfeiUe.”
Sld fm Oienfuogos 14tb in t, brig Torrent, MontHHDS' per
gomery. New York.
W. Libby.'*
3SOO Hhdd per »Mp
Ar at MannaniHa 6th inst, barque
Winthrop.
* Moulton, Santa Cm*
Jk
CO.
Arat Havana 20tb inat, brig Prentiss
Hobbs, Mor.
j nlMdlmis
gan, Portland
In port JUt. ship M-rriaC Day, Chase una; barks
PHOTOGRAPHS OF
Sharpsburg, Randall, lor New York; John Griffin
Chase, tor ao; brigs Katbaleen, Saunders for Port1
WJ," Dillingham, Mudgett. for
P“».
sob 8 H Jackson, Tracy, for Portland
PRICE
TEJY
AI a£Ma,,?,1^^, 1#,h inst" ’ch Hor.ee E Bell BerCEjYTS

"jM-cy.

■

New^Yorkf*

LIVERPOOL SALT

or

AND

—

of New

PAH VALUE, 89.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
PHILADELPHIA—01 jl 25th, barque Waltham
Wheeler. New Orleans.
Ar 25th, barque Annie,Chase. Pensacola; sob M A
US. TSBBSTTS*
Kieh, Hardy, Boston.
A' 28th. brig Belle Bernard, Cook, New Orlean,
PHYSIOLOGICAL
Below 26'b, brigs Jobs Welsh, Ida M Comerv and
I
Coaeord, Irom Southern ports.
Cld 26lh. scb Abby Brackett, Achorn. New York
H AIR
NSW *ORK-Ar*lh, brigi 8imooe.
fm
Lardenas; Humboldt, Coombs, Fortress Monroe
K fcl a lii N K H A T O K 1
Cld 26tb, aohs 8arab, Driako,
Boston; Fred Hall
lugrabam. New Haven.
IfB MODUS OPEBAKDI*.
Ar 26th, ship Lizzie Homans. Dawson,
Liverpool;
barque Osmanlt, Gerry. Miuatitlan 17 days: brig
Belle,lord. Port Hoyal SC; sobs J B Small, Horton,
Immediately beneath the scalp there ai^ very
•mall bodies oalled Glands ;or more commonly Root*
Matau oras; Chaz H Hodgdon, Pries. MIragoane.
of the Hair. It is from these Glands that every hai)
NEWPORT—In port 26th, sobs Superior, Paul,
ofthe head is formed and seoreted ▲• tong as the
and Catawamteak, Hix.fm Rockland lor New York:
soalp is tree from disease these bodies also remain Clara Nortoa, Mayo, ftn Bangor lor do; Z A Paine,
Jones Eaatport tor do.
healthv, aad tho hair keeps its natural appearance
and color Uut wheu humors and other diseases afUOLMF.S'S HOLE—Ar 26lh, brig Catharine Niokfect the scalp these glands become involved in the
els, Yeaton. New York for Boston; sake L Walsh
same disease, and the hair
gradually turns gray, dry Eatoa, Georgetown for do; Shooting Star, Parsons'
and britjue. Sooner or later the hair
E A Higgins. Pierce, and K
begins to lull GBoston for New York;
off, and in many oases, ii not arrested, will produce
Fogg, Newcomb, Boeton for Tangier.
baldness.
Ip
port,
brigs
complete
Fanny Butler, Lucy Ann, and the
above arrivals.
To remedy this pathological condition of the
and oreatea new ^gd healthy action,the
28th, aol, Aptelope, Morhydological Hair Regenerator has proved a perfect nncooflg.
BOSTON—Cld 2uth, brigs Oar 8prin« Doxter
Catharine Nickels.
It Is not * “Dye,” and will not stain a particle. Ii
t
**01*•
-eh Orris FrancD. Hunt.
will positively "KbstohkGbay ll.ua’1 in all oases
to its original color. It protqotos a growth of new
Ar27tb, sobs Mary 8 Lunt, Brown. Baltimore• w
hair in aft oases no Bald ilegdi when the glands or
roots of the hair are qot completely disorganized.—
It prevents the Ijgir from fsHingoff, and removes all
Portland
27th
dandruff, heal, humors and ltehlng from the scalp.
8‘Vln“ah; Wm
8
It keeps the hair soft, moist and perfectly bealty.and
It is
gives it a glosay and beantlfnl appearanoe.
FOREIGN PORTS.
highly permm«d,and as a dressing it has no superior. The "Regenerator” Is warranted to produne
the
At Messina 31st ult, barque Lemuel, Friend, fee
above results in all oases, if not the moL.y io be
Boston,
Idg.
refunded. With it every “Gray Head"in New EngAr at Montevideo Nov 23, ships Begest, HambMu,
land can be restored in less than thirty days.
New York land sailed lor Buenos Ayres); 27th. Kit
Carson. CrowslJ, from do. (and sailed for Buenos
Price $}. per Bottle,

H OH K HOUND

under the Lew.

100,000

jaml9df«r8w

HAi.?'*

COM’Y,

FORK.

YEW

Incorporated

passengers.

8TKAM1CR

with those In attliotion makes it a duty
that after suffering for tblrty years from that
loathsome disease, Catarrh in tbe Hoad, and gir
en up all hope of a oure, I heard of Dr. Fads
worth’s * Dry Up,” and procured a bottle of tht
medicine, from which 1 found immediate relit’
1 have used Jn the last three months, three bottler
ot it, and am now comparatively well, and doing
my usual work, and I cheerfully recommend it to
ah alllioted in like manner.
:
Dated UariviUe, Sept 10,1854.
I
Asia ail Babcock.”
14. H. BA J', Druggist, Special Agent, fortland.

HONEY

IIALL,

SECURITY

—

DRY UP FOR THE CATARRH.”

S^od sm"1-*'

MKfl H ANICS’

aHEi

LIVERPOOL.
Steamship Hibernian 6 casebooks, 1 ease mdse, to J E Prindle; 1 case pio’tre*.
1 hamper game, 1 trank mdse, BAA Ex Co; 4 bale*
mdse, 26 cases do. Agent G T K Co; 10 bales twine,
T Paddock; 67 bars iron, to order: and freight for
Cansda. Boston and New York.
MATANZAS. Brig Donna Marla—282 bhds sugar
1 box cigars, to order; 6 boxes do. Geo McDonald;
loO) oranges, 20 dos pine apples, J F MoLeeman.

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
80 Middle SI.,
Portland, Me.
Copying done in the best manner,
deoDOtf

lfa'novei

oustomers 'or ttwir past patronage,
continuanco of the iame.

a

Oi Thu Htl«y Evening, Feb. 24.
Tickets for Three Assemblies 92 00
Miuicby Raymond f Dimomd’s Full Quadrille Hand.
Mamaubbb-J O Anthoine, V
WormeiJ, W U
MTDanr, W W kmgktti.
Colley,
Ticktts can be had of the Managers.
A<>§«mb!ie*
to begin at Si r. M,
jauHrt

Brig Antil'es, Tliestrup, Caibariee— E Churchill

QBOHQK O OOOOfr/.V *
CO., aa
street, Boston. General Wholesale Agents
f°r
Maine.
A*et,t
Jan

Oenlit,

ASSEMBLY.#
AS

AT'

inson.

T6BBKTT8 BBQfHEJSa,
Druggists and Clpmjgte, Proprietors, Manchester,

men.

E L E C T

IMPORTS.

will receive his per-

flands,

to

earn, rons

EDWARD T. MERRILL & CO,

—

in Port*

ate

my

would solicit

I

In the Hibernian, from Liverpool
Capt Watt*,
Mrs Watts and two childron, Miss Walts.Capt Emerson, Mrs Emerson and infant, Capt Melcher, Mr
Grimwald, Mr Mannington, Hr Carter, Henry Nali.
Kev Mr Collins, Mrs Collins, Miss Collins. Miss Mt
tah Collins. Wm Collins. Mast Joshua Collins. Cap
Mitchell, Mr Ockender, Miss O’Hara, and 106 steer-

Photographic Gallery

s

too

PASSENGERS.

PORTLAND

to

bhoei,

and

Bargains!

Thanking

In Bath, Jan 26, Alvah G, eon of Zina and Caro
line C Sprague, aged *2 years 8 mouths.
InStenben, Jan 3, Mr Humphrey Duubar, aged
80 years.
In Steuben, Mr Geo H Moore, aged 31 years; Mbs
Susan Sawyer, aged 17 years.
In East Mac bias, Jan 18, Mr John Collamer, aged
31 years.
in Fairfield. Jan 7, Mrs Mary S, wifo of Elmer 1*
Tuttle, aged 22 years.
In Whitney ville, Jan 12, Mr John Flagg, aged 87.

allowed

“Sympathy

s

Misses, Children and Boys.

At

this city, Jan 26, Mr Thomas McKenney, aged

In

January 3.1805—dSw

?

“Is your mother able to support herself?” I
inquired, “She cau do but little,” was the re?

oare

60
26

Boots St Shoo* for

DIED.

KCain©s,

soaal attention.

For

In Cumberland, Jan 26, by Rev E 8 Jordan. Ervin
T Dunham and Miss Lizzie r. ilicka, both ot C.
1® Bath. Jan 26, Isaac tl Durgin and Miss Lydia
E t lint.
In ExeWr. Jtn 12, Robert A Colbstb end Miss
Martha C Neil.
In Union. Jan 1G. Charels G Snell, of Wsldoboro,
and Margaret S Beiders, of U.
In Winterport, Jan 21. Seth Prat, Jr, and Miss
Amanda E Uollamer. both of Bucksport.
in Gardiner, Jan 11, Joseph B Ward, of Bowdoin,
and Miss France. Webber, of Richmond.
In Farmlngdale, Jan 23, James K Wood and Miss
Mary R Collins.
In Portsmouth, Jan 22, John M Lydston and Miss
Tillie O Tobey. botb of Elliot.

For several year, past with H. J. Gilman, has removed toNo. 137i Muidlestreet, aeoond story, (over
W. C. Kockett’s store) where he will be
happy to re*
oeive tbr patronage ot his farmer
customer?, And

1

bandals,
••

-ALIO—

WATCH-MAKER,

the publio generally.
All work entrusted to lus

Shoes

oan

All kinds of Boo
Uou,

MARRIED.

Hours.

Apotheohry

Edward IP.

stances known.

after

48

•*

Misses’

Railroad.log

Railroad.JgJi

and.

ho found in the city.
I shall for the prerent sell tlw following at
greatly
reduced prices
Ladles’ Cloth Congraess Mock-Well bole
gj 00
Balmorals
2 26
11
•*
D.S.Ba metals "
SOU
•*
Button Boots,
2 00
••
"
MPsts’
1 to
Balmorals,
Ladle.’ Rubbers,
120
As

JJ5.

land, it will bo
mail, free of postage,
any partoftho United S'atee.
WikjvS A Potter. Solo Agents,
170 Wgstiingtm a trust, Boston.
janSQ^od^m
to

are

give relief, and

in

Boots

S Coupou Sixes(lS81) .109j

(small).ii‘IILViSa

OINTMENT

Itch

Street,

Formerly occup'ed by C. F. Thrasher where, with
ltioreesi-d iacilities. and io connection with the old
•tand I shall keep aa good an aajottment or

(endorsed).{JJJ

a»!e

been saved is all

With quivering lips and tearful eyes her sad story is told. I promised tc

the

N"o. 89 Middle

800 .do
16.000 United States ..
1.000 .d .
90).do
1.000 United States Debt Certiti cates (March).. W*
600 Rutland 1st Mortgago
2.000 Rutlaud 2d Mortgage Bonds.•
11 Old Colony and Fall River Hsilroad.lW
11 Vermont and Canada
1.000 Vermout Central R K 1st Mort.
1 Eastern
S Boston and Maine Railroad.
2.000 Host >n k New Fork Air Line R R Sixes 66f.
600 Vermont Central R R 2d Mort.

STniFaUlAS

—

spent. Shoes and clothing
wearing out and cannot be replaced. The
present appearance of home contrasts painfully with its former bright and cozy look,—
What to do,is the questiou whieh comes again
with increasing force. Qne of the most painful points in human experience Is now reached. Her situation must be made known, aud
assistance must be solicited, and this aftei
many struggles, she decides to do. With feelings struggling violently against resolution
she calls on the writer, and makes her oircum-

Cure

tr»d«, and for their tetter •ccommodLuon I here
taken Aroide Store

600
8.000 United States Ten-Forties.1001

Scratch

Scratch!

WHEATONS
Will

Weeks aud months wear away, andshe duds
mrrse.r u.,..,_,
tne task of supporting tv,e
family. The little snm of money which had

not

WOULD respectfully inform my old cuttcmert
I Lud
the public teener Lily, th*t
owing to Increas-

do (small)...1*9
United Staes Currency 7 3-10thi.m

ITCH!

ITCH, ITCH,

Hospital, for her early love
is strengtened by misfortune, and she means
to stand by him to the last.
seat

are

shoes,

PRILLS.

LOW

ed

21M

5.000 .do.. 60

NOTICES.

«-nar«niy «*e ixttif Prut
to tellpaper* on their route*.

con-

AT

.do.......209
.do.b 30 2091

4*0.do.

Mr. Crosby, of Dexter, moved that the minority report (declaring Mr. Jordan, the silting member, elected) be substituted for tbe
Incidents About Home.
majority report, and on this question he addressed the House at some length.
woman’s trials.
Mr. Garnsey, of Bangor, tollowed in oppoAbout six years ago a strong man received
sition to the motion and in favor of the majorthat
to
a sun-stroke.
lime, by industry ity report. Without concluding his remarks,
Up
and frugality, his family was well provided for.
he gave way to a motion for adjournment.—
Home was blessed with the comforts, though The House accordingly adjonrned.
Petitions, <fcc., presented and referred.—
not with the luxuries of life. The little daughRemonstrance of Simon Hersey and otherter felt that her father was the best of fathers,
against a change of location of the Portland
and the wife looked with feelings akiu to pride & Kennebec Railroad; petition of John A.
Poor for extension of the broad gauge line of
on the noble form of her husband, and anticirailroad between Portland and Boston; petiBut
<n
his
much
society.
happiness
pated
tion of J. Dinsmore and others of Cape Elizafrom the hour of this misfortune, the bright
beth and Portland, for a charter as a Horst
Railroad Company.
skies through which the sun of prosperity that
Passed to be engrossed.—An aot to change
arose so clearly in their matrimonial morning,
the limits of Ticonic Village Corporation; an
thicken
to
and
continued
to
look
hazy,
began
act to incorporate Crescent Lodge; an act to
as the day moved on. Two years of irregular
change the name of Nancy J. Huey.
Passed to be enacted.—An act to create and
labor, by great effort and with falling health,
an act to authorize
ended by a fall into the river, when he was establish a Sinking Fund;
James W. Congden and Edward N. Myers to
nearly drowned. This rendered him incap- construct and maintain a fish weir in Boot
able of providing for his lamily.
Cove, Lubec; an act additional to an act to
On the wife, after this accident, devolved incorporate the East Branch Mattawankeag
Dam Company; an act to amend an act to inthe care of providing for them all, the future
corporate the proprietors of the Wlscassei
What
to
and
dark
a
dreary aspect.
wearing
Bridge.
do was a question bearing heavily on her heart.
Bursjctt’s Cocoaink defies imitation, and
She can do plain sewing, but the price paid
is the most perfect hair preparation of the age.
who
for making clothes by army contractors,
The fact has caused numerous worthless imi.
are getting rich by their contracts, will hardly
tations.
father
a
bread.
She
has
in
find the family iu
the eastern part oi the State, who has the diE.
position, but not the ability to take care ol
them ail. She cannot go there. Shall she gc

boots and

Boston Stock Lists
SAGE AT TS1 Bbokbks1 Boabd, Jan, 27.
351 American Gold,.209
1.000 .do.b 30 *094
16 800 .do..

No. 7.)

protection.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

TAB !

FOB TUB CUBE OP

Coughs, Colds, Injiuenta, Hoarseness. Difficult
Breathing, and all Affections of <*♦ Throat,
Bronchi si Tubes and Lungs, leading
to Consumption,
This sovereign remedy is compounded from the
favorite recipe ot an illustrious Physician and Chemist, who for many years used it with the most oennplete success in his extensive private practice.
Be had long been profund'y impressed with the

wonderful virtue oi heuey of the plant Horehound,
in union with the Cleaning and Heating properties
of tar extracted from the Life Principle or the forest
For years
tree Abies Halsamea or Balm of Gilead
he was balfleo in his attempts to blend these great
forcos
into
sum
a
uoios
that
the original
medicinal
powerofeaob would be pr served, the disagreeable
qualities ol'oommon tar removed, and the prioe ol
At last,
the compound be within the means of all.
alter a Ions course of difficult chemical experiments
he found that by adding to these Acs other 'ngredlents. eaob one vamable sy itself, he not only ebiain.
ed the derired results, but greatly inoreasea the
ourative power of the eomponnd. Tbit having been
thoroughly teetel by practice, is now offered to the
generalpublie as a safe, pleasant and infallible rem-

11)00

e

PhUaJLih^ EDWiRD

nara, New York.
Arat Cardenas l»th

inst, barque
Marv
C *ox’
Fox
s
m,ry c
Rosa. Portland
Bid 19th, brig Almon Rowell,
Boyd, Portland
rPer steamship Hibernian
]
Eaves, fm
l0S?’ Atn“»Phere,
YAla‘i^KeJK.0‘
St John NB.
0c®a.n'

New

^apwood,

Sld 9tb. Lepauto, Walker, for Galie
Sld ftn Queenstown Sd, Swallow Small.

(from Callao) for HuU; Forest Kagle. Sleeper, (from Callao)
for Leith.
8ld ftn Falmouth 4th. Danube, Whidden, (from
Baker’s Island) for Hamburg; Zephyr, Lane, (from
Bio Grande) for Havre.

edy.

SPOKEN.

gists.

Nov 27, lat 18 28 8, Ion 6 38 W, barque Panic, 87
from Singapore tor New York.
dnjrs
Jan is. let 27 28. Ion 87 SI, was seen a barque showing a white signal witb red border, and two bine
baUi in ceqtre, steering 8SE.

Trice 60 Cents per Botttle.
For sale by W. F. Phillips, Portland, and all drag

C BA LIB Downna, General Age>t,
aovidSmp
U Cedar et., Sen Yerk.

0. W.

EVERETT!

TOMLINSON, Publisher, JSi Wa-liington
Boatoo,

JanMdit

_
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Immediately.
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%nt sees vs
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?
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which hare naver
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new
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at.

APPLES.

T*ried APPl*. for tale by
TWU'CHRLL buos.a ohamplin,
Commercial st.

FIVE days

POBTLAND AND VICINITY.
Neu> Advertisements To-Day.
Boots and Shoes at Low Price*.
Catarrh.
Auction Sale—flenry Bailey & Co
Security Petroleum Co.
Wanted Immedi tely.
Liverpool *alt.
Dried Applies.

Religious Notices.
notices of
words orlesSifr®6’
all excess of this amount will be charged ten cents
a line, eight words constituting a line. This rule
hereafter will be rigidly adhered

Religious

twenty-five

voyage.
We are indebted to Messrs. Allan Brothers
& Co., through the
courtesy of the Purser for
files of papers.
The steamer Washington, which was to
have left Havre for New York on the 11th,
was detained by having some of her machin-

to.—[Pvb.1'RK8B-

O* The Washingtonian Society will hold a meeting Sunday evening, at 8. of T. flail, 858 Congres.
street, at 7 o'clock. The public are invited.
rT-There will be a public pr»y*r meeting at Mission Chapel, Deering’, Bridge oa Sunday evening at
7 o’clock. The public are inviled.
O—Luke 16 19 "1 am no more worthy to be
cdied thy Sou." TP is will be the subject of Kev.
Henry b. Moore’s sermon, in the Central Churoh,

ery broken.
The steamer

Kangaroo arrived at (Queensmidnight on the 11th.
The papers advance nothing new on Amer-

to-morrow afterncon, at 3 o’clock.
BT*Bev Wm. R. Sawyer of Cambridge, Mass.,
will preach at the First Pariah Church, to-morrow.

town at

17*1 here will be free meeting, in Mechanics’
Hall, to-morrow afternoon and evening at 3 and 7
o'clock.
turner. Mr. Walton will repeat his sermon on
Christian Unity to-morrow evening.
Services oom-

ican affairs.

at 7 o’clock.

at

ITThe re will be servioes at Fine Street Church
to-morrow. Freaohing by Kev I- D. Strout of this
rity, and I. C. Cormaek of the New England Con-

FRANCE.

It is reported that the number of
ships ol
to be disarmed in accordance with the
economical views set forth in Fould’s financial
report is no less than 33.
war

lerence.

Special Notice-

SPAIN.

The fallowing regulations will be rigidly observed
Che Proprietors of the Press;

The United States steamer Sacramento arrived at Cadiz on the 3d iust. She had been
in collision with a British
brig. The latter
was damaged, but there is
nothing said of damage to the Sacramento.
In the Senate Calderou Collautes attacked
the ministry, for the abandonment of San Domingo. Marshal Narvaez replied that it was
for the interest of Spain that the step was

by

No papers will be delivered by Carriers except
to those who have subscribed at the othoe.
1.

allowed to sell papers on his
tocolleot money from subscribers.

2. No Carrier will be
or

guilty

3. Carriers found

ef violating

the foregoing

rniesthey will be discharged.

Supreme
JANUABY

proposed.

Judicial Court.

PRUSSIA.

It is stated that the Government will submit bills to the Chambers for further development of the naval power of Prussia, and for
opening a canal to connect the German Ocean
with the Baltic.

TEBM—DAVIS, J-, PRESIDING.

Friday.—Iu the case of Adams vs. Foster,
for libel, the defense having put in all their
testimony, plaintiff introduced certain numbers of the Press, other than that containing
the alleged libellous article, which he wished

JAPAN.

Everything is quiet in Japan. The Jutland
Sea was opened and trade appeared to he going on satisfactorily.

to have go to the jury. Some of these were
admitted by the J udge and others^ rejected.
One of these was the Press of

1863, containing

an

editorial

stration in the Cornmou
the

following

on

Council,”

MONETARY AFFAIRS.

James Lunham & Co.^provision merchants,
London, had suspended. Liabilities £300,000

February 11,

sterling.

‘‘The demon-

s&iter in waiters

extract:

“There are some men in this city that seem
to make no concealment of their secession
spirit. We know of at least one man who was
on the recent McClellan committee, with Dr.
Chadwick, whom we have heard declare openly, in the presence of several individuals, that
be regarded Jeff Davis as no more a usurper
than Lincoln; that he had not a particle of
sympathy for the administration in prosecuting the war; that he would not contribute a
cent to prosecute it; that Lincoln had brought
the war on and he might fight it out, and mucli
more of the same character.”

a

replied

ou

the stand

was asked by Mr. Woodman if that paragraph referred to Mr. Adams. Counsel for
plaintiff objected to the question, but the

and

specific

reference to a person but i:
was not Mr. Adams.

The testimony being all in Mr. Woodman
made the argument for the defense, occupy
ing one hour and a half in the forenoon, and
two hours and a quarter In the afternoon. At
the conclusion of his argument the Court ad

journed. Judge Howard will make the
ment for plaintiff to-day.

argu-

Domingo.

U. S. Commissioners’ Court.
CLIFFORD, ESq.,

WM. H.

•Summary pf Glasgow’s Ui.-palcli anticipated by the
Hibernian.

COMMISSIONER.

Yesterday, David G. Marsh,

for

assisting

The failure at Wilmiogton somewhat

a

vived the

sailor to desert from the navy, was bound
over in the sum of $800 for his appearance at

District Court
Tuesday
He furnished the sureties. G.
E. B. Jackson lor Government. J. H. Drum
rnoud for respondent.
Charles E Kicker was arrigued before the
Commissioner, charged with assisting a desertThe offense
er to escape in Massachusetts.
having been committed out of this District,
he was remanded to jail to await the order o'
t’re District Judge.
Jacob Seabold, for assisting deserters to escape from Augusta last week, had a further
examination in his case, la order to cbtali:
further testimony from Augusta the examination was continned to 3 o’clock next Monday,
and he was committed to jail In deiault of bail
the U. S.

of

on

of $1000. S. C. Strout for respond
eat; G. E. B. Jackson for Government.

sociation will be held in the Vestry of the
Casco Street Church this, Saturday evenir g,
at 7 1-2 o’clock.
Subject for discussion—
What means can best be employed to increase
the interest in our Sabbath Schools f Ab all
those Interested in the Sabbath School workfeel the need of an interest in this good cause,

parti-

per cent. In 5-20 bonds.
Seward, in a letter to tbe Union and Emancipation Society, returns Lincoln’s thanks foi
their congratulations and the Society’s devo
tion to the best interests of America, but points
out that a Anal declaration of his re-election is
not yet made.
Tbe Times explains the operations on the
Great Kastoijj for laying the Atlantic cable.
They will lie ready in June, and if successful,
no doubt preparations will be made at once foi

second cable.
Garibaldi will visit Liverpool in tbe sprinp
simply as a guest of a friend in that town.

laying

a

Thebe will be no public services at Third
Rev.
Parish Church on Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Walton will in the evening repeat a ter-

I
i

S. 6. Teachers’ Association.—The nesl
meeting of the Sabbath School Teachers’ As-

re-

under Sherman and Thomas’ successes,
aud caused a rally oftwo per cent, in the Con
federate loan, and a relapse of one. and a hal

the first

sum

drooping spirits

of Southern

zans

February.

in the

news

nah as of vital importance.
The Times editorially replies to rumorsfrom
America that France and England contem
plate the early recognition of the Confederate
States, and does not believe that such a move
meut is entertained for one moment, and think
such a step would prove fatal to the govern
ment. It emphatically denies it ever encoui
aged the idea of intervention of England.
The meeting of Parliament is fixed for February 7th.
Capt. Graham, of the steamer Jura, was acquitted of all blame for the loss of that vessel
Marshall Narvaez had laid a bill before the
Spanish Congress for the abandonment of St.

Court allowed it.
Mr. Gilman testified that the article did
have a

Virginia's

nows

Additional compliment are heaped on Sbermai
for his skill.
The Confederate loan fell about four per
cent and cotton about a penny under the news.
while Federal securities improved. Advice:
by the Peruvian of the failure to capture Wil
mington, however, caused a reaction.
The Morning Post credits Sherman as one
of the most daring skilful soldiers of the pres
cut, day, and regards the occupation of Savan-

that no couuection

placed

of

anticipated by th# Hibernian.
of the fall of Savannah caused
much excitement although fully expected.—
The

had been shown.
Mr. Gilmau was theu

Christian Unity, which was delivered
last Sabbath morning. Services commence at
7 o’clock.
mon on

BY TELEGRAPH
TP THE-

EVENING
From

Richmond—Reave

PAPERS..
Resolution* in

tfu

Rebel Congress—Military Exemption* Swept
A way—disaffection at the South.

NkW York, Jan. 27.
Resolutions requesting Jeff. Davis to appoint
question promises
! commissioners to negotiate with the government
for peace were presented in the
an interesting one, and will no doubt secure a
| at Washington
rebel House ef Representatives a few days ago,
large attendance at this meeting. The Sab- and
referred to the Committee on Foreign Relabath School is not only the leading auxiliary
tions by an almost unanimous vote.
of the church,—its nursery,—and a great aid
The Richmond Whig of the 24th says: Nothing
has been offered the youth for peace which it can
to parents and guardians in bringing up those
accept, and these peace movements show that the
committed to their care in the nuture and ad
is really convinced of its inj Yankeetogovernment
institubut
an
of
the
monition
Lord,
important
ability carry on the war to a suceessful issue.
The
rebel
House
have
passed a sweeping meation iu a moral and political point of view,
t sure on the subject of exemptions.
It repeals
the children and youth as it ! what is
arouud
placing
known as the exemption clause, limits all
them
from
mail cantraotors, and revokes all
does those influences which shield
J exemptions of
and details heretofore made by the
the many vice* which are in our midst-; and | exemptions
and Secretary of War of persons fit for
president
implanting in their minds and characters those aotive service, or not within certain particulars.
Late Richmond papers are filled with Bharp
principles which will make of them useful and
criticisms upon the situation, showing great disSri;.
honorable citizens.
«
affection throughout the South. The oroakers
as becoming troublesome, and the
j are denounced
Steam Fibk Engines.—Hon. Mr. Hunter,
women are urged to frown them down. Union
harmony are demanded; and there has been
Mayor of Schenectady, N. Y., and one of the and
an arrest of a large number of disloyal citizens
members of the Board of Aldermen of that and soldiers in Richmond.
!
city, have been visiting the east for the purpose
of looking at steam lire engines. After visit- i
Front Janice River
preparation* to Meet
Another Attack of the Rebel Fleet.
ing Boston, they went to Manchester, and
Fortress Monroe, Jan. 25.
Irom thence came to this city. Yesterday
The Steamer Vanderbilt, from the front this
Aldermen Moody and Beal, and Chief Engiafternoon, brought the intelligence that heavy
neer Russell, exhibited to them our engines
guns were being mounted at City Point and
other places in the vicinity of Aiken's Landing,
and had them worked. After witnessing their
so as to give the rebel rams a warm reception
operations, and admiring their efficiency and should they
essay to pass these points,
to
the
Portland
went
they
Company's
power,
Several Bcliooners, with cargoes of coal, wer«
for
one of the 2d class
sunk last evening in the vicinity of Turkey Bend,
works and contracted
so as to completely interrupt the passing of vesengines, with Johnson’s patent pump.
sels. The ironolads Ironsides and Atlanta were
Xu every city where these engine* have been
ordered up James river last evening. With these
used, they are spoken of in terms of highest vessels, no difficulty will be experienced in oapturing o* driving back the rebel fleet.
—

praise.

Security Petroleum Company.—It will
be seen by an advertisement in another column
that Harmon &■ Seavey, 88 Exchange Street,
books oT this company
at their office, audare leady to give information to all who may wish for a safe and profit-

subscription

able investment. This company has been organized in New York with the strictest regard
to the interests of the stockholders, and not
merely for purposes of speculation. Messrs.
Harmon & Seavey are reliable men, and will
do their business

The resolution recommending retaliation
taken up and passed.
Without action after some debate the Sen-

was

adjourned.
house.

The House was engaged in the consideration of private bills.
After the consideration of private bills the
House adjourned.
Items

faithfully

and

honestly.

From Arkansas—Severe Fight \e*k the Re-

of the Enemy.
St. Loots, Mo., Jan. 26.

bets—Retreat

Advices from Little llock. Ark-/ 17th, say Gen.
Shelby was blocking the Arkansas River at Dardville, 85 miles above Little Rook, on the 14th, to
prevent vessels passing to Fort Smith with sup-

plies. Detachments sent from Lewieburg landed
anil attacked Shelby. A sharp fire ensued whieh
was renewed Sunday; but the result is unknown
far'her than the report that we lost 25 killed on
Saturday, and that Shelby evacuated the plsce
after a severe fight. Reinforcements were sent
from Little Rook on Monday. The telegraph
was broke Monday, and further particulars were
not obtained.

quarto form, gives

is Is

unwavering support to
a giant rebellion,
contains a large number of oarefhily prepared Original Articles, Stories—original and selected, Poetry,
Government in its oonglot with

the

Savannah—Reported Capture of if ,000
Rebels near PocotaUgo.
New York, Jan. 27.
The steamer United States, from Savannah,
:
brings the report that our forces captured, near
2000 rebels and their artillery.
He Is one of the most versatile actors that has I'ocotaligo,
The steamer Clyde had arrived with provisions
on our boards, and always perfect
for the Savannah sufferers. The Mayor of the
appeared
city acoepted the supplies with thanks to the liband correct in the character he assumes. The
erality of the peple of the North, and paid a high
lovers of the drama will see some handsome
; compliment to Gen. Geary and the officers and
men under his command for their wise and imacting by this company, and we hope they
partial administration of affairs and the good
will he patronized as their merits deserve.
order they have preserved.
Cloaks—Pianos.—The sale of splended
on the Weldon Railroad
sacques, cioaks, circulars, <tc.,at auction by E. Important Bridge

M. Patten will be continued to-day at 10
It
o clock at his rooms on Exchange Street.
is the largest and handsomest assortment ever

offered

in this

city.
to-day,

At 12 o’clock

auction

two

Mr. Patten will sell at

pianos-fortes.

From

Destroyed.
New York. Jan. 27.
The Herald’s Newbern, N. C-, correspondence
says an important bridge over the Roanoke river
on the Weldon Railroad was carried away by the
freshet, causing serious interference to transportation «f rebel supplies. It will require months
to repair it.

of the fall in the price of
INtonconsequence
will Bell for

Enclose S3 current money bj mail, and
for one year will be returned.

a

All

The Richmond Examiner of the 23th has
the following:
We hear of no change in the Cabinet Mr.
Seddon has certainly and decidedly resigned.
His successor is not named or suggested.
The President has signed the bill creating a
General-in-Chief' and it is now a law. No appointment has yet been made.
The Sentinel of the 25th says: Cannon aud
musketry were both heard In the direction of

Ten

Battery Harrison yesterday. It is reported
on the streets that Battery Harrison has been
recaptured from the Yankees.
No official intelligence was received at the
War Department last night.
Mr. Blair is still in the city. It is believed

that Blair has not been authorized with any
terms of settlement that could be accepted by
the Confederate people. What consultations
have taken place between him and President
Davis it is presumed are only known to themselves.
The rumor circulated yesterday of an armistice for three months has its answer in the
thunder of cannon below the city. These rumors of peace and suspension of hostilities can
have no other effect than to raise false hopes
in the minds of the people. The shortest way
for peace is vigorous war. The enemy will

tf.

You will And

CO.,
PUBLISHERS.
PORTLAND,

Founders,

HARRISON, ME.
H.

T.

Kicker

A

;MAND»ACTUBKB8

Sons,

the war, as they well know there can be no
peace but in two ways—subjugation or inde-

Machines, Saw Arbors, Shafting,
Castings for Mills and Machinery,
Plows, Bucklin's Patent Harrows,
Door Rolls of various styles
and sizes.

PLANING,
T.

The Eleventh Lecture of the

On

George

reasonable

H. BICKER t SONS.

Barrison, Nov M, 1804.—sat tlfw

Humanity Drops a Tear

Philadelphia, Jan 27.
The following is a special dispatch to the
Evening Telegraph:
Washington, Jan. 27.—It is definitely known

that Mr. Blair’s mission to Richmond was
crowned with succcess. Davis is pledged to
send immediately three gentlemen to Washton to confer upon terms of peace. Davis
stated distinctly to Blair that he would conclude peace and return to the Union upon
terms perfectly satisfactory to Mr. Lincoln
and Congress. Mr. Blair also had an interview with Qen. Lee, who avowed himself desirous of ending the rebellion by laying down
bis arms and returning to the Union. Mr.
Blair also conversed with a majority of the
rebel Congressmen, who represented themselves in favor of abandoning hostilities.
There can be no doubt that iu a day or two
Commissioners will reach Washington to bring
from the repentant rebels renewed allegiance
to the Union.
Mr. Blair experienced the
kindest treatment at the hands of the rebel
authorities and reports that since the reduction of Fort Fisher an entire revolution in
public opinion had taken place. The most
extreme advocates of fighting it out to the

bitter end

now

admit the hopelessness of then

cause.
The

probability of an early peace is freely
disscussed In the leading social ami poiiuoai
circles of

Richmond,

resulted
joy
inlormatiou.

from the

and a

general feeling ol

rapid circulation

| It will be observed that
via Philadelphia.]

of the

the above comes

District

an

United Statea District Conn within and lbr
the District of Maine, I shall an pose and sell at public auction, to the highest bidder there<or, the following property and merchandise, at the time and
plaoo within -aid district, as follows, viz:—
Jn front of the Cuatom Rouae, in
Portland,on Monday, the thirtieth day if January current, at 11
o’clock, A. M

On©

OHAKLESCLARK,

jan26td

D. S.

ClTT

of

ham, Esq.,
Portland.

STATE OF MAINE.
Portland, bb,—To George
the

of

one

the

UPON

T. IngraConstables of the City of

Greeting.

ol February next, at 3 o’olock in the a ternoon to
act upon the following business, to wit:—
Is —Toohoose a Moderator to preside at said

meeting,

ad—To see wha‘ action said inhabitan's will take
to fill the quota of Portland under the President's
last eall.
yon ,he" ‘^warrant,

Soinga

tSereon*ve
withyour
Given under enr hands and seals at the City of
Portland this twenty-sixth day of January, in t‘ e
year of onr Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-five.

JACOB MoLELLAN,Mayor.
J. E. Donnbll,
Caleb V. Bosworth,
Aldermen
F. G. Messer,
of the
Wat. U. Stewart,
City of
Geo. W. Beal,
Portland.

8.]
*.
8.

L. 8

Cumberland,

Pnrsnant to 'he Warranttome directed, of which
foregoing is a true oopy, I hereby warn and notiiy the Inhabitants of said cl'y of Portland, to meet
at the time and plaoe, and for the purpose therein
named.
GEO. T. INGRABAM,
jan27dtd
City Constable.

o

isr

t

i

International
following

news.

UVERPOOL BREADSTUFF8 MARKET, Jan.
12
hicliardson, Spence fe Co., and others, report
Floar qu'et and steady. Wh at 2d lower. Cam
dull ana downward
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS’MARKET, Jan. 12
Beefadvano.ng. Pork firmer and upwa-d. Batter
firm aud u-changed. Tallow steady and upward.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET. Nov. 12.
A*bes firm; Sugars fid lower; Coffee inactive and
downward: Bice steady; Linceed active at d up
ward: Rosin

quiet

aud

fine

Batter—Ohio

32@47.

Whiskey—firmer at 2 29J @ 2 30; sales 2700 bbls.

sal re 300 hhds Musco ado at 18}@20
Havana 2 O.i boxes at 18@22.
Code—dull; Rio 3o0 bags at 47); Java 10,000 mats
in bond at 16 for gold.

Sugar-firm;

N«val Stores-dull.
Freights to Liverpool-quiet.

Mtoek Market.
Naw York
Board.—Stocks
better.
Second.

coupons,.l'O

United States 10-40 ooupons.l'O
United States one year oertlfloates ..97|
New York Central.109
Erie.
.74

Hudson.
104}
olo,ed at Galager'a Evening Exchange at

gl?°'d

DREW,

take part in the Grand

<nrau«t comic,

arc

tAnd

Fhoiphorus

or

who new

Safety Match Co.,

offer to oitiaene of the United States

Match, Inodorous and Safe,

AND FOR

A

OUTDOOR

Safety Flaming Fuse

USE,

or

Wind

Defier

which neither wind nor rein can extinguish.
A fair trial will verify our statements.

the door.
gerg
Doors open at
o'clock.

W. F. PHILLIPS,
Agent for the State of Maine.
tST* Agents waited in every town in tho State.
jau26eod2w

c

on

C.

K.

Oil.

BABB’S.

WINSLOW> Agent.

AMERICA

COTTON GOODS & FLANNELS.

LUMBER.

FEW Hh«ls Superior Muscovado Molasses, from
Matanzos, now landing from brig P. R. Curtis,
at Custom Housp Wharf.
ISAAC EMERY,
jaulT dim
Head of Long Wharf.

A

Butter and Clieese.
KEG 9 Michigan Butter,
100
50 Tibs Canada Butter.

WALNUT,
CHERRY,
CHESTNUT,

To

Wednesday Eve’ng.

and MAHOGANY!

f OR SALK

BLAKE &

BY

ALDEN,

1 erm

Street,

Fifteen

doclCMWS 2m

For

San

Francisco.

most
ing
have

of her cargo enraged,
For freight

quick dispatch

ply to the Captain oa Bo^rd,
SAMUEL MERRITT,

JBsth.J.ulT,lS65.

_

will
ap-

IS

8aga^^,“-

“The Old Oaken Backet.”

Portland.

SCRIP,

OFFERED

FOR

SALE.

Apply to
E. N« PERRY, Town Treasurer,
jan24tf

n i* Temperanoe and
Literary paper will
issued the Bret week in Febiuary.
Cyuvae-fjsr aients wanted—mi'e and female—to
whom a liberal commission will he paid.
B. F. THORNDIKE, Publisher,
Address,

he

jaol8d&wtd

Thousand Dollars,

TOWN

or

the Sheriff’s Office, City Building.

At

THI3
*

Congress street.

CAPE ELIZABETH

ThsClloper Barque “Oakaand,” 706
tons, T Batchelder, Commander, hav-

—-

Portland Army Committee
OF

Chairman, T. E.

On

AYUR

Treasurer, CyrusStnrdivaut, reeei-es Money at 75
Commercial street.

*n*ZSSm

Ch“*’

a

member ol

SONS.
janlDUm*

fc

Surveyor

L*tt*r* «*

D,WI- J0hn*°»-

course

ol

Hall,

Engineer,

OFFICE, CODMAW BLOCK,

mohl7 dfcwtl

DElliU},
Medical Electrician
Has removed Us offieafrom Clapp'a Bleak te

174 MIDDLE

leirlj OffMite tk*

we are

SELLING
LESS

Than the Market Prices!

LOCKE *
5 DEERING

CO.,
BLOCK,

Oongress at.,
PORTLAND.

respeotfUlv annonnoe to thooltixens ol
Portland and vicinity, that he has permanent
WOULD
la this

city. Daring the two years we
hare been in this city, we nave cared souk oi
the worst forms oi disease in persons who have tr'ed
other forms of treatment in vain, and cunn. .,atients in so short a time that the question is oral*
asked, do they stay oured? To answer this quevt: in
we will say that all that do not stay cn: ed,v/c v ill
doctor the second time for nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practical electrician tor woniy
one years, and is also a regular graduated nhyrteh-r
Rleotrioity is
adapted to ohroaio iUsea> s
in the form of nervous or sick headaohe; neural t
in the head, nook,er extremities; consumption--. i.
In the ante stages or where the lunge are not fo'.if
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, sorotala,: i
diseases, white swellings, tpinal diaeasec. cuxvaK s

perfectly

•f the spine, oontraoted muscles, distorted limbs
palsy nr paralysis, St. Vitas' Daaoe, deafness, stem,
mering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, Indigee.
tlon, oonstipatton and liver complain;, piles—we ours
every cnee that eaa be presented: asthma, bronchi*
Ms, striotoree of the sheet, end nil forms of fern all

complaints.

we w

Thursday Evening, Jan.
coarse

to consist of six

12th.

assemblies on Thursday

Evening,

Turn Bvana,,

ALL KINDS OF IRON BEDSTEADS.

ohsaper or better in the market. The hen
material, and the most skillful workmen chur
uoterise Tneker's Establishment
A tdrees Hiram Tucker, U7 sad 119 Court
st„
“oeton.
novUdtf

FOR

THE FRONT.

X>.

A

HBBVH8,

visit the Army at the fonnt, and be absent
same four weeks, and will take his flttinr
measures so aa to be able to answer orders for outfits ot clothing, military or civil—a
good opportunity
for those in the service to order from home.
janfi ti.

WILL

THE

LADIES
—

USE

OF
THE

Might

BALL!
Wednesday Evening,

ARCTV8IXE,
-MADE

By Ulootrloity
th*

CANADA

BEARS'

For sale

by the Druggists.

Fall

Feb 22nd,

Davis & Co.

Raadrllle

Baad,

A MEKRY SLEIGH RIDE

partuerhip
THE
stylo and

Copartnership

Da via W. Coolidok,
Alvhkc* G. train.

Saturdays

Boarding.

of

BOOMS, famished

or

street.

unfurnished,

Transient

jan27dlw*

Prisons.
having fr-'onds in the Prisons of the
South, febould they wi°h lo forward any Boxes
of Articles of Necessity can go do by following the
directions below.
Lee every B-x or Barrel be properly strapped, the
name of the Person, Rank, Regiment, Company and
Prison, and the contents marked on each, plain.
••Perishable Ff od should not re sent.”
Send to my care at Portland, and It will be lorwarded a once to the Agent of the Sanitary Commission at the nearest point where the men are eon-

PERSONS

am.

afternoon. Jan’y 7, for the benefit
commencing
F*r0 i°r adults 25 cts;
oi Ladies and Children.
ts.
obildren 15
j ff, ROBINSON, Commander.
a ride out of town by apParties oan arrsnge for
jan dtf
to tbe commander.

jutdlm

Soldiers in Southern

our

“feist
jan 21 dlOi

this

with board, at 77 Free
SUITS
l boardeis accommodated.

Notice.

1866.

0*0.

**• *»“« “I1

>»*»

restored,
deformities re,
moved; fointneesconverted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hoar an l
the palsied form to movo upright; the blcnlshe c,
yoeth ere obliterated; the acetdmf: of mstuie Uis
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, as;
an nettve eiveuletlo o maintained.

LADIBI
Who have ooid hull and foot; week etomg.ibs.
lame and weak baokf; nervous and sick beadsmhi;
dizziness and swimming in tbs head, with indlreition and constipation of the bowels:
pain in the di o
and bask: leaoorrhoea, (or whites;; failing oi the
womb with Internal oanoers; tnmors, polypus, and
all that long train oi diseases will find in \leo9icIty a sore means of ones. For painful menstruatioi
too profase menstruation, and all of those
long 'Em
of troubles with young ladies,
Electricity is > Serfam
,i“e- r“t0Ie ihe «**■

StSEC* artSt?**

TEETH! TEETH!TEETH!
Dr. D.

still eoatinnes to Extract Teeth by Electric-

itp without Pain. Perrons having decoyed teeth
or stamp# they wish to have removed lor
reset tin <
be would give • polite Invitation 10 cull.

Magnetic Machines for sale lor
thorough instruct Ions.
Dr. D. run acoommodate n few patients who
board and treatment at his house.
Uttoe hoars from i e-t-rs a n t# itsi.u
from 1 to 6 r. *., and 7 to »in the Evening'
Oonsnitntios rree.
novlti

New

Molasses.

Crop Clayed

1 Q7 HHDS. New Crop Clayed Melauea, Juit
JLt# I landed from brig Caaiillian, from Carde-

nas.

ALSO,

Dissolution.

iloAVIS,StainA«,t.

Portland.

'

m.,

and

by Hallet,

prices.

Aid to

W. A. Taylor
XW~ Dancing to commenoe at 8 c'clock.
Clothing cheoked free.
janlOeodtd

Wednesdays

and tig-

K subscriber h*s taken the
Agency 1or the saltof Messrs. Mallet, Davis k Co.’s Piano-forte?
which he is prepared to famish at Manafscturen*
These Pianos are used by the most celebrated Pianists of the country, who speak ot them in
tho highest terms. For quality of tone and
beauty
ef fiinish they have no superiors. Please call and examine before purchasing elsewhere. Apply to

Portland, Jan'y 2d.

BY

Tickets for tbe oourse, including Bali,
si no
Tickets for Dali...
Single
126
.7
..
Assembly,.76
Gallery Tickots.
26
For sale by the Managers and at the door!
MANAGERS-.
Foreman E. Hodgkins, Ass’18. 8 Hannafokd,
See C. O. Hibdle,
H. d. Page
C. H Phillips,
B. a. Hall,

p.

name

janlldl*

Pianos Manufactured

The Hall tvdl be Appropriately Decorated.
Chandler’ll

GBEA SE
the

>

Electro
Superior
nse with

For the growth and luxurianoe of the hair*
Hews'e of imitations—observe
nature.

*0W/

toy, and movo with the agility and elaiti j.
Jeepofwith
youth; the heated brain is oooicd; the frost
Jty
bitten limbs
the nnooath

family

FROM-

We have this day formed a copartnership under
the name and style ot Bradley, Cooiidge t «o»r»,
u wholesale dealers in flo.r, Grain and Provisions,
»t 88 Commercial «t, Thomas Block. Portland, Me.
ItOBIBT BaADL»T,

On which occasion

MUSIC

BOSTON

—

name

Washington's Birth
On

AWD-

heretofore existing under the
of Bradley, Moulton k Roger?,
by the decease of Mr. Moulton, on
the 26th ot September last.

and

GRAND

A

—-

STREET,

Diited States Hotel, Vkci« ke

ly located

400 HHDS. Prime Sierra Moreaa
e«j, for sale by

JanlOtf

Mo.

Clayed tfolaii*

THOS. ASENCIO <k CO.,
Custom House Whari.

Yarmouth

M. C. MILLIKEfl, Teacher oi Musk,
ianfidlm
9} Mechanic8tree!.

ANOEKSOJV

and Civil

REMOVAL 1

GOODS!

No. 4, TH

plying

JOHN F.

__

TYLER, RICE

The

Hayes, reoeires Stores at lie Mid-

808?o^ii&?.•BttT,fW,',ee*^,
J-

L. PICKARD is
MR.ourEDWARD
Arm from January a, 1866.

Engine Co.,

the
en-

Lost.
CAPE—Probably on Spring street, between Oak nnd Blgh street. The dnder will be
suitably rewarded by loaving It 83 Sprint* street.
jan27dlw*

16,1866.

Ocean

U. S. Christian Commission. INSchool, 8onth street, fer
at
dle street.

Portland, Jan’y

in Uniform.
Tickets 9125, to be had of the Committee.
Ga’lety 60 ct». Dancing io commence at 8 o’clock.
BfClotiing ohected free.
jan2tiilw

2 o’clock

honorable employment that Is remunerAddrese 8, Press Office.
Jan27dlw*

1,1865.

The Portland Belle,
full rig. will leave her moorings »• ‘I1® .^*?*D*
aoruisearound town,

TH1

gage in any

ative.

as

Town S or ip.

bqhtqjv, mass,

Peb.

MUSIC BY CHANDLER'S BAND.
D. H. Chandler, Prompter.
HT"Firemen and Militury are requested to appeal

HANSON,
871

Will receive consignments of Me-ihnndi.. ol
every description, for public or private sale. Sales
of Beal Kstate, Vessels, Cargoes, Stocks and Herohandise solicited.
Cash advances mads, witu
prompt sales and returns.
mchlidly

Housekeeping

at

Hall,

Lancaster

fPHIS Bchoo! is for both Misses and Masters, withA
out regard to age or attainments.
Pupils may be admitted at any time In the term.
For farther particulars apply to
J. U.

NO. 1,

Dances at

will Begin Wot. L8

novieddm

5i> Brattle

!

Portland Academy !
The Winter

Haa removed to the spacious atore II
■xohange Street, four doora below
Merchant's Exchange.

OR. W.M.

NONE

COMMITTKK OF ARRANGEMENTS.
Foreman,.. ............Chae. E. Chase.
Aae t Foreman,.G. W. Pridham
C
a..•.K. K. Ellis,
D H Stevdi
John Lane,
8,
T H Bibber,
Frank Fiokett,
George Chip man.

can

tWHITE WOOD,

CO.,

Will oommeno# their second

For sale at wholesale by
F. A. SMITH,
jan23J4w
19 and 21 Silver St.

BUTTERNUT.
SPANISH CEDAR,

ol Groceries

& Civic

—-o»-

Grocers.

and assortment
AS goodbe quality
found in Portland.

HOSE

Iisnoaster

lOO Boxes Cheese.
For Sale by
F. A« SMITH,
jan23d4w
19 and 21 Silver street.

BLACK

of

Tucker’* Patent Spring-Bed Bottom*!
AND FOLDING
OOTB.

give their Third Annual Ball,

Will

dec22edistf__Congress st.
FOB SALE.

jan23iAw^w

VALUABLE

EDWARD Ml. PATTEN,

Commission Merchant & Auctioneer

which having been purchased oat of season, we art
enabled to sell at wnoUsalu prioes. Ladies in want
of a Garment or Cloth will save
money by oalllnr
on as be tore purchasing.
We have a great eariet)
of

d eel7«J6 w«od &

ball.

Olmsteadslmproved Patent Oiler. MUSCOVADO MOLASSES.

J. L.

I

jan27ld

Firemen’s, Military

NEW CROP

Whinslow's Machine Worka, No. 1 Manuf. Block,
Union Street, Portland.

Real Estate for tale.
SHALL sell at public nation on the premises on
Saturday, the 26th day oi February next, at II
o'elook, A. M., the following real estate of Owen
Martin, deceased, namely the tosement h'use and
lot in the rear of house No. 36 Monument, being the
same property bought by said Martin of Patrick
tionel-y, by deed recorded in Registry oi Deeds,
vol. 306. page 2«8. Title supposed perfect.
WILLIAM L. PUrNAM, Administrator
ot estate of Owen Martin,
Jan. 18—dtdwSw

N

DOESKIJVS,
BROADCLOTHS,
TRICOTS,
CHINCHILLAS,
and SHAGS,

ej

GRAND

Housekeeping iGoods,

I have the agency of

PATTRN, AUCTIONKKit, 12 exchange St

I

_

Yoar

at

o'clock in the forsHorses, Cars

apparatus belonging to the estate
of tho late Charles £. Sawyer, and used ty him in
his o al bnslnul.
* Horses,
3 Sets Harnesses,
* Coal Carla,
2 Wooden Whet lbarro ws
I Coal Sleds,
2 Iron Wheelbarrows,
Shovels, Forks, aid other tools; one Iron Safe. Also the office building, at the foot or High street, to
be removed. Terms Cash. Sale at Sawyer’s Wharf,
Commercial street.
By order of the Fxecntor.
HKNRY BA1LRV A CO., Aaot'rs.
Jan laid

BEj1 VERS,

All of whieh

Hack left, W

at 11

Feb

we

TO FURNITURE DEALERS!

Winter Dress Goods,
Linen

to commence

Executor’s Sale.
lat,
Wedueaeay,
shall aell at -aeotton,
ONlooh,
and other

_

H

consisting

at

Auction.

*. a.

T

la the State,

Hones, doal Cart, Sleds, Ac.,

Sleds,

ad

O

Wood Case: One 6
Jau26td

Plano, Gilbert maker.

octave

j

band the best assortment of

L

HALL

J- B.
i»I&?a|'mT7’,'.H;.Barbiir,ok’
B,
Stinson, G. A. Hanson, C. Griffin.

Seventh Annual Bale
At

7J—Dancing

Invoice of Gauds at
Auctiou.
Saturday, Jannry 28th, at 10 o’olock a m at

T/,r

WARRANT EVERY GARMENT.

Dress and

Ball!

Ou which occasion the Firemen and
Military ar,
requested to appear in uniform.
Mr. Custis am
lady of B os ton, will arrive in our city Wednetdat
morning, Feb 8, and will be at K. L. Kobineonh
Sai.on, under Lancaster Hall, until the night ol
*w,ler® 5* 'r*H 9uPP*y »'i who may wiBh,
with fancy and Character Dresses;
ala,. Mask a it
a reasonable
price. All ire invited to call and 'set
the splondld a-eortment of dresses which will tsr ex
oeed anything ever worn at a ball in this
city. Ladies
will please aeleot their dresses in the afternoon
Gentlemen in the evening. The Hail on this occasion will be splendidly decorated wi.h
Flags Bunting, Transparent Ftiu inga, eto, by Mr Hudson, tti
artist. Ibe managers will apare no labor or
expense
In making this the finest ball ever
given in our city
Musio by Chandler’s Full QuadrUle Band.
Tickets admitting gtntleman and two ladles, si
Genui single tiokets *1
Ladies tingle tiokets 60 cts
to all parts or the home
Tickets lor sale at Faiaeh
Muf 0 Store. Lrosman &
Co’s, J. J. Gi fcert, B. L
Robin ion's under Uncaster Hail and
by the maunaf

may sha»e with thore of Eur pe the blessings of this
inventio >, arrangements have been made for the
working of the patent here, and an association
formed under the name of

r

Garments made to order at short notice. We make
speciality ot this branch of business and will

Friday Evening, Feb'y 10, 1865,

OF AMERICA

The Universal

Mask

LANCASTER

enter into it, composition. Satisfied of it,
great value and superiority over all others, the die
tngnisbed
inventor was awarded the Prize Metal by the Committee of the international Exhibition at the Crystal palace, in London, while all other matches were
excluded from the building.
In order that the

Dre**

Fancy

1

_

—AND—

Also

open at 6J—Couoert begins at 7$ o’clock.

Fcx-

ju,Udid

ON One 7 Octavo Piano, Rose

CIRCULARS,

HALL,

Eve’ng, Jan'y 30, 1863,

Admittance 25 cts Reserved Seats Boots
Tickets for sale alPaiae’s Music Store, 163 Middh
street.
j*n27d84

INODOROUS AND SAFE,

Sulphur

^

1•

suoh

u

delightful Entertainment

Men's, Women’s and Children’s wear, that 1 have usually made
at the fqrmefpl^oe foy tjie p^t^nine years, shall enCasb Bayer* are Invited
deavor to make *i for the interest at my former customers to oontinue their pa;ronoge, and \v-'uld in- ; for we shall oflfer goods at price* to meet the views
of eveiy ono.
vite ail Maine bhoe Dealers to open a 1 trade wi h
"
me
.lOSEuH MERRILL.
GYROS K. BABB, 9 Clapp's Block,
Mochanio Falls, Jan 28, 1865 —i*u26itf

BY

American Gold...212
United States 0's 1881
United States 6-20 oonpons.108}

No

Pegged Brot* and 8heee,

Situation Wanted.
a man who has had
leng experie.ee in
Grocery and Provision business
He will

Jan. 27

a

a valuable fc—r. —*
we qualities Ol me new match.

Mechanail the

87@90.
Flour—sales 7510 bbls; State and Western 10@
15 higer; State 986@9 8Q; Round UoopOhiol' .6
@11 66; Wes'ern 9 40 @ 1010; Southern firmer;
sales 800 bb's itl0 60@14 60: Canada 10@15 higher;
sales 400 phis at 9 60 @11 60.
Wbeat-^2@3 higher; sales 7600 bushels; good Chi-

Beef—firm.
Pork—unsettled; sales 660Ujbbi* new rn.ss at 87 60
@88 00.
Lard—firm; sales23u0bbls at ;9@28|.

W.

all
at

re,iui*

Plano Fortes at Aucilou.1
Saturday, January 28tb at 12 o’oloek noon.

'CASSOCKS.

The simple announcement we tbiuk eulhcient
Frof. Carnes will perform these pieces that will
exhibit hi* great oompass of voioe, and other musical attainments; will a so exhibit hie diminnJvt
Steam Engine in operation at the close of the Concert.
arihe Band will perform operatio pieces, patrlotic
and national airs and melodies.
Miss Drew will read a few choice seloctions.
In fact we can scarcely imagine a more unique 01

Tho honor of the dis-

all will admit. 1,

removed from West Minot to
ic Falls, shall continue to manufacture
HAVING
kinds of
for

York Market.
N>w York, Jan. 26.

ern at 2 00.

A MATCH

Co.

Etesmsjiip

REMOVAL!

Gotten—firmer; sales 900 bales; middling upland

Spring at 216.
Corn—quiet: salee 1800 bushels piime White West-

filocntionlst,

Doors

ed for Alchemy, and if it is true that he who makes
two blades of grass grow whore but one grew before, is a public benefactor, will not the meed of a
world’s gratitude b 6 awarded to him whoso persevering efforts have resulted in producing chemical
combinations, the practical application of which in
daily use will he the annual taving of thousands of
lives and millions of treasure

Boot & Shoe Manufactory,

s.eady, Spirits Turpentine

_

LUCY

The tine

Monday

is a

—

tales small: Petroleum steady
LIVER FOOL COTTON MARKET, Jan. 18.—The
ir arket opened dull with a dtoline on the weikof jd
American The sales on Friday were 6000 bales,—
The authorised quota ions are as follows; New Orleans fair 28d; middling 26}d: Mobile 27}d; fair
25M mlluplsndsJT; fair '26id; midS». Tnestook
in porta amounts to 610 000 bales, of which 31,600
sr
American.
BntdM dull with a decline t f ld@2Jon wheat.
Provisions—oulet and steadv.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Jan. IS.—Consols
dosed at 892@k9J for money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES.—Illinois Central railroad s lares
62^53Hi: Erie Railroad 85@37.

Mi**

O ITY

SCANDINAVIAN CHEMIST,
who has produced, to bless mankind, the long-look-

A Domestic

—

market closed firmer under tne Peruvians

composition.

covery belong to

IsT.

o

list of unclaimed Baggage remaining at the Company’s Office, in port and,
J nuary 1,1866. Parties owning the same are requested tocali, pay charges, and takeitaway, or it
will be disposed of according to law.
See Revised
Statutes Chap 61, Sec 60.
1 Black Trank, ordinary sias, no mark.
1 Carpet Bag, no puuk.
1 Carpet Bag, cheoz No 163, no mark.
1 Black Trank, small size, chock No 618.
1 Valise, no mark.
1 Bat Box, marked M. Mo Donald, 8t John, N. F.
H. J. LIBBY,
Treasurer.
1806.
Portland, Jan'yW,
JanSTdlw

THE

match

*>

—

POPPENBERG.

Combination Concert,

requisites
First, Freedom from effensivt 'and injurious odors.

use as a

CO.,

SACQUES,

From Fort P:eb!e.

While tolerating the Lncifers (clearly aa a ohoice
of evils,) scientific chemists have, for more than a
quarter of a century, been experimenting upon the
difficult problen of the produclioh of instantaneous
light and fire, in combination with two important

PEOPLE

Oityof Fortlaid, Jan’y its, 1866.

CALL AND EXAMINE.

Go mmerdai.
Per steamship Hibernian at Portland.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Jan. 12th
The sales of Cotton for three days were 16,000 bales,
including 600) to speculators and exporters. The

HAVE,

Luotler Match, dangerous as it is, has been
regarded as a very groat convienoe, when contrasted with the primitive modes of ignition, the rubbing of dry sticks together, or even tho still more
useful advauce upon 1 hat mode, the old fashioned
and the

sb.

the

Arrival of the Steamer Sorth Star.

New York, Jan. 27.
St amer North Star from Aspinwall, arrived
to-night, with California mails of Jan. 3d, and
$511,000 in treasure. No Dews received from
the Isthmus.

MUST

A.

bc

b' 2'.'w"ut’rCUl,;' et,<luir* 01

store No. 198 Fore street.we shall sell at
auction
for aooount of whom it may concern, an invoioe ui
merchandise, saved in perfect order, lrom the Sob
Kebeoca, wrecked near Monhegan, consist.ng of 91
hbls of Potatoes. 87 bbls or Onions, 1867 ibs Ch. ecu,
1793 lbs Bn.ter, 29 oases Pickles, 8 doz Ketchup, 7
eases Condensed Milk, 330lbs
Pepper, 9 nests BueJ;ets, fi nests Tubs. 9 dez Palls, 21 doz Brooms, 185*
lb * Bar Iron. SOdoz Fur Hats, DU do* Wool lints, 99
boxes Paper Cottars.
HENRY BAILEY A CO. AUCTIONBUt*
January 26—td

ooaalaatly maaafaetor*

are

Under the Leader chip n
Prof.

at

Valuable

CLOAKS!

17th XJ. S. Inf. Band,

Second, The injuring of perfect safety in its daily

r.

Save

Providence, R. I., Jan. 27.
Orray Tuft, one of our leading merchants
and manufacturers aud a highly esteemed citizen, died this evening, aged 71 years.

Marshal, D|at:«f Maine.

qni-ition of sixt- quiliflel voters of
the City of Portland, you sre hereby
required
to notify and warn the inhabitants of said
oity of
Portland, qualified to vote in oitv affair-, to meet at
the City Hall in said eitv, on
Friday, the third day

L

of Orray Tuft.

WE

JJAVE on hand and

-or

Vocalist,

1st

Terms C.ah.

Congress St.,

—

L.

Correspondence.
New York, Jan. 26.
The Commercial’s Special Washington dispatch says Mr. Blair had an interview with
the President this morning. His friendB says
his mission will lead to peace.

Blind

7

E.M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 ExehanfeSt.

Prof. W. A. Carnes,

dark aa 1U«, without reference to the annual loi, of
valuable property, which may aafely be atated at
million, of dollars.
Bead the daily jomraala, or enquire of any Insurance Company, lor a verification of thii statement.

FIRE

or

CLOAKS! ON

CONCERT.

Incomplete,

Exchange

aw-assas;* rwiu

CLOAKS,

J

TH*

poaiilve-tltlo
Auctioneers

FOB

ALL THE CHOICEST STYLES! i

Grand Combination

TINDER BOX, FLINT AND STEEL.

Dated^at

8.1

IF athinyton

Horse.

Terms ol Sale—Cash.
Portland this twenty-sixth day of Jan-

L.
l. 8.

to-morrow for speeches on the subject.
The bill reported iu the House by Mr. Callamore, authorizes postmasters to deposit
money orders or other fuuds in their hands in
National banks under direction of the Post
master General, and requires delivery of let
ters iu every city of §0,000 inhabitants, allgiv
ing discretion to the Postmaster General to
extend the carried system to other localities,
and reduces the postage of drop letters to one
cent.
The members of the convention of the
Christian Commission paid their respects to
the President to day. Geo, H. Stuart, the
chairman, made an address to which he responded in a neat and characteristic speech.
The amount of the commutation fund it
reported bv the Provost Marshal General to be
$12,171,000, a portion of which is assigned for
the payment of bounties required by raising
new troops. It is believed however that there
will be sufficient to pay the owners of slaves
enlisted as volunteers the compensation already allowed i)y apt of Congress.
Francis P. Blair arrived here this morning.
Rebel guerrillas made a raid iu Accoquon,
below Alexandria, on Tuesday, carrying oft
everything of value.

of

me

L.

Washington, Jan. 27.
The friends of the anti slavery Constitutional
amendment say the prospects of Its passage by
the House brightens daily. The vote will be
taken next week. The House has set aparl

Arbrioa, (
Maine,sb. j

to
interlocutory Order of Sale to
PURSUANT
directed, from the Hon. Ashur Ware, Judge
of the

Washington.

From

Death

United Statbs of

HEAD-QUARTERSI

LOCKE Be

8eoy.

CO

fa.

located,

day of Februar a. d.
eleven o’clock in the forenoon, at the
ot
foot
State street, iu the olty ot
goilroad Wharf,
t?htUnd, Maine, by odnsent of all concern J, will
of the steamer
SJJJJJd a-public auction, the Hull also
her boilers,
ins ,n*k' Portly consumed by lire,

ON 1866.

HALL.

Cor.

on

the

Auction.

Wednesday, the

Curtis,

Per order Committee.
GEO. a. SMsRDOH,

Burned to Death,

Picture is

Public

CLOAKS,

gq001®

*,

ThU Is

Uuelv

E M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12

^la«IM8w^

will Le delivered

Subjbc’T—Political Infidelity.
Evening Tickets. 50 cents.
°Peu kt 8 o’clock. Lecture commences at

Jsl2j td

Scarcely a week passts without a record of one or
morp children lesiBg their live, by these dangerous
article,.
The

J»u23-?d“,EYBAJLr¥

t.

Naw To ax,

CITY

of sorrow, over the unnumbered causes of accidental deaths, oaueed by the use of these easily
igoited,
inflammable agents. A truthiul inscription upon
thousands of little tombstones would be,—

U. S. MARSHA L’SSATYE.

#i»nud'i q.adrill. Bud.

,0 con~ “

TFouetasd Feet.

andTsuro
aelais.ta^*!Pro
andsurotoInoreass
In vn«. porty,
safe

No. 5DEERING BLOCK

pendence.

Peace Mu mart.

t

Feb. 1, 1865,

Wm.
o»

7

was

By Bnymood

r

.tree!,
aoS.bon^3fsj^'n«hummer and Beat h sireets.and

Daley.

Tiotet, for the Conm an.

Real Estate at Auction.

!?«t!l«Lbii{

-MV-

The Philanthropist sighs over the tearful list of
human woes, incurable diseases, and premature
deaths, which have been caused by inhaling the
fames of Phosphorus and Sulphur In tbe manufacture of common Lucifer or Friction Matches. The
most ghastly of these diseases is Necrosis, the decay of the lower jaw bone. Thirteen of these cases,
mostly young women, have been treated in the New
York hospitals, within a,few months, what then
must be the aggregate of human suffering from these

This Child

course

Wednesday Evening,

BY LUCIFER MATCHES.

Alterations and Repairs
the moit approved manner on

terms.

M. L. A. LECTURES.

LUCIFER MATCHES.

Slave

Done In

Dry Goods Store,

81 MIDDLE ST.. FOX BLOCK.

Woodworth Planing Machines, Shingle and

IRON

7—oommence at 8 o’cloek.
admission—Paiqnette 85 ots; Reserved Seats 50
ctr; Gallery 25 ots.
Tickets for sale at the nsual places and at the door.
Box office open from 10 a. x. to 4 r. x.
8tjan27

causes.

OV

Mr. John Murray

Doors open at

ME.

State can riceive the Daily
year, by giving the a^ove
prospectus as many lnsertio. s, as an advertisement
as, at their regular rates, will amount to the difference in terms; the first insertion to he
prior to ihe
first day of February. They will also oirect attention to prospectus in an editorial item.
d^wtl

independence.

The more we talk about peace the more we

Middle St. New

three acts,

m

near
F5o«^*‘^?,f>1*ndw
•*>“» *»leetou Clark

Shovel

LAWYER.

Solon Shingle,

TH*

Jen 25dlw

Weekly papers in the
Press in exchange one

Machinists and Iron

ASSORTMENT
▲T

line

''•iluabie

Wuih?y’

..

iuii.

r.

O th/nlLt?^’ January 28th,lotat 3ofo’clock
land,

Floor Committee.
T. It.Whalen,
B. O’Connor.
John h.

THB

PEOPLE’S

FECCHTWANGEK & ZCNDEK.

POSTER &

A.

elegant comedy
Oxenford, Esq., entitled the

in

McLaughlin,

J. d.MoCuS.
T. E. H haieu,
P. Conne len.

FRENCH DRESSMAKER.
Monseur de Pontcalec,
Mr. J. Murray.
To oonelude with the great
comedy entitled the

EARLY!

GOOD

30,1865,

the

OB

CALL

John

World of Fashion!

than the previous week.

Less

Address,

make terms with us unlii they are conwe will fight until we achieve our

arrogant the enemy, because the men who are
continually whining about peace but prolong

Per Yard

Cents

co. y gratis, for his trouble.

vinced that

The Richmond Sentinal of Wednesday says:

Will be
by John

Jan.

a. u..

thout reserve, a large and varied asstutmtu, ot
gsoquee, Circulars, a id Casaacks, all mad in the
most thorough manner and in the laiart tv Jen. from.
Tricot-*, Oofskin4. Piusb. Fur, Beavei. Wsvo Beaver
Frosted Bearer, Chinchilla, Wool and Unlou B. a
at, Ac
They will be arranged lor e aminatiun
ihursday aRernoon
Every article warranted n
represented. Ladle* are invited to atteuo the aaiv.
"o
postponement
jan23td

Wedneaday Eve’n*, Feb. a.

u
JohuU.
Delay,
“• O.
Connor,

and

w

Committee of Arrangements .*
Win. McAlenej,
J^hn Welsh,
D o. Killy,
J. H. Sheehan,
1

Sacques, Circulars
Auction,

and Saturday. January 27thand
ONat Ftl.'ay
10
and 2}
each day, wil, be

cu

Evening, January 3l*t, 1865,

Tfce 3d, on

MURRAY,

DOMESTIC COTTON GOODS, | Monday Evening,
presented

To any person who will forward ten new subscribers, cash in advance, we will send an additional

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

s

yyan

The Second of the Course

Tueiday

H

Cassacks at

Lancaster

ivening lua round ofhiabest

Who will appear each

characiers.

receipt

The largest daily east of Boston, large eight column
pages, at $S a Year in Advance.

also effected an engagement for a limit,
of nights with the popular Commedian,

FATTEN, AUCTKmm^

Slwk of Ladies’
1

Corps.

They have

MR. JOHN

kinda of

I. A. R. A ASSEMBLIES.

K f'1;.

Dramatic
ed number

AUCTION SALES.
B. M.

r.i*mUk ,iK
G-

The managers take pleasure In announoin... ...
citizens of Portland that they will open th.*!.^®
named place of amusement, ft»r a Short StL^01* I
Monday Ketning, Jan. 80, 1885, with a fulland' **'
??
holer,

Commenciug Hit* Hay,

A

Washington, Jan. 27.

;

WEEK,|

ONE

extensive Army Correspondence, the Current
News of the Day, Latest Intelligence

by Telegraph,
Congressional and Legislative Frooe. dings, a full
Marine List, Portland Prices Current,
carefully prepared Review ol the Market, Stock List, New York
Markets, Boston and New York Brokers’ Board,
Brighton and Cambridge Cattle Market-, to.

raw con-

we

an

cago

Theatre.—Messrs. Bidwell & Pike open
at DBering Hall Monday evening with their
are glad
strong combination company. Wo
to notice that Mr. Murray is among them.—

England,

au

from Richmond Papers.

to be

the discussion of this

liave the

the 4th of March next.
A resolution was adopted, instructing the
Secretary of the Treasury to enforce the regulations for carrying passengers between New
York and San Francisco.
A letter from late passengers in steamship
Costa Eica was read in this connection, detailing their horrible treatment.

36 1-2.

Summary

It was argued by counsel tor plaintiff that
this paragraph referred to Mr. Adams. Counsel for defendeut

Washington, Jan. 27.
The credentials of Mr. Wilson of Mass.,
were presented as Senator for six
years fro®

never

Circular

reports mirortaul
fluctuations in American securities during the
week. On the news of the occupation of Sa
vannali there was a decided inclination to buy
Government bonds and railroad shares, anil
5-20 bonds were taken at 46, and Illinois ai
53 1-4. The return oi' the Wilmington exbi
bition had a depressing effect, Illinois Central
returning to last week’s quotations and 5-20's
to 45 12.
The greatest decline is in Kries.
which, after touching 38, hrve fallen to 35 1-2

in which was

largest political paper in New

It is the
SENATE.

HALL.

r,.Star‘T
Properties by.' MC.% ^"7*5

Greatly Reduced Prices!

Year In Advance.

a

entertainments

Musical Dtreot

published every Thursday

Two Dollars

IlERIXf,

Stag*Manager,...*.i..;;

The Maine State Press,

XXXVIII CONGRESS—Second Session.

least secure that no Confederate vessel shall
again sail from England.

D

COTTON GOODS!
1,

ever

entertainments.

PROSPECTUS FOE I860.

Portland Daily Press.

ate

“Historicus,” a well known legal writer in
the Times, publishes a long letter denouncing
the instructions by Mr. BeDjamin to the rebel
Secretary of the Navy as to the treatment oi
uentral vessels, and hopes that whatever else
these instructions may accomplish,
they will

er-’New Jerusalem Temple.”—Subject of morning sermon to-morrow, Almogiriag; of evening
lectuer st ssven o’clock. Daily Bread, bodily ana
Collection for Widow’s Wood Society in
spiritual.
the evening.

route,

BY
rove *

Steamship Hibernian, Capt. Dutton, from
Liverpool 12th and Greencastle 13th, arrived
»t this port at one o’clock P. M. Friday, bring22 cabin and 105 steerage
passengers and a
large and valuable cargo. She has experienced heavy
westerly gales throughout the

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Arrival ol'the Hibernian-

Photographs.
Skating Park.

inenoe

GIROPE.

LATER FROM

Academy,

YARMOUTH MAINE.
mUE Sptlog Term will oomuvnoe Feb 13
»0r
A particulars tddress F,. a. Hoyt, A. H Prinoi.
James Bates
p«i. or

imMtf_
Dried

10

8«ey.

Apples.

TONS New Western Dried Applis,

3 Tons New Eastern Dried Apples,
For sale by
F. A. SMITH.
Jan33d4w
» A 21 Silver street

Sanitary Commission.
{,** V.

S'

fS*Hf'L Commission, t
Jr!, Portia!,-I.

838 Broadway. N. Y„ Dec, 20 1884.
t
ISK aEl. WASHBCKN.
of
Maine, hat consented to accept tbe duties f
Ueeeral Agent of the Commitelon hr Maine, aid
is hereby appointed such agent by authority of tbs
Commission.
He will t e reedy to tarnlsb advice to the friends
of the Commission's work throughout the Sfs*eAll money contributed in Maine tor lb* «*• ef tbe
Commies on should be paid to Mr. w-shburn or to
persona designated by tins.
Don. Mr. Washburn i* tbe »<»*• ugont recognized
by the Ccmmiesion for MalnyJ. FOS'“ JENKINS,

HON.

decasdfcwtf

Cenerel 8ecreUry

Special Notice.
New England Sen w
stov*l!?l<,•", of'bo
A Stsnivet jpCussnmny are hereby notified that au
Dollars
Forty
a
abate
bes beun laid u
e's#ss»‘eD*,o/’
Stock of mid

mtlK

C.
I>

KIMBALL,

eutist,

No. 1351-2 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
Reference*—Hev. Dr. Carrathera, Rev Geo. L.
Dr.
K.
Welker.
Clark. Dr. Wm. Robinse*. C»pt Cyme Sturdivant. B. K**inton.
j,nl4eodtf
FreiahtyVom the Unl'ed 8tate« /br Canada,
ALL
will be det ined at Itl* d Pond, uoleas |t i. acof value
for the United

I’ORTEOUS,

Company, and

the fame ii

payable at tbe offloe of tte Trsssurer,
Per Order of tbe Director*.
HENRY FOX, Tressnter.
January 33. 1866 —dlw

DtMOlalloneopnrtnersbip htretofor* e*l*'i*g under tbe
firm name ot Davis BClof®’ Brothers, is this

THE
day

NOTICE-

oompaniej with Invoice*
State* (’u-tomi
JuHN
jan27dlm

tho C’»pi«ul
sow due end
in Portland.

dissolves by mntnel 0*0*0111.

A.

Davis,

F U Clotxs,
O. H. Ciovne.

A Card.

The und«,B fih*<l, owing to m health, having this
day sold*1* interest in the shove to Joseph Johnson, t»« bust none wtU heeondnetsd under the nemo
Board.
and -tyle ef Johnson & Cloyes Brens rs.wbo are anChamber
to
with
lot,
board, reotised to setttt all bills of the I Us firm.
rJnt
at 24 Danfcrth itraat.
i Jnn34d2w
A. Davis.
Jan24dlw

A1’yj;A8A®Jf

a

gen*.

STEAMBOATS.

i

railroads.

POETRY.

PETROLEUM.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PETROLEUM!

the daily pr essT

MEDICAL.

|

_

Portland and Kennebec R R.

For Hit frtst.

Kind

Unkind Words.

vs.

How

the

quickly

Oii^

heart

m. with train for
pilia this train connects at 6 20
baugor and all stations east of Kendall’s Mills same

Is made to smftft
At a word unkindly spoken;
While a gent’e word,

evening

train is
Returning, the passenger
at 2
takes
p, m.

By the sorrowing heard,
May

The child that

grieves.

deep sigh heaves

And tha

And weeps almost to an/^*^»
Will forget its
And be glad 'tf4*11'
When ithear*"rfie words of kindness.

Dec 19,
'64—doc23t|_

are

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

MjtrfjESk.

?KisH,trai“9

Imve tseco River fer Portland,as 6.80 and 8.40
A. M., and 8.40 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saoo River, at 8.00 A. M. and
2.00 and 5.30 p. M.
Tbo2.00P. 11. train out and tho 9.40 A. M. train
into Portland, will bo freight trains with passenger
oars attached.
Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, 11 aid win, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Diram, BrownUeld, Fryeburg,
Gouway, Bartlett, Jackson, Gimington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. D.
At Buxton Center, lor West Buxton, Bonney Eagle, South L.mmgton, Limingtou, Limeriok, Newheld, Parsousheld, and Ousipee
At saccarappa, fur South Windham, East Standisn, Sebago, Denmark aud Bridgtou,
Tuesdays,

That he is secure,
And has the kind tutor of Heaven.
8 B’

Gorham.

A Touch of Petroleum.
the lauds of the Center Oil Compa-

dose to
a
ny, there lives au old chap who is worth
mint. Ignorant, of course, dumb luck has
made him rich, His household pets consists of
a terrier dog and stupid daughter, both of
whom engage his attention. The former provided lor, hs determined to “accomplish” hie

daughter.

—

Thursday and Saturdays.

DAN.

Portland, Oet 31.1864.

ho

piauo,

came

harp,

a

ty

dtt

eu)

uuu, iui

iher

notice,

as

follows:

UP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for Souta Paris aud Lew iston at 7.40
A. M. Also lslaud Pond, connecting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at 1.26 P. M.
Leave South
at 6.60 A. M.

DOWN TRAINS.
Paris at 6.46 A. M., and Island Pond

The Company

not

responsible

for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the tutu
of one passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BttYDGKs, Managing Director.
are

H. BAILRY, Superintendent.
Portland, »ov. 7,1864.

nov7

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

anything else.”

SUMMER

A Novel “Dead-Head.”—Oa Conductor
Klncarde’s train, ou the New York Central,
recently, a lady with a vast circumference oi
hoop occupied a whole seat as the cars wen
out of the city. Takiug up tickets the conductor evidently suspected something when
he came to the lady, and politely requested
her to rise, as he thought she was sitting on
something which had been left on the seat.
She demurred, and he insisted. She said she
wouldn't, and he said she must, and finally she
did, and not only that, but she stepped out into the aisle*,blushing
tremendously, aud insisting that she “didn’t kuow it,” when lo and
behold! a bouncing babe of the male persuasion, only sixteen years old, was discovered
curled up on the floor I How the delightful
creature had got there was a mystery to her.
of course—as much so as was the presence to
Joseph, of a chicken in Joseph’s hat. The lady was about to anathematize the young gentleman in the most approved manner of injured
virtue,but he took the words out ot her mouth
by ploading piteously, “Please now, auntie,
Auutie did.—Schenectady
pay my fare.”

►

ARRANGEMENT.
a

Trai:n- leave Portland,Grand Trunk
Station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at

1.40 a. ns. and 1.26 P. 61.
For Bangor and intermediate elutions at 1.26 P. M.
Rbtdbmiko -Leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. M an d
arrive in Portland at 8.30 A.M. Leave Bangor at
7.301 A. M
and arrive in Portland at 2.16 P. M.
Both those trains oonneot at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland nc 8 A. M., and re
turning is due in Portland at 11. M.
Stages oonneot with trains at principal stations,
daily lor most of the towns North and East of this

line.

C. M.

Watervtlle, November, 1863.

MORSE, Supt.
decl4

PORTLAND, SACO At PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.
tr'errs*

arran

gkmmnta

Commencing Nov. 7th, 1864.
trains will leave the StaqffiBSSajQ Passenger
•OBiC^SKetion, foot ot Canal street daily, (Sun-

day. .xcepted) as follows :
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A.M. and 2.30
P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.30 A. U. and 2.10

P. M.

Star.

Leave Portamonth for Portland, at 10.00 A. H. and
5.00 p. M.
These trains will take and leave passengers at wav

_

The Poweb of Etkslsitv.—The other day
fellow rushed midly into Assessor Fosdeck s
office on Third street. He seemed a good
deal excited, and was considerably out of
breath, so much so that he could not articulate lor a moment. Business in the office was

Freight

trains

leave Portland anil Bdstbn daily.
FRANCES CHASE, Supt.

Portland, Nov,

oo31

mm REDUCED

and the Assessor and
his assistants waited in breathless iuterest-to
know what the excited iudividual desired. At
last he spoke. “Give me,” sayB he,“a dollar’s
worth of the power.of eternity etamps!” The
Assessor stood aghast; his deputy stood
aghast; those at the couuter stood aghast.
"The ‘power of eternity,’ ” murmured the unfortunate Assessor; “does he think that I fig
ure in matters outside of this practical world
ol ours!
Ah! 1 have if”; (To the excited in
dividual,) “You want a power of attorney
stamp 1” “Yes, that’s what I said ain’t it?’’
The chap was accommodated, and quiet wifi

temporarily suspended,

importaht to

edtl

RATES!

travglebn

TO TH1

Veit, North West and South West.
W D

FORSALE^TO

Will, until further notice, run »e
liillowa:
Leave Atlantio Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at7 o'clock P. M ,aud India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o'clock P. M.

New England Screw Steamship Co

a
V

treal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastportand
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.

me granted by the
aterman, Judge of Probate lo r
of Cumberland, 1 shall sell at public

tun County
auo iuil, on tho premises, on MoctlUy. ihs 13th
day
ot February next, at 10o’clock a. w„ all the
right,
title and interest that Marietta, Franklin M., ami
E' en Adlaid Puiinton, minors tnd heirs of
Abigail
W. Purinton, have as tenants i common and undivided in the ollowirg dtsotibed real estate, viz:—
One eighth of the homestead larm of the late Levi
Wilson of Falmouth, containing about two bundred acres of land, and buildings. Also two wood
and timber tots, situated in Windham, near the head
at the Goose Pood, containing about hltv aoies. At
the same time the whole of said lots wi I be sold.

janl3 eodd^wtf

Houses lor Sale.
A three story Briok House and Lot on Lin*
coin street.
a two story Wooden House and Lot on
Cne stunt street, near Cumberland st.
A three story Bridk House and Lot on Park Pltuc

«&1

alL

Danforthsireet.
Btory House a od Lot, cornerPiceandClarlc
streets. Also a Vacant Lot near Washington st,
Terms liberal. Apply to
near

FRANCIS PUHINTON, Guardian.
Jan 6th, 1866.—zw3w

A two

pas <age

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
for the County of Cumberland, oil tho third Tuos
day of January in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-live,
The subscriber offers his Farm fi r
B. lIBBT, named Trustee in a certain
sale eiruated near Dunn’s Depot in
instrument purpoi-.i; g to be tbe last wi.1 aud
North Yarmouth formerly known
te lament of Mary A
Likewise
Ltboy, late of Portland, it,
_aa the “Mo se Farm
.aid county, decea ed, lu wit oh do exeoutor is
-hiss qck and Farming tools. Tie
Farm conuuua about 110 aeies of good land, goou
named,having presented the same lor probale: and
on that administration, with tbe wi I
buildings &c. Those wishing to purchase are invit- a s > h.s petit
annexed, on said estate may be granted to Alvah
ed u> call aud examine lor themsetves.
Libby o sail Port! tnd,
E. T. Dillingham.
ft was Ordered, That tho said Executrix
East North Yarmouth, Jan2d, 1866.
jan4"odti
give
notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
be published three weeks
in the Maine
For Sale.
State Press printed at Portland,that they may appear
AltE block of land, of about 78,000 acre*
at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on
of wood land, on the south side of the river tit
thethTd Tuesday of February next,at ten
Lawrence, in Canada East. It is interoeeded by two 1 in the forenoon, and show cause, it any oitheclock
they have,
considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites.
Well
why tbe said instrument should not be
wooded with every description of timber, such as
approved and allowed as the last will and testaand spruce in large quantities, aud maple,
ments of aaid deceased, and administration
grantDiroli, beech, tamarac aud bass word to any amount
ed, as prared for in said petition.
H. T. MACH1N, Portland.
Enquire of
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
Feb.
1864.
feb25
eodtf
Portland,
A true copy, attest,
4w3w*
-EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

Farm For 8ale.

MAJOR

successively

fortnightly

It

He
col
aj d

lau-', well divided into till»ge
grass land. There u on t^e farm, a one story home,
carriage house, and barn b7 feet toy GO, with a good
collar and rit. It lias a good oi chard, with aoout
300 young f nit trees.
JOHN M. ALI.EK,
jan36eod3m
Haejarappa.
asre* oi

CFor

1 he Schooner Nellie Talkox, 1(8
two years aud a half Oid
Fore
Jail, Main Hail, and two Jibs are new;
ins landed 149,090 feet lumber.
l°

YEATON & HALE.

A Furnished House to Lei.
A CONVENIENT Dwelling House, tarnished
-cA.with genteel lurniture, situated on the come” ol
vaugbfln'aud lirackot stieets and near the Cougr te
street lioise Cars, will bo let on reaionabie teims;
possesion given Jan ‘Id. Inquire on ibe premise..
dec29itf
Real Estate for Sale.
Court, occupied
TTh^nl? t,nd Let on Hampshire
The house is two stories, lu
JTmd
U“Ila,uu told
•* » bargain. Enquire
of JQaIAU
j1mPAH JONEa,
ionT-'J? NuN
ut
Mefrill ,tf
dec31a3w*
To

Let.

T?uaru^rKrm:ah;?v'vsjs
«■
reHlr
”»rX
plied
w

focatod.

th gas, in a
Apply to

private
W, 42 Midulest.

c^Gdtw

FOR SALE.
CLIFF

&P'

dred^d

C. CARD, Gua/dianorSarah Ellen Ciosey
JOHN
and John H. Cresey, minor ohildren and heirs
of

Joseph Cre,ey, !a,e cf Gorham, in said county,
decease r, having praser.te h s p tltion for license

Bates qf Passage,

C

From New York to a»y cfthe above place: Cabins,
312 > and 8100; steerage $45, payable in American
currency.
To New York*frora any of the «bove
Cabins, $65 and $50; steerage, $25 payable in gold or
equivalent ia American currency.
Those who wish t> send lor their islands can bay
tic* its at these ratet firm the Agents.
FRANCIS MACDONALD A CO,

places:

Statement

Manhattan Fire Ins.
TUB CITY OF MR IV

COTTAGE, containing over 30
rooms, large stable and sheds—situated two
and one-half miles from Portland and the
unost situation in Cape Elizabeth for a watering place and Bummer hoarders. For
enquire of
GEO. OWEN,
Commercial Street, Portland.

dfc*_101

Apothecary Shop for sale.
mUE undors gpcd wiahingto c'i»iige hi.
place
vf r .9,Janos, will sell his 8hop
Kursetrs,
at ok. Ac
ibe took is new anu c
mplote in all its
deoartmou's Thi stand is cne ot the bo.tin Portland. beta* suited to Family end Country ‘j rede
Apply at Ho Congress htreot.
*0134
™

ON

all paid up, is $500,000 00

—

qf Surplus," $331,092 17
Assets as follows:
Cash in Bask and on hand... $20,270 26
Bonds a-d Mortgages, b-ing first lions,
185,175 00
Luaus on cemnnd secured by collaterals, 240,225 oi
Unpgid premiums in course of collection,
10.850 85
Interest eccruedana due,.
26 571 66
All other securiuoe.
38 00u 000

liabilities :
adjusted and duo,.
unadjusted and in suspense,...

Losses
none.
Losses
$45,194 30
All other claims.. A...........
287 10
WM. PITT, PALMER, President.
Andrew J. Smith, Secretary.
Sworn to Nov. 16, 1864. Before me,
Thos. L. Thomkll, Notary Public.
Portia ml Office
31 Exchange Street.
dejtkltt'

of Jann-

FOR SALE.

TWO story Store, near Falmouth Depot, I'otmerly occupied by K. Merrill A Co.
Enquire of
me HubscHbcr
KEUBEN MERRILL,

A

dee IbeLlin*

aVa^?^ng,.ham.^r^rHeern?Ky'
Slfltc of

Cumberland,

Maine.

eb.—

To tjdm
in

suites, aver Stores Nos.

“**ohong0Street,
opposite tba Inter*
APP‘y oa the premises to
Jy*dl»
_A. L. BKOWN.
Wood for Sale
eight acres of Fine Wood 'on the atumn

About
-taata0™™

•Jas^je

Hill. Westbrook.

wilFbn‘EidTn

FBANCIS B HANSON, at Geo H
P*b.c“k'«. federal Street, or of ASA Hanson'
head Cl Berlin
Wharf.
of

®°nse

A
4

_oct" dVf

and Land for

Sale.

oiConyrcsi and Merstr<Ea*>«rywi’X*\.corn3r
h the lof- ‘a
otre-e-d for sale. In*

rill
re Of

iai*J8w*
jans^gw

CHARGES WEBB.
10J congress street.

D^n°i“m
the

Board.
or th...

oan

gat

rooms,

atll

Froe street.

third TU"ldtty 01

J“»»T?Annr.

Upon
foregoing libel .Orderod. That the libel I.,.
give notice to all nersons Interested in the
to appear beiore the Jr.stice.ol our
Supreme
Judicial Court to ho lrolden at
Portland, within
for the County oi Cumberland, on the third
of April next, by publishing an attested
copy of said
bbel, and this order thereon, three weeks success
ively ht the Maine State Press, a weekly newspaper
printed in Portland, inthe countr of Cumberiaua
the last publication to be thirty days at least before
the sitting of said court, that rhe may then aud
there, in our said Court appear, and shew cause, if
any she has, wbythe prayer of said libellant should
not be granted.

Drii ‘1

Tuesday

Attest:

the*-eoUe
4w3w

and lady,
A GENTLEMAN
be accommodated with botrd Si?h
d

LITTLE, Agent.

D.

D. W. FESSENDEN,Clerk.
libel and orde- of the Court

Attest :-D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.

MIA™
Portland, Jan. 3, 18«.

a

F

f ar,nerin

CHURCHILL E CO.

in New

York, Phil-

Commission,

and in

adelphia,
We believe
all persons

we can

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.
on

Bill-Head* Ruled a«d Cut iu tbe Neel-

Europe.

eat

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS

invest in

description executed iu tbe best style.

Of every

Petroleum Stocks.

Railroad, and other Corporation Work, done

Suoh

investments,

a. a

either large

ment. to persona 'of

world has

than any the

class, offer greater induce-

ever

small means,

or

known,

not

even

ex

INSURANCE POLICIES, RILLS OP LADING,
TIME TABLES, and ail sorts ot LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at short unties.

cepting the

Simon,

Silver Minot of Mexico ft So. America,
The coat of obtaining this Oil is
small

A

comparatively

so

that

Only Ten

Well Producing

Single

Bar

wells

are now

Annum.

yielding

from 25 to

(the Noble Well,
no

Creeif, Penn.,)

Oil

on

75, and

yielded

has

loss than

Assets,

Worth $30,000

Day

Wells.

at the

The undersigned are ltegular Agents for the prin.Poiro.'eum Companies of Boston, New York,
and Philadelphia,and having no mere annum m cue
than la

rely

another, parsons drilling information can
receiving an unbiassed account of

upon

the standing and prospects of the various companies
on the market.

Enquiries by mail toi l receive prompt attention.

Co.,

YORK,
in

conlbrmity with

Notes o/ Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists </ Dances, etc., etc., of every variety and cost,
tarnished at abort notion.

LARGE
Haud-bills,

Premium Notbb, none.
F. S. WINSTON,

<H7,87f 86

Coal Stocks will be sold at the Bro-

Petroleum and

regular

Philadelphia

Amproved Calorie
Engines tor motive power, and is tarnished with
improved and costly Fressee—Cylinder andPlaten—
from the most celebrated makers. Wo hare in constant use one of HOE’S LARGE CYLINDER
PRESSES, eapable of throwing off 8500 Sheets
an hour; one oi Adam’s Power Presses—the best
book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter’s Past

compani

call special attention to the following

s now

being organized in this city, viz;

37,679 04

THE

INTew Mlnglaucl

$11,462,454 88

Machine Job

We execute all orders in the shortestpossiblstime
and In the neatest and best manner.

All orders for Job Printing must be directed te
the Daily Press Job Office, No. S2| Kxohange street,
Portland, Me.
The Job Office is under tbe personal supervision
of tho senior proprietor, who Is the CITY FEINTKB, and is himself an experienced practical workman, and employs only well-skilled mechanics la
this department of his work.

President.

The Portland

PETROLEUM

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
0

Annual Statement
OF THE

Western Massachusetts Ius.

Co.,

PITTSFIELD, MASS.,

Whose lauds

48

LIABILITIES.

Domak, 8eo’y.

8worn to Nov. 1st, 1864, before me,
Benry CMckering,. uetice of the Peace.

W.

Exchange Street,

3>. LITTLE,
General

Ageutfor Maine.

Bladkhier’s Concentrated

THIS WINE possesses a mild
and delicious flavor, lull
body.
It is prepared from choice indigenous fruits; and Irom its purity and peculiar modeofnrep.
ara'ion, possesses remarkable
healing properties.

Nothing more Palatable^othing more Invigorating, Nothing mb re Strengthening.
A half wine-glass taken a short time before breakfast trill sharpen the appetite, and it is to be relied
on when every other mode of treatment fails.
Used for Nervous Weakness, Used for Kidney Complaints, Used for Indigestion.

rapidly

It is
growing into public favor, for those
who use it once Invariably boy it the second time.—
It is used as a dinner wine by many in plaoeofall

others.
Good for the Sedentary, Good for the Consumptive,
Good for the Invalid.
It is quite refreshing after a tiresome walk, and
to the sedentary and oonvakeoent it can be said to
Every household should have
bo truly invaluable.
a supply constantly on hand for ihmily use.
is
This Wine
Unfermented, This Wine, is Unfermented, Tnis Wine ii Unfermented.
Prepared and for sale by L. BLACKMKR A CO.a
Worcester, Mass. For sale in Portland by W. T.
PHILLIPS, A CO.. *0*1 by Draggiats and dealers
octTTevdSm,
generally.

Number of Shares, $90,000

Subscription

N. A. FOSTER A
Portland June 1, 1864.

Price, $5,00.

U.

Working Capital, $25,000,

R. W.
F. E.

Sears,
Smith,
J. H. Clapp,

Company,

are

offered hr the

the well known

and

its managers, fully entitle it to the

conllilenoe of the publ

c.

THE

Venango

Boston and

Petroleum
We offer as "A No. 1.”

Company,
Although not producing

at present, the prospect at least equals that of the
Columbia Oil Company, of Pittsburg, at the time ol

organisation, which has paid on aboriginal su' scripton of S200D a net profit of $54,500 in two years and
continues to pay in the
Full information
the above and

a

1

same

will be

ratio.

furnished in

le

jurd

to

other Companies In the market,

upon application at

our

Monty >o EUen Steele. Keq., PortWM.

GEO. HAWKINS,
Comm, or N. F. E. AasOClntlon.
January 2d, 1866.
jan8d8m

Notice.

the District of Maine, 1 hereby give
Court,
n< ties that the
following label* and Informations have been tiled in said Court, via:—
A Libel against Four Barrels or Molasses;
seised by the Collector of tae Distriot of r or Hand
hnd
on the afeemth day of November
last past at Portland iu said District
A Libel against one Trunk containing Jive Carriage Harnesses, seized by the collector ^ f the District ot Portland and fcJ^mouth, ou the twenty-ninth
dav of November sast past, at Portland in said Dis-

public

trict.

prompt apilioatlon.

character ef

marshal’s

Falmouth,

Subscription Books are Hill open at office for a
limited number ot shares, which can be secured by

properties

$.

ofllee, personally or by let-

ter.

A Libel against Thirty-two Hundred Cigars
seized by the Collector ol the Disiriot of Portland
and Falmouth, on th^ thirty-first day of December
last pi«t,at Portland in said Distriot
A Libel azaiust Three Barrels or Molabsb*
and One Demijohn or W. 1. Rum, se zed by the
Collector of the Dl Diet of Portland and Falmouth
ou the fourth day of January instant, at Portland,
iu sail Disiriot.
A Libel against Eleven thousand seven hundred Cigars; Two hundred twenty pounds or
Uunpowdkr; One hundred sixty-five pounds
or Sugar; Eight ba&mblb or Molasses; one
Barrel or Sug ar ; seized by the Collector©! the
District of Portland and Falmouth, on the seventh
day of January instant, at Portland in said District.
An Informttion against thirteen chests or
tea, seized by the Collector of the District of Ma
chin*, on the tenth day of December last past, at
Maebias, iu said District.
An hformation aga nst Five eighth Casks
or Brandy ; One half barrel or Brandy ; One
4RLr Barrel or WTN«; Jhrek barrel1* or
Spirits, seized by tho Collector of the Distriot of
Portland and Falmouth, at Portland iu said District,
ou the *e*enth day of January instant.
An Information against (»nb Horse, one Pung
Sleigh; one Robe, one Horse-blanks ; one
Barnes*; one Li alter; Ten Bottles of Branthe Coldy. and one keg vf Spirits seized
lector of the District of Portland and Falmouth, at
Portland in 6&id oistriot, on the fourteenth day of
January is t ant
A Libel against Two Barrels and 8ix Bags of
Su *ab, seized by the Collector of the D strict of
Port and and Falmouth, on the sixteen*h day of
Januar iu*t.aut, at Portland, iu said District.
Which seizure* wor« for breaches of the law* ol
the UaiteJ States, a* is more particularly set forth
in said Libels and Informations; thaf a Soaring and
trial will b; h ui t .mreon.at Portland in said Distriot,
ou the First Tuesday of Ftbruary next, where any

by

interested therein, may appoar and show
shown, wherefore the same
forfeit and disposed of accordshould
ing to law.
Dated at Portland this twenty-fourth day of Jan1866.
uar/ A. D
F. A: QUINBV.
U. 8. Deputy Marshal, Di<t. of Maine.
I4djan24
son*

B.—Parties reumitling funds to us will please
scud by express, except when drafts eau te obtained,
in which esse we will bear the charges of forwarding. In this manner they eau obtain leliable reP.

eeipts.

Lombard & Gore’s

cause

SPECIAL NOTICE,
may obtain inflation In regard to
3. triends supposed to be in Hoepita'sat or near
Washin1 ton, by addressing
Agent Ind. Relief Dapt.,
U 8. Christian Com., Washington, D. C.
aNY

99

STATE

ST.j

T. C. LOMBARD.

MENDUM, Formerly

J. C.
of the

GORE,

one

nnar City
Any inquiries regarding
Point, Va., may be addressed
H C. Houghton, Agent, ind. Relief Dept.,
U. 8. ( Kristian < om., City Point, Va.
prompt answers will be liven to all inqtiries diTHOS. R RAY h8,
rected as above.
Chairman Army Com., P. F. M. C, A.
novbdftm
friends at

BOSTON.

J. A.

if any can be
not be decreed

Jn.

Eagle Bank.
Janlfi Saw 3m

or

our

Positively Core the Worst
not in

*

You,

BOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS n Y UNHAPF Y MXPKHIENUM.
You"g m u troubled with emissions iu sleeps
oomplamt generally the result of n bad habit in
youth, tr,ated scientifically, and a perfect cure wnr
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above
disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they
had the consumption, and by their friends
supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and
only correct oc urse of treatment, and iu a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

S

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of
thirty who am
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often sccompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and
the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for. On examinhig
deposits a ropy seilimeut will often ha
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
ml klshhne, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearanoe. There are many men who die ofthia
difficulty, ignorant cf the cause, which is the

WILL

weakening

urinary

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a periect cure in such cases, and a
toll and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persona who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
oan do so by writing in a plain manner a
description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies wilt
he forwarded

OOE’S DYSPEPSIA CUKE I

Elect ic medical
TO THE

Ayue, Sick-Headache, Sickness at the
Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn,Colic Paine
in Stomach or Bowels, Dysentery, Vuniting, a feeliuy of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,

Fever and

their especial accommodation.
Dr. H ’» Eleotio
Renovating Medicines are unrival,
ed in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action ic
specific and
certain 01
reltel in a short time.
LADIES will find It Invaluable in all cases of obstructions ufter all other remedies have teen
triodin
Pur®ly vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud
may ho taken
with perfeot safety ui all limes.
Sent to any part of the ceuatry with fall directions
by addressing
DR. HUGHES.
No.» Temple Street, corner el Middle, Portland.

producing

y?v

COE'S DYSPEPSIA
immediately

N. B.—Ladies deelrlrg may consul tone of
their
sox. A Indy of experience inconstant
attend-

own

CURE,

*°co-__JanI 1866 dfiwiy
Good Hew* for the Unfortunate.

and instantaneously, we
pledge oui
of honor—our repntatiou as Pharmace-

word as men
utists—our favorable acquaintance with|the people at
proprietors of the World-renowned “toe’s Cougi
Balsam,” if it Is u«ed according to our directions,
which may be found with each bottle.

Til LOMU

We add below some Testimonial*; from our neighbors and townsmen, to whioh we ask your carofu

Cherokee

TESTIMONIALS.
From the Pastor of the Methodist K. Church, Madison, Conn.
I have used Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure in my
thmily
oaa

CHEROKEE

through our City Paper,.
New Haven, Conn., June 18,1864.
Messrs, hditors:—Allow me, through jour columns, to acknowledge my gratitude tor the beneht 1
have received from the UBe of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure
Although 1 was a groat sufferer Irum Dyspepsia,

COMPOUND

INJECTION.

Ltmaji.

Madison, Conn June 30,1864.
From the benefit derived by the use of Coe’e
Dyspepsia Core In my family, 1 am prepared to say that
1 uover intend to bo without it and advise all who
are emitted with Dyspepsia to Dy it.
PHtLASDaa Lewie.

times per

bottle ol Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure you
bas basked
statement concerning

Mr. Coe:—The

a
oan eat pint
short eake or
else, without trouble.
It acts like a oharm. The relief it afford, is instan
tineout.
Jabs A. Lowitnv.
New Haven, Jane 18,1684.

apple

day.

CUKROKEE INJECTION la intended as am
ally
usiajut to the CUeROKEE
REMEDY, and
a.iould be used in o injuuction with that medicine In.
all cases of Gonorrhea,
flleet, floor Albm or Whitet
rtsoifuo s are healing, soothing and
demulcent; reall
bating
scalding, bent, ohordee and pain, instead

Those who know my constitution, what my condibas been lor the last thirty years, will believe
me that a medicine that will reach
my caso will

reach almost any one.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure hue
enabled mo to eat
1 please, and It is very
seldom 1 now have to use the medicine,
it relieved
mo in an instant when I was in great pain.
My
whole systom is being strengthened by its use
Akk E. Baooott.
New Haven, J one 29,1884.

oithe burning and almost
unendnrarle pain that
experienced with nearly ail the cheap quack injections.

anything

By the use ef tho CHEROKEE REMEDY and
CUEROKEE INJECT!ON-the two medicines at
tho same time—til
impropor discharge! are removed
and tho weakened
organa are speedliy restored to
full vigor and s'rtngth.

Im ortunt ta Truvelcnt.
While Journeying on the oars, my stomach became badly deranged, oansing severe pain in my
head. Had it been an the water it would havt

Eor lull part culars get a pamphlet trooo
any drug
in tho country, or write us and wc will mail
free to any address, a full treatise.

boon called ssa-siokness. A lady sitting by me,
knowing my condition, reached out abottie saying,

store

"take aswollow.” 1 did so. and in less than dvt
minutes my trouble was ended. The medicine wat
"Coe's Dyspepsia Cnre," and trom the effort it had
npon the Stomach, and what 1 hare learned oi ll
•lace. 1 think It must be an excellent remedy fo>
Besrsiokness end Dyspepsia.
MBit. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, June 30th, 1884.

Price, CUEUCKKK REMEDY,

j

distressing

inareasing

Compound,

i

Proprietor.

Sold by Druggists la elty and ooantry, every

or

Price, CHEROKEE 1NJKCI ION, YJ per bottle,or
bottles for $5.

Scat by Kxprvjs to any addit**

ou

receipt

ot ru*

price.
Sold by dragged tvury where.
MR.

W. R. WKRVVIX 4k u*.%
*OL» FIOPRlltrORs.
No. 6b Liberty St„ New York

Cherokee

Cure!

tan esiii
v

INDIAN

it K I) I V I N It.

ouwrounn pbom roots,

Dyspepsia

per bottle,

three

had always been told that it was a good remedy lot
My pallid face and my weakness at
Dysentery.
once attracted tne attention oi the clerk in charge,
end be asked me at onoe "what is the matter f” ]
roplied: “l have been fort wen try-iour hours vomiting and purging, and lam nnahie to stand or walk
from weakness and this deadly sickness at my stomach o -mplotoiy prostrates me.
lie predated a bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Coro, saying, ‘‘take a Urgi
swallow of that) it is now 11 o’olook; taken anothei
after dinner."

one’t house and I believe that no one should gt
away frem heme without a bottle of it in his pooket.
or where it ooald he quickly made available.
QEO. L. DBAKE.
Truly yoon.

*1

three fcofles for 96.

New Haven, Jono 99th, 1884.
Messrs. C. G. Clark A Co.—Gentlomoif.—1 doom
to maks known the almost instantaneous ed'eets oi
"Coe’s Dyspepsia Cnre,” in cases of cholcTa morbtu
1 bad been for twenty four hoars purging at tht
stomach sad bowels, every fifteen minutes. I went
into your drug store to procure some brandy, as 1

IhoonVeuieuoe since Itookthe remedy.Its notion was so wonderfhl and so Immediate
that 1 ooald hardly believe the evidences of my owl
sensos. and I desire to publicly mako known these
faotagUmt the whole world may avail themselves of
its user Like bread, it thonld nnd a place in every

xmd LiAvna.

or

with

of

barks

tue,

anything

From the moment I took that first dose of tb«
Medicine my sickness at eiomaoh was
gone-its oifeol

moots,

It is diurotlo and alterative in Its
action; purifying
and cleansing toe
blcod, oansiag it to daw In alllte
or.glua! purity and v:gor; thus
removing from the
system all pernicious causes whieh have induoeddis-

Rave1 have only useduphalfyourbottle, and
me

nor

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the great Indian Dluetio
onre* all diseases oftho Urinary
Organs, such as incontinence of the Urine, lutlams lion ofthe
Kidneys
Stouoln the Bladder, Stricture, Gravel,
Gleet,Gonorrhea, and It especially recommended In those
cases of Fluor Albut,( or Whites In
Females.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated
firm, the
close only beieg from one to two
tsaspoonlnle three

the Urst dose gave instant relief, and ore ounce bai
enabled me to eat anything I please, without
p&in
I have now stopped
using the medicine as I nt
longer need it.
Palmiea

“The White Pine Compouud is ad ve’Used
qt much
our columns, and wp
a?e happy tp feam that
the demand for i is jnpreas eg bpyond all
Owe of (he ltssslyjlH.
previous ex
ptetations It is the very best medicine for coughs and
New Haven, July 11th, 1864.
colds that we know of, aud no family that has once used
Mu. Co»—Sir:—Havingboea troubled with th<
It will ever be without it. We speak from
opr oyru knowh
for
some
or twelve months.
eight
I hav*
edge that it is sure to kill q Col4, qu4 pleasant as sure.
taken the usual kinds of medioines, which have dont
The greatest inventions come by
accident, and it is sinme
1
saw
no
advertisement
of
a
good.
your
modigular that the White Pine Compound m de for Colds and
oine to oure the Dyspepsia. I hare tried it, ant
Coughs, should prove to be the greatest remedy for kid- ! found
It
to
bo
Tun
The
medicine.
first
16
drops (tht
ney difficulties known
But so it is. Wc cannot doubt
7th of June,) that I took, relieved me in one minnto
it. so many testimonials c®me to us from well-known
I have taken it throe or four times, bat have had n<
men.
Besides, the character of Dr Po andfa such, that
distressing feeling in my stomach since taking the
we know
ttyit he will not countenance w^qt fe wrong
first 15 drops; although before. I coaid not
t
For years a Baptist
clergyman, staying medicine to find meal, ani sometimes no more than three or eat
font
his
remegiee for
ailments; with a delicate consumptive mouthful Is without
me.
look, standing with one foot upon the gr»*«. he made the
Kras poet folly,
j. F. WOODEUFF.
discovery which has saved himself *®d called out from
hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials feasible
New Haven, JuneUth, ISO!
We have known Dr Poland for years, and ne.er knew a
Mn. Con—Dear Ssr.-—The bottle of Dyepepsh
more conscientious, honest, upright man, and are g'ad to
Medicine I rooeired from you, gave instantaneoni
state that we believe whatever he says about his White
reliof.
I only used it when my food distressed me
Pine Compound."
It was about like taking two doses
to-day, one tomorrow, then every other day,
the quantity of food and dcaressing the medicine.until was
enabled to eat without taking anything at all
Mr
ease was an extreme ono, having suffered lor sevsi
Tears. I now consider myself oured, and by using
GEORGE W 8WETT, M.D.,
only ono bottle of medlolne in the space of twr
W» lib* mai uPictured in ftiture at the
months. The dose was a toaspooufhl.
F.ixsx 8. AitnxNEW ENGLAND BOTANIC DEPOT,

eodSm-rfRhne.

Remedy,

A Voice from home

length in

HAY, WHOLESALE AGENT FOB PORTLAND.

MOM

-and-

willingly testily to Its value as a medicine'
Hhhky Cidmaud, Pastor U. K. Church.
Madison, Conn., June 30th, 1801.

and

BOUGHT

DISCOVERED AT LAST.

attention.

Compound:

by wholesale and retail dealers in medicine

,**.

fleet or

The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
our columns, is not only as to its name InvitiDg, butts a
highly approved medicine. Dr. J W. Poland, thpinventor, has the confldence of the many wh® know him, q
confidence which he enjoyed white abejli’g usefully malife experience m a
ny years as a Baptist minister,
sufferer led him to make experiments which Issued in his
medical discovery.—Boston Watchman and beJUc*or
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and
Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Dally, thus writes of the

SWETT will attend to the business department,
to whom all orders should be addressed.

Infirmary,

LADIES.

DR HUG UES particularly Invites all Ladlue who
need a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms, No &
Temple street, which they will find arranged for

will not and cannot exist where the cure is used.It removes the disease by removing the cause, nil
like Alcoholic Bitters which cover up your bad fed
incs for a tew moments by their exhilarating effect,.
Beware ofsuoh remedies or beverages, bat in then
place nso a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normal oondition, and set in motion the entire human mechanism in perfect harmony, and upon principles synonymous with weldeflned physelogioai laws, Thatsuch will be the if.

New Hampshire.
For sixteen years or more I have suffered much at inat firet was called kidney complaints,
but a year ago last December 1 fell sick, and my attending physicians pronounced my disease Diabetes. The
prostration of my system was so great, and of so
long contjnuanoe that neither relatives, neighbors nor
physicians expected that I could possibly Jive through
the spring
The same was my own opinion.
Near the last of March, 1869. being well acquainted
with Dr J. W. Poland, I felt inclined to test the value of
his White Pine Compound, as the article was
hi.hly
reccommended for inflamation of the kidneys. A bottle
of it was procured, and immediately af er commencing its
use 1 began to amend
My strength gradually returned,
the severe pains subsided, and in the fall was able to
attend to considerable business
I telieve Dr. Poland'*
White Pine Compound, under God, has been the means of
my recovery thus fer
To say that I ever expect to have perfect health again,
is out of the question at my a.e, (64 ) But this I will
say, that while I use the Compound, iqy health is very
comfortable When 1 have relinquished its use, the severe
pains h .ve returned, and all the disagreeable symptoms
of my disease. But a return to the use of the Compound
has produced immediate relief.
During the eleven months, in which I **ave bee?n taking this medicine, I have used not quite flve bottles In
a word, let me say to all afflicted with similar complaints
to mine, try Dr. Poland's White Pine Compound.
ASA GOODHUE.

J. W. POLAND, M. D.

immediately

All correspondence strictly oonldeatlal and mill
be returned If desired.
DK. J. B. HUGHES,
Address,
No. S. Temple St., [corner of Middle] Portland.
£F* Send Stamp tor oiroular,

ffia

tervals, from what

H.

SSHK BOB AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pniua and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow impure Coition are
the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait or the consummation that Is sure to follow, do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of beauty
and Complexion.

single

WHITE PINE COMPOUND FOR DIABETES,

H

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess ofauy kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of vouth, or the
stinging rebuke of misplaced couddeuoe iu maturer years,

tion

supervision of

m most oases making an iudisciiminate
antiquated and dangerous weapon, Her-

o’

thus enabling yon, by hearty eating, and the useoi
the cure after each meal, (as often as the food diotresses you, or sours on your stomach,) you will get
in a very few days so that you can do without the
medicine, except occasionally, and by tho time thf
ttrst bottle is used up, we will guarantee you free
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat. digest and enjoy
as hearty a break last os you evor sit down to in >oui
healthiest hours, and wo will forfeit to ycu the pric<
of the bottle, upon your showing that our statement
is not correct.
I he modioine is powerful but harmless, and whilst
teaaooonful will at once relieve the
a
dyspep
t;o sufferer, the whole bottle would not materially
as It is ontirely vegetable and contain*
him,
injure
no opiates. All classes 01 disease that have their oriin a disordered stomach and bowels, are dispelod in the some instantaneous way, by the into of

Da. PoLAwn.—I wish to Dear testimony to the value of
your nr kite fine Compound. You will remember how
feeble I was at the time I called on you in July last. My
chief eomplaint was mfiamation qf the kidneys. In
addition toother disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dreadfolly from severeNpaiu.—You sold me a bottle of the
White Pine Compound, and before T had taken twothirds of the contents of one bottle, my pain had all left
me
Though I have been afflicted with that comp aint a
long time, I have not had a return of it since, and have
for many months past enjoyed excellent hea th.

Sold

treatment,
use of that
onry.

Believe You Instantaneously.

14, I860.

Hanover Street, Boston,

neither op-

nor time to make himseil acquainted with
portunity
their pathology, commonly pursues one system f

DYSPEPSIA CURE
AMD IT

best

perienced general piaetitioner, haring

statement

of

inexperienoed physicians im

for It is

a point
generally conceded
that the study and mansyphilograpbers,
these
of
complaints should engross th
agement
whole time of those wuo would be competent and
successful in their treatment and cure. The inex-

By the

a

O O E

I would also state that a lady, a neighbor of ours, was
so badly afflicted with a cough that she rat
up only loDg
enough to have her bed made, and we all thought she was
going in a quick consumption. She took only one bottle
of your Compound, and it cured her. She is just as
well now as ever she was.

DR

by
general praotice;

year—not in a month—nor in a week—bui
see its beneficial influence at once, immt
and tho day you take it.
To you who hav*
lived lor yoars upon Graham Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any thing the least-wise hearty—
ttr»t, because the Doctor has ordered the plainest
food, and secondly for tear the distress it causes—
rising and souring on your stomach, wesay sit down
to your dinner, eat as hearty a meal os you wish,
and as soon as the food begins to distress you, follow it by a single teaspoon i'ul of

FROM STEPHEN BARTLETT.
Bradford, N. H., July, 1860.
Hr. Poland —I had been aftteted with $iduey Complaint for a long time, and had a bad cough of ten years*
standing, which caused me to spit blood quite frequently. No one of my acquaintances expected I would get
But two bottles of your White JHne
my health again.
Compound have cured me of both the cough and kidney
oomplaints,

REV.

are made miserable with ruiued
oin.iltutloue
paueu's
maltreatment lrom

shall

Dr. Poland.—In the foil of 1867, I took a very violent cold which brought on a very severe cough, pain hi
side and lungs, and raising blood. 1 was also very badly
afflicted with that troublesome disease—the Kidney
Complaint. For the three years past I have been very
much troubled with my throat and lungs, choking up
and raising an immense sight, with a bad cough after
raising blood; I felt that my time here must be short un*
less I soon got relief, In the spring I was induced to try
your White Pine Compound, though my faith in it was
small. Bat to my astonishment, before 1 had taken two
bottles, my cough was better, the kidney trouble also,
and I could rest nights without choking up andjraising so
much. I have taken nearly three bottles, and am feeling
like a well man.
1 would add, that my father's family is inclined to consumption, my father, mother, and two sisters having died
of it-

or

fSi'-iL-"""1"*,

Sou
iatoly,

by express,

Under the

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE"
and we pledge our reputation upon
whon we say it will

FROM JAMES J. HOYT.
Bbadfobd, N.H., Sept, I860.

No. IOC

st-uiblS?

[mve

tion. To meet the terrible ra% ages of this worst
ail diseases, wo have prepared

try the White Pine Compound.”
COL. GOULD,
Formerly Major of the 13th Kegt. M. V. (that Veteran
Regiment!) in a letter to S. Dean, Esq., ofgtonehaxu.
speaks in the highest praise of the Wnite Pi >e Compound, ami expresses a wish that it might be sent to
the soldiers. His opinion is based on personal knowledge.
No effort has ever yet been made by the proprietor fee
introduce it into the Army; fcud yet it has often been pur*
chased by friends of soldiers, tc send iu packtges, and
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantities have

The White Fine

ttrribW vice of

Bvery intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies banded out ior
general use should
their efficacy established by well tested expericuce in the hands or n
regularly educated physipreparatory studies at. him ior all the
ye the country 1b doodad with
poor nostrums mid cure-nils,
purporting to be the
best m the world, which are not
only useles*. but always injurious. Ibj uulortunate should bo pahtioULAB in selecting his physician, ai it is a laueutable
yet incoulroverlablo laot. ibat many .vpbilitio

a particle of uourishmont or
refusing its subjects
hearty lood, without paying the peualty in the most
agonising distress, and oftentimes complete prostra-

the White Pine

Goffs town, March

the

lie would sail the attention ol the afflicted
to the
fict of hie long standing and well earned
reputation
tarnishing sutlloient assurance of his skill and sno-

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General DebUily
of the whole System,

excellent results. Several of our friends have also received much benefit from the Compound. We intend to
keep it always on hand.'’
Kby. H. D. Hoge of West Randolph, Vt., wno is s
physician, says;
“I find it (the Compound) an excellent medicine in
kidney diseases.”
Says Mr. S. Boody, of the 14th regiment MassachusetbIleavy Artillery, at Port Tiilinghast:
“The White Pine Compound effected a cure where a
fellow was considered in a ciitical consumption by all
who knew him. I can fully substantiate this by men lu
this Company who thought it folly for him to make a trial
of it. In colds or coughs, men leave the rar* of th..
-'iiuru
(MAtuMut can be had for nothing, anu

B. Ft AIKEN.

00o*cited privately, and with

SS-a!01*

H. Sweetser of Seuth Reading, writes:
“Having long kLOwn something of the valuable medicinal properties of the White Pine, I was prepared, on
seeing an advertisement of your White Pine Compound,
It has been used by mem
to give the medicine atrial.
bers of my ffcmily, for several years, for colds and coughs,
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, with

FROM

Stieet.

Devoting hie entire time to that pi,t“u£. braJd^Jf
the medionl profession, he fcels Warranted in
Oua"
abtbbibo a Cubb i* all Casas, whether
oilonH
.tAndingorreoenUy contjaoud, entirely removing
the dreg, oi disease from the
system, and makinv
•
* *
perfect and PEHMANNNV CUBE.

Dyspepsia is not only the sore forerunner of JuatL
but the companion of a miserable Hie.
It has well
been culled the Nation’s scourge; tor more persons,
both old and young, mule and lemale, suiter from it?
ravages, than from all other ailments combined. It
robs the whole system of its vigor and energy, give?
weariness and total indisposition to those onot
strong and active ; renders the stomach powerless U>
digest the food, and has lor its attendants,

Dr Nichols of Northfield Vt. says:
“I find the White Pine Compound to he very efficacious
not only in coughs and other pulmonic affections, bur
also iu affections of the kidneys, debi ity of the stomach
and other kindred organs.”
Rev. J, K. Chase of Kumney, N. H., writes:
“I have for years regarded your White PineCompoond
as an invaluable remedy.
I can truly say I regard it as
even more efficacious and valuable than ever.
I have
just taken the Compound for a cold, and it works charm-

been forwarded

Temple

Indigestion! sflScUon
^fSHSamS "'bettiSi'iS
impure oonxucUon

ALL

Balsam

Compound.

dtf

to

DIRECTORS,

of this

flattering terms of

5

W^Uth*lLutl™0V

Prepared by the Proprietors ofuCoe*s Cough

TESTIMONIALS.
large number of important testimonials have
received from Physicians, Clergymen.

in the most

No.

Remedy

STOMACH AND BOWELS

gained favor like the While

BS jroUVD AT HI*

private medical' rooms,

OF THM

already
Apothecaries, and, indeed, from all classes in society,

gpeaking

flilf

Diseaseti

been

Co., Pbopkiktokb.

Monitions from the Hon. As bur
PURSUANT
Ware, Judge of the United States District
lor

Treasurer—JAMES H. CLAPP, Esq.

Toe inducements to invest which

Boston

time.
tiome time in ?856, an individual who puicbased
a bot le ior a hard cough, was not only cured of the
c ugh, but also or a severe kidney complaint, of ten
This being truly a disc.very,
years endurance.
the fact was mentioned to asailnul physician, who
replied, in substance that, the bark of whitj
pi up was one of the best diuretics known, provided
its astnngenoy could be counteracted, lithe other
articles entering into the compound would effect
this, a iortune was in the medicine. The fortune ha*
not yet been reached; but the hundreds of cures effected by to© compound, in the m»‘st aggravited
cas.'B of Kidney diseases, iuoluding Diabetes, prove
it to be a wonderful medicine for such ailments. A
large number ofphysicians now employ it, or recommend it tor such use.
But while the White Pine Compound is so useful io
Kidney intiamation, it is also a wonderful curative iu all
throat and lung diseases. It so qui kly and sooth ngly
allays Inflamation, that hoarseness and soreness are removed as if by magic. Numerous cases have been report
ed to the originator, where relief in very severe cases has
been experienced in one hour and a cure effected iu
twenty-four hours.
There is a very natural reason for this. The bark aud
even the leaves, or *needles,” of White Fine contain
eminent mediciualqualities The Indians employed the
bark, of W hite Fine iu treating diseases long before th.settlement of America by Europeans. One instance con
finning this may here be given.
James oaruer, auuui reucn manner, as
early as loo4,
sailed along the northern coast of North America, an
was the first among discoverers to enter the River St
Lawrence. On hi§ retnrn down the river, he found hi.*
men sadly afflicted and disabled by what sailors call thiscurvey. Its ravages were fatal, and the survivor* wenscarcely able to bury the dead Some of the Indiut.
along the shore were likewise attacked by the same disease, but Cartier observed that they soon recovered
11.
therefore earnestly enquired about their mode of treat
ment, and they pointed out to him a trea, the barkaud
leaves of which they used in decoction, with signal success.
Cartier tried the same remedy, and had the gratification of seeing all of his crew who were afflicted rapidl)
improving. This tree was the White Pine.
▲ wash of the bark, steeped in water, is exceedingly
useful in reducing inilamatkm and cleansing old sores.
In fine, the virtues of White Pine Bark are known everywhere, and this, doubtless is one grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so favorably received at the
first.
The past year hM given a great opportunity to test the
virtues of the White Pine Compound. It has been un
unusual time for Colds and coughs, and very large
quantitie of the White Pine Compound have been soid
and used with the happiest effects. It speaks well for the
Medicine, that the people living where it Is prepared
are high in its praise.

press,

United States or America,)
District or Maine, bs.
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President—E. C. BATES, Esq.

Franklin HaveD, Jr.,
William Linooln,
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Important testimony from Asa Goodhue, Esq., of Bow,

National Freedmen. Petroleum Stock Exchange,

L«?.MpnM,Mi,n:w
in

the Maine state

Single copy, su, year, invariably
la advance....... 32.00

A RHANGEMENT has been made by which all
4*r contributions for the National Freedmen’s Relief Association w ji
be forwarded promptly, with
out expense, to New
York. Commodities •* oul.1 be
Mour-fy packed, and directed to C. C. Lition, Noe.
*ork'care of (ieo<!e»•
8ec y of Ex

Month,

east of Boston, and haring
larger circulation than all the otttsf; (taillee in the
city combined, is published at the Office in Fox
Block, 88 IS Exchange Street, every morning—
Sunday excepted, st AS,00 per annum.

Capital Stock, $430,000.

FRUIT
WINE,
Hade Without Fermentation.

kid for the

Per

vis

Assam.#246,232

16dtf

profit of 814&)

not

Tbelargest daily paper

a

fhe largest paper la New England, eight pages, is
published ever; Wednesday, containing all the
news by mail and telegraph, important
reading
matter, Marine List, Market Reports, Ac., of the
the
Doily Press,at
following prices, vis.-—

..

Portland Office 31

a

Daily Press,

eqaal to over 8 per coot, per month on their capital;
and this yield is tteadily on the increase. Whoever
invests in tbis property will be richly rewarded.—
Those connected with it are of the highest standing.

Sarplus Over Capital $96,239,48

J. N.

yielding

$40,000

Capital Stock, all paid in, $150,000.00
follows,

are now

CO.,

daily, or more than

Mad* is compliance with the Laws of Maine.
November 1,1864.

Total

units nas one ur aoper

We will do ail kinds of planting as well and as
promptly, and as cheap as any other establishment
lathe City, County or State.

commission.

rates ot

We would

at

225,00000

This Company is purely mctuE*, dividing a 1 its
profits to the insured.
The last dividen t of #3,000,00) among the Policy
holder-, wns about seventy per tent. on the participating premiums; being the largest dividend ever
declared by any Life Insurenco company.
Portland
Agency 31 Exchange street,

uov

THE DAILY PRESS
xruiuug

Receipts and Certificates will be forwarded in exchange for available hinds, without charge; and

2,970 01

Subscribed and sworn to before me,
Mobeb B. Maolay, Maine Commissioner.

as

Proguiu-

Nlsoi»-bills.

And plain printing of every description. Also,
Rate and Figure wort, executed neatly, and on
terms that cannot tail to satisfy.

Abbatt, Treasurer.

Invested

POSTERS,

Daily Frees Job Offloe is believed to be as well
tarnished ae any similar establishment in the State.
Those sending order from the Country may rely on
receiving prompt attention.

the

24,036 30
168,400 0»

—

OF

O ards,

Compan-

kers’ Boat da of New York and

$11,462,454 39

Real t.Btuto,.
Balance duo from Agents.
interest accrued but not due,.
Interest due and unpaid,.
i*remiuni8 dne and not yet received,
Premiums deferred, semi ann. and quarterly, say.

dec9dtf

Labels,

Presses; Buggies’ superior Card Press
Adams’ and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Freeses, and all the machinery necessary for a well
appointed offloe.

class

oases

individual, who was aff-cied with an inflimmatlon
This inof the throat. A cure was effected by it.
duced others to apply for the same remedy, and
a
benelit.
1 he argreat
every one using it received
ticle, however, went without a name till November
Pine
a it was called White
Compound.
following, who
During that month it was advertised for the lirst

Tho

Invested as follows:
Cash on hand and in Banks,.$705,879 06
llords uLd mortgages at 7 pret. inter!st, 4,788,966 37
United States Stocks, cost,.4.916,668 76

Isaac

Colored

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Faney Dealers
got up in tbe best style of tbe art.

Mics, Circulars,

3000 Bbls, Per

have been many severe

and
AND

ingly.”
Hon. P.

barrels, while one,

1000

over

uiul

Dyspepsia

Compound. This Meuioine was lir^t made as
lately as the spring of 1866, aud then merely tor one

A very

Bronzed

Gravel,

aud vicinity cored by the White Pine Compound, which can be rtfeircd to, and hundreds of
cases of Kidney compla nts, cured entirely by taking
the VV hite Fine Compound, having been reported
by druggists.
Among all the popular medioines offered for sale,
to have

Bit. J. B. HUGHES

-FOE-—

Aid all Kidney Diseases !

superior stylo.

Wed.din.rr

Per

$39,000

ill ill kiidi if Pamphleti,

Keparta,

Put up In

Day.

rels per

OF THE

1st. 1864,made
NOVEMBER
the Laws of Maine.

Manner.

offer superior inducements to

wishing to

Subscriptions received to all first
ies upon the most favorable terms.

Statement

.PJ’°her-

SurtOdy

Coal Stocks

Amt.

W.

Fancy Types

|Of every variety, etyle and coat,

and Sell Oil and

several have reached

To the Honorable Woodbury Davis. o.e ofthi
lusrio.soi the Supreme Judicial Court, begun and
holdeu at Portland, withiu and for the Countr
of Cumberland, on the third Tuesday ol January
1
A. D. 1863.
K. SIDNEY, ot said Portland, husband ol
Margartt Sidney, respectfully libels and gives
this Uonorble Court to be informed that he was
lawfully msrriei to the said Margaret, on the 17th
aay ol April A D 18 2 In Ireland; that since tierr
marriage your libellant has always conducted himself towards the said Mtrga et as a faithful hue.
baud; that she has Fad b> her said husband two
daughters and one sou; hut that the said Margaret
wool y regardless of her marriage vows and eov,
a ant. on or about the twentieth day of November
last past, committed the crime of adultery with one
John Cook, and did deset your libellant taking
with her her three said children, and has maplained her desertion up to 'he present time.
And your libellant further represents, that since
he twentieth dgy of November last pa-t, he has
made diligent search lor the said Margaret and
children. but has Bom unable to Karo anytaing to
ouahio him to fiod them.
Wherefore yourl bellant represent' that his divorcr frtrn
the sard Margsret, wou'd be reasonable
conducive to domostio harmony a-d
w 111 the
peace and morality of society.
>■ nrnya that he maybe divorced
matrimony existing between him
Of the
»■><*'«>*« the
..W
bo -Jeer, ed to him.

M.I fc,peStful
»of
chtldrer,
a®,s „‘f® n2fy

Buy

Many

Incorporated in 1821
the 1st day of Nov. 1864. mado pursuant to the
Laws of Maine.

Capital,

eolleatlon of

Business and Professional Cards,

Boston,

Comp’y,

YORK,

Losses adjusted and due.none.
olaimed and unpaid.
S7i'0 00
reported and unadjusted. 6,980 00
K. H. Kblloqq, President.

JOHN

STREETj

STATE

99

OF THE

Itr

oar

Will bear favorable comparison with any establishment in the city.

Will yield an Income, over all expenses, of more
than

InU. S. 6-23 Bonds, valU6d at.#28,376 00
In Massachusetts State Bonds, valued at.. 18,41# 71
lu Bank Stocks, valued at.
28,2e6 00
In BaIJroad and G'sCo Stocks, valued at.
1,676 00
11
Loans on Mortgages of real estate *•
86,816 01
Loaus on oollaieral securities,
48,603 90
Cash on baud and in Banks. 9,607 72
Cash in bauds of agents and in trausitu,
14283 17
Personal property and other investments, 3,210 97

interested,
successively

And

Book and

6 Bowling Green, New York.

janOdim

to sell and convey certain real estate of said minors,
as described iu sa d
/turns Ordered, That the said Gnaidian
give notice to all persons
by causing notice to
be published three weeks
in the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that they may at
pear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland
on
the third Tuesday of February next, at ten ol
theclookin the forenoon, and show cause ifanr
they have, why the same should r.ot be granted
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy, attest,
4 w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

petition,

Sale.

ons,

J*naUjlebf*Pll>

At a Court ol'Probate held at Portland, withiu and
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesday
year olour Ford eighteen

EXCHANGE!

MACHINERY,

with promptness and Sdelity.

and from New Yo/k. currying passingers to and Irom Liverpool, Glasgow, Belfast,
Dublin, Waterford, Cork, 1 wutrigk, Gutway or
Lond&mderry These steamers were bUHtt specially
ior ’he Atlantic trade, are divided into water and
air tight compartments.

proved!

FOR SALE.

MODERN

Country.

to

pine

oa

to

The well-known favorite Clyde-built
^iidhfci-^_[ron steamers of the Anchor Line of
Sl»aiU'>ttlt/o,‘‘HlBRKNIA,” "CALEDONIA,” "BRITANNIA” and “United Kingdom,” are intended to sail

<

subscriber offers fo* Bile bis Farm
road between Sac;arappa and Gorham.
THE
tains 64

apply

Steam to and From the Old

LimeStrctc.

A8QU

or

EMERY fc FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. S3 West Street,
New Y ork.
Deo. 6, 1862.
dtf

OF NEW

license to

Oar Establishment is tarnished with all the ap-

New York and Maine. Passage *8.00, inoludh g
Fare and State Rooms.
Goode iorwarded by this lice to and from Mon-

For freight

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.
proved

—A-.

Guardinl’i Sale.
to
PURSUANT
Hon. John A.

PETUOLEUM kE C«AL STOCK

The World’s Great

Fine

of

llifjrili

Cough.

no ono seems

LINE.

The splendid and fast Steamships
CHESAPEAKE, Capt Willard,and
POTOMAC, Capt. Suruwood, will,
^^^^^^■uulil further notice, run as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
» North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock P. M.
These vessels are titled up w th line accommodation* lor passenger*, making this the most speedy,
safe aud comfortable route lor travellers between
ji

unrivalled

onr

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ART,
Every description

Fare in Cabin...$2.00.
Froight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 in value, and taat personal, unless notioe is given and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every 86C0 additional value.
Feb. 18,1883.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

Mutual Life Insurance

buildings

PROCTOR,

Forest City, Lewuton and Montreal,

lor California, by the Old Una Moil
Steamers and Panama Railroad, may be secured by
early application at this ofiioe.
may26d&wtf

Thaxter Prince, containing
80 acres of g od land, 16 of which id
and not a
_-wood. Good
ro t oi waste ia.d upon ft.
Safd farm is situated tii
Yarmouth, about one aud half miles from the G. T
K. K. Depot.
Enquire of Charles Humphrey at Yarmouth Vil-

Boston,

dtl

THE 8TEAMEK8

Passages

Capt.

Attention is reepeutfUUy invited to
facilities for exeouting in

fill

Colds, Coughs, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Croup, and Whooping

Glares

\ \TI<>\ !

TIIH

04B

Popular Remedy

Great

The

THEBE

PORTLAND, ME.

LOMBARD & GORE,

on

Total assets,

Office, 31 Exchange
(UP «T▲KB.)
W. D. Ll'l TLhi, Agent.

Farm for Sale.
That superior A. 1 farm, recently
owned and occupied by ihe late

Steamship-,

fur all

from Portland to all the principal cities and towns in
the loyal 8tates and Canadas, at the lowest rates ol
fate, and all needful information cheerfully granted.
Travellers will find it greatly to their advantage to
procure their tickets at the

LET.

the

Block, 821-2 Exchange St.,

Pox

Portland asid SSoston Line.

LITTLE

the great leading route* to Chic*go, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukic,
Galena, Oskosh, 8t Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bau
Quincy, 8tf Louis, l^oq(U}i!te, Indianapolis, C&irc,
etc., etc., aud is prepared Co furnish Throut/h 'Tickets

f 8 Agent

Union Ticket

C.

by

the 4tb February.
Portland, Nov. 21,1881.

1.

restored.—City paper.

JaulldSwJ.

The steamship MORAVIAN, Capt.
Aiton will sail from this port tor
the 28th
2S2fclffi5£Eivorpooi on SATURDAY,
January, immediately after the arrival of the t> ain of the previous day from Montreal
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool—
Cabin (according to accommodations) *66 to *80.
*80.
Steerage,
Payable in Gold orits equivalent.
For ireiglit or passage apply to
HUGti A ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G. T. R. R. Passeiser Depot,

F»ll

WHITE PINE COMPOUND,
For

MEDICAL.
_

DR. POLAND'S

N. A. FOSTER & CO.,
3?i*oprietors.

MSa.

stations.

a

la"'*.
Yarmouth, Jun. 17,1:66.

Londonderry and Liverpool.

SEMI-WEEKLY

□gg3gj§]SaQ Oh and alter Monday, Nov. 7, 1864,
wSK^9Retralus wilt run daily, (Suudays exoeyt-

JOB PRINTING OFFICE.

Return Tickets granted at Beduoed Rates.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

lor the “region.”
The documents were, of course, soon arranged for business. The tutor set to work
and toiled like a Trojan, but with no success.
Despairing of ultimate triumph, the tutor went
to the oil kiug and made a clean breast of i'.
“Why what in the world’s the matter?”
asked the father.
“Well,” answered the tutor, Kilty has gut
a piauo, and guitar, and harp, and music aud
books, aud alt that, but she wants capacity—
that’s all.
“Well, by the lord Harry,’’cried the oil king,
“if that's all, just buy it. I’ve got the stull',
aud if money will get it she shall have capacior

CARPENTER, Supt.

TRUNK RAILWAY,
Of Canada.

GRAND

to this city. H i
and a guitar, and a
car load ot music books, dec., winding up his
business by engaging a llrst class intellects 1
and musical tutor, with all of which he started

To this end

°D Md afler November lit, 1861,
wU le,v® “ foilow*. “HI f“-

CALORIC POWER

PA88ENGEK8 BOOKED

To be succeeded

nothing cost,
Bo nothing is lost,
words are given;
kind
If none but
For each would be sure

a

gupt

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

As words

bought

st

Carrying the Canadian and United States Malls.

Portland
Kendsll s

J

subject to sorrow—
Are delighted to see,
In immensity.
The signs of a bright tomorrow.
all

train

s

in

iHBOUQH Fab kb from Portland ard Bo ton by
this route to Bangor will be made the gams as by
any other line.
Freight Train leaves Portland at, A. M. daily, aud
hDWIN NOYEb,
is due at 8 F. M.

TU*» P°°r aU(i the rich—
it matters not which,
For

fn

du
passeegats

Mills irom the train from Bangor at 9.10 a. m.
Cumkkct.o* Tickets are sold at Freeport,Bruns
Wick, Batn, and all other stations between Brunswick and Kendall’s Mills, for Bangor ansi ail otaer
stations oj the Maine Central K. R- ea®t of Ken.

broken

heal the heart that

PM^engfr Trains leave PortllM <1*1Brunswick, bath, Augusta, Ken.
OAowhegau, at 1 10 f p.*. At Kendall s

lor
•^^EfSKStiy
*U

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go,

MEDICAL.

bass

aid

Lnavari.

An

unfailing cure lor Spermatorrhea, Semina,
W'eakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caused by seir polution; such as Loss of
Memory,
Universal Lassitude. Pains in tho Back, Dimhess of
Vision. Premature old age. Weak Norveu,
Difflculfy
of Breathing, Trembling,
Wakefulness, Eruption,
on the Eaoo, Palo
Countenance, Insanity,Consumption, and all the dlroftil complaints caused by departing from tho path ot nature.

Thu medicine is a simple
vegetable extract, and
ou which we cun
rely, as it has teen use in our
praotiee for many yea-1, and, with thousands treated,
U has not failed >n a
single ins ance. Its enrativo
powers have been sufficient to gain ricto y
ver tho
most stubbon oase.
one

To those who have trill, d with their eonstitatioa
they think themselves beyond the reset, at
medioil aid, we would say. Deepair not.' the CHEROKEE CORE will restore you to health and vigor,
asd after all queok doctors have friled.
until

Ear full particulars get a circular from any Drug
thooountry, or write the Proprietors, who
will mail free to any one desiring the tame a fall
treatise In pamphlet form.

store iu

Price. 93 per bottle, or three bottles tor 9i, and
forwarded by express to all parts of tho world.
Sold by sllrespeotablo druggists every where.

DR. W. R. M ERWIN fc CO
eoLB

febBoodfcwly

pbopbibtobi,
No. w Liberty 8t„ New ror*.

whore.

Price $1.00 per lloitic.
Orders by mail, from either dealers er oontameri,
promptly attended to.
C. G. CI.AKK At CO.
Wkolocale Prsygish, FTete Hat/sa, Conn.,
Proprietors
Sold in Portland by w
other .isalsrs.

and all

»•

H. H. Um
marohsaadlySS

rhllBpe^

atu R>s

PHOTOGRAPH ROOMS,
XOl Middle at.,
VOHTLAND.
novBdtf

